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j
'I 1. Introduction

All crystalline solids contain lattice defects. These defects have a large

influence on many macroscopic quantities of the material, like the electrical

resistivity, the yield strength, creep rate etc. Lattice defects may be quite

abundant or extremely scarce. A sphere of a heavily deformed metal having a

diameter of 3 cm can easily contain dislocations (line shaped defects) of a

r-( total length equal to the distance of the earth to the sun. In metals heavily

* irradiated with energetic particles one per hundred lattice sites may be vacant.

On the other hand a sphere of the same diameter as above of a silicon single

crystal of device-quality may contain less then one meter of dislocation line.

What happens when the defects present in the crystal become mobile? They

walk around in a random fashion until a suitable partner is met to react with.

The rate of these reactions is our main concern in this thesis.

This subject is far from original. Brownian motion was first observed in

1828. The first work on reactions of random walking particles was done by

Marian von Smoluchowski, In 1916 he wrote [1]:

't "Kann man die makroskopische Diffusionstheorie anwenden. anstatt auf den

mikroskopischen Mechanismus der Brownschen Verschiebungen zuriickzugehen?

Offeilbar erfordert dies nur, dass man die Eigenschaft der die Teilchen

adsorbierenden Wand mathematisch ausdrücke, und zwar geniigt hierzu die Grenz-

bedingung, dass die Teilchenkon2entration an der Wand fortwahrend gleich Null

erhalten werde".

On this basis Von Smoluchowski derives accurate equations for the kinetics of

these reactions. Also a treatment of simultaneous reactions is given.

As noticed by Von Smoluchowski we see an extreme chaos if we look at the
;
; problem on a microscale. All kinds of immobile or mobile randomly distributed

'" defects of various sizes and different dimension act as trap for their mobile

'[, partners. Problems like this can easily be found in the physics of liquids and

gases. Mathematical treatment of the problem is made possible by some kind of

averaging procedure. Various procedures have been developed in the literature.

An excellent review is given recently by Brailsford and Bullough [2].

- 1 -
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diffusion and
random walk
on a crystal
lattice

ideal traps
periodic am

ideal traps
random arr.

lattice
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calculations
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periodic arr

real traps
random arr.

Fig. I.I. Schematic representation of the procedure used in this thesis for

the study of diffusion limited reactions of lattice defeats in

crystals.
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The averaging procedure we introduce in this thesis is schematically shown

in fig. 1.1. It is assumed that only one type of randomly walking defect and ru

one type of trap is present. They are distributed homogeneously at the

beginning of the trapping process. The effect of these three constraints is

evaluated separately.

In box 1 of fig. 1.1. it is remarked that the random walk of the mobile

defects takes place on a crystal lattice.. So first we have to study the rate

at which a random walker covers space. In more detail we want to know the

number of lattice sites visited by the random walker and the probability that

in the next step it will reach a site that was not visited before. Diffusion

and random walk theory will be applied in this respect. Various lattices of »"'

one, two or three dimensions will be discussed. Results known in the

literature have been improved. This part of the problem is dealt with in

chapter 2.

The next step is to study the trapping process for highly simplified traps

by assuming that they are unsaturable .and spherical (respectively cylindrical k

or planar). We further assume that the random walkers are captured once they ;

hit the trap surface. Their random walk in the area outside the traps is

unaffected by the presence of the traps. Two ways of trap arrangement allow

for an analytical treatment, the periodic and the random one. v

We will study two processes in which the diffusion of random walkers to :

immobile traps is rate determining. First the so-called continuous production

process, where mobile defects are fed into the crystal at a constant rate. The

equilibrium concentration of the defects depends on the reaction rate. The

second process is the annealing process. Now the decrease in the average v-

concentration of the mobile defects is studied. Rate theory gives a

mathematical description for these processes in which only one constant, the

rate constant, plays a part. This constant is essentially location independent,

but may be a function of time. In this thesis rate constants will be studied

for different dimension, size and concentration of the traps in periodic and

in random arrangement. Both diffusion and random walk theory will be used. ».

Results obtained with these theories are found to correspond well. Besides the i

analytical treatment the trapping reactions are studied by Monte Carlo ^

simulation. This relation between the boxes 2 and 3 in fig. 1.1. forms the ^

main part of chapter 3. Also ring or disk shaped defects are discussed. The

last section of this chapter deals with the kinetics of trapping reactions.

We shall study the reaction of random walkers with these more complicated traps '

by Monte Carlo simulation for a periodic trap arrangement only. This reduces

the complexity of the Monte Carlo simulations. Results for the random |

- 3 -



arrangement, which we assume to be snore in line with nature than the

periodic one can be obtained by using the equations of chapter 3.

Real traps are in general not spherical and they affect the motion of the

random walkers present in their vicinity. We therefore have to obtain a

detailed picture of the interaction of random walker and trap on the atomic

level. This is done by lattice relaxation calculations. With this computational

technique we are able to study the configurational energy of a large block of

atoms containing the interacting defects. In specific cases boundary conditions

and generalizations of the data obtained are based on elasticity theory, as is

indicated in boxes 6 and 7 of fig. 1.1. The results of these calculations are

used as input data in Monte Carlo simulations of the trapping reaction (box 4).

The Monte Carlo simulations yield data which can be interpreted in terms of :

the concepts introduced in chapter 3. The lattice relaxation calculations and

Monte Carlo simulations are described in chapter 4.

The three basic constraints we started with are evaluated in chapter 5.

First we discuss some results'obtained with mobile traps. Incorporation of

mobility of the traps in the theory is shown to be not so simple as is

sometimes assumed in the literature. Then we will show that the introduction ':

of traps of one type increases the rate constant associated with the trapping

of random walkers by traps of another type. A separate treatment of the

reactions occuring simultaneously may therefore lead to erroneous results.

Another interesting feature arose when we studied the trapping rate of a trap

located close to another trap of a different type. For example traps located

close to a crystal surface. It is found that the rate constants associated

with these traps are larger than those of traps located far from the surface.

In the last section of chapter 5 rate constants are given for cases of a non

continuous production of random walkers. Specially if the random walker

production is done in a pulsed way this may be of interest. ^

In chapter 6 part of the results obtained in the proceeding chapters is i"\

used in a model constructed for the study of the nucleation and growth of j-r

helium bubbles in metals. This is still an open problem in the literature. j«

Helium bubbles are observed in metals which are heavily bombarded with helium fc

ions. In theories on void growth, radiation induced creep and analog problems p

in fission and fusion reactor materials this kind of modelling is already in g.

a more advanced stage. In this field such computer models are "essential for j^

solving the fusion reactor material problem" [3]. It is our hope that the

results given in this thesis may help in clarifying the concepts used in these {

models.

- 4 -
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We finally remark that it is attempted in this thesis to treat the subjects

studied in a logical order. This is far from the historic order as is shown

in the list of publications forming the basis of this work.

References chapter 1

1. Smoluchowski, M. von, Fhys.Z. _T7 (1916) 585.

2. Brailsford, A.D., Bullough, R., Report TP 854, A.E.R.E. Harwell, August 1980.

To be published in Phil.Trans.Roy.Soa.

3. Bullough, R., Eyre, B.L., Kulcinsky, G.L., J.Nucl.Mat. 68 (1977) 168.

t
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2. Random walk on a crystal lattice

2.1. Diffusion theory

Looking at an aqueous suspension of pollen Robert Brown [1] made the first

observation of random motion- A large number of similar, but more detailed,

observations were made in the rest of the 19 century [2]. It lasted until the

!.( next century however before a comprehensive theory of this effect was given by

i* Einstein [3], who relatied this Brownian motion to the kinetic theory of heat.

By then the relation between the chaotic zig-zag motion of microscopic particles

ï and diffusion phenomena on macro scale was firmly established also. The

discussion of the random walk on a lattice was started by an advertisement in «-*._

Nature of K. Pearson in 1905 [4]:

"Can any of your readers refer me to the work wherein I should find a solution

to the following problem, or failing the knowledge of any existing solution,

.; provide me with the original one? A man starts from a point 0 and walks 1 yards

• in a straight line; he then turns through any angle whatever and walks another

i' 1 yards in a second straight line. He repeats this n times. I require the

* probability that after n stretches he is at a distance between r and r + dr

from his starting point 0".

Pearson presumably was inspired by the game of golf in its more primitive form .-,

originating from Scotland [2]. Lord Rayleigh could give the answer in the same V-

issue, since he had studied "the composition of n isoperiodic vibrations of

unit amplitude and phases distributed at random" [5], which is a mathematical ^•

analogon. '.

.: A similar problem was discussed by Von Smoluchowski in 1906 [6], in response

r to Einsteins papers. He, however, took a fixed angle after every stretch instead

|' of a random one. He concluded by the way, that his method is more direct,

i simple and convincing than Einsteins in explaining Brownian motion. Polya [7]

{, was the first to study walks on periodic lattices and he established the {.;

i qualitative difference between random walks in one and two dimensions and
f i
I those in three dimensions . In the first two the random walker is certain

) - 7 -



to return to the origin, where in the latter it is not.

Diffusion and random walk theory go hand in hand as far as one is concerned

with the probability that a random walker is in a volume element dV at r and

at time t after its start in the origin. Random walk theory, however, gives a

more detailed picture of the history of the random walker, than diffusion

theory. These special features of random walk theory will be discussed in the

next section.

Elegant derivations of the diffusion equation, excluding and including strain

effects, can be found in the work of Chandrasekhar [8], Flynn [9] and Schroeder

[10]. In general we have in the absence of strains

(2.1)

where c is the random walker concentration and the tensor 0 the diffusion

coefficient. If we assume, that the random walker has an equal frequency v to

jump in any direction and that K of such directions are available, then D in

the case of absence of strains is given by (see [9] for example):

1
N

D(i.i) =i l fnvA (i)X (j)
n=l

(2.2)

where A (i) is the i coefficient of the n jumpvector A and f is the

fraction of jumps in direction n (usually f = N for all n).

For a random walk on a cubic lattice D reduces to the scalar D given by

(2.3)

with A the length of the jumpvector.

In general the diffusion equation (2.1) is considered to describe the

concentration of random walkers present in a volume element located at r at

a certain time t, given probability rules for the motion of the individual

- 8 -



random walkers and excluding mutual interference. However one can also think of

(2.1) as describing the probability p(r,t) to find a single random walker at

position r at time t. Furthermore by integrating p(r,t) over t one can obtain

the average time a random walker spends at r.

In this thesis we will deal with reactions among lattice defects, so we

can think of vacancies, self interstitials and impurities as mobile defects.

Substitutional impurity diffusion will not be discussed since their mobility

involves vacancies and inherent problems like correlation effects arise [11].

Vacancy motion is depicktedin fig. 2.1. It was already mentioned above that

Fig. 2.1. A vacancy jump in a b.c.o. lattice. The atom A jumps into the vacancy

VV and passes two saddle points at S and So.

the diffusion coefficient associated with the random walks of vacancies on cubic

lattices is given by (2.T). We will assume self interstitials to be split

interstitials or equivalently dumbbells, lying in the <110> direction in the

b.c.c. lattice and in <100> in the f.c.c. lattice [12], A self interstitial

jump involves the movement of three atoms. The center of gravity however makes

a nearest neighbour jump. Using lattice relaxation simulation it is shown (see

- 9 -



sect. 4.2.3. and [13]) that in b.c.c. lattices only jumps in a direction

having a small angle with the interstitial orientation are possible. This is

depicted in fig. 2.2. Dederichs et al. [14, 15] review theoretical and

/I

Fig. 2.2. Possible ways of jumping of a self interstitial in a b.c.o. lattice

(left) and a f.c.c. lattice (right). The orientation before (grey)

and after (white) jumping are shown.

experimental evidence for the same effect in f.c.c.. Now a straightforward

use of (2.2) is not possible and we have to average over all possible

orientations the interstitial can have on a certain site. Again (2.3) is found

(see also [14]). The ways of jumping of octahedral and tetrahedral impurities

in b.c.c. and f.c.c. are shown in fig. 2.3 and 2.4. The same problem as for the

self interstitial arises. By careful1 averaging over all sublattices (2.3) is

found in all cases.

In several cases it is of interest to study the diffusion, which takes place

in less than three dimensions, i.e. the projection of the actual three

- 10 -



oct. h tet. b

Fig. 2.3. The lattice formed by the octahedral sites in b.c.c. (oct. b) and

the tetrahedral sites in b.c.c. (tet. b). The consist of three

respectively six b.a.a. sublattices which are denoted with different

symbols, ilso the jump vectors are shown for the different

sublattices.

oct. f tet. f

Fig. 2.4. The lattice formed by the octahedral sites in f.c.c. (oat. f) and

the tetrahedral sites in f.c.c. (tet. f), respectively forming a

f.c.c. and a s.c. lattice. Ways of jumping are shown.

- 11 -



dimensional diffusion on a line or a plane. We will call this respectively a

one and two dimensional diffusion. Of course the diffusion process is still

governed by (2.1) and (2.2) applies, providing that the right vectors A ll

{001}

%*

<100> 1

ivs

\

Fig. 2.5. Two and one dimensional lattices formed by a projection of the b.c.c.

lattice on a {001}; a {111} and a {112} plane; on a <100>anda <111>

direction. The distances are shown in units, a 3 of the lattice

constant of the b.c.c. lattice. Jump vectors are shown as well.

(projections of the 3D jumpvectors on the line or plane) are taken, including

the nul vectors.

In deriving the diffusion equation it was assumed that the jumps of a random

walker are not biased by its previous jumps; for example by the momentum

gained by passing the saddle point. In general this assumption is justified

since the average jumpfrequency is small compared with typical vibrational

frequencies and the time to complete a jump is of the order of the inverse of

- 12 -



the Debije frequency. Self interstitials at high temperatures and interstitial

hydrogen might be exceptions [10].

Stress fields, however, may clearly bias jumps. Koehler [16] has studied

two aspects of this bias. First the stress field reacts with the strains around

the random walker in its equilibrium sites, which causes a change in the

potential energy of the random walker in its equilibrium sites versus position

in the way illustrated in fig. 2.6. If the saddle points are influenced in the

•*- r

Fig. 2.6. Simple model for the potential energy profile around a trap. It is

assumed that the saddle points are affected in a similar way as the

equilibrium points.

same way as the equilibrium sites, we only have to add a drift current to the

diffusion current. Or, the gradient in the potential energy gives a force of

motion besides gradients in the random walker concentration. Einstein showed,

that the mobility u of particles in random motion is given by y = D/kT. So a

drift current j = cyVE has to be incorporated in the diffusion equation:

(2.4)

where D is given by (2.3) and E is the potential energy at r. It is assumed

that the potential energy differences between adjacent sites are small

compared to kT, k being Boltzmann's constant and T the absolute temperature.

Close to defects with long range fields this may not be the case [17].

Furthermore the energy field shown in fig. 2.6 is too simple in many cases.

- 13 -



For example for vacancy migration in a b.c.c. lattice two saddlepoints instead

of one, as shown in fig. 2.6, at 1/3 and 2/3 of the migration path are found. „,
IUnder the above constraints we find (2.4) again in this case. Koehler calls *

this the Einstein effect.

The second effect is called the barrier effect. In general the defect will

interact with the stress field in a different way when it is located in the

saddle point position than located in the equilibrium configuration. The vacancy in the

saddle point position for example has a clear anisotropic strain field, which

will react differently with the local stress field than the isotropic strain

field of the equilibrium configuration. This will lead to additional differences

in the migration energies for the different directions. It is not easy to

represent this effect in the diffusion equation. For cubic defects, defects

with cubic symmetry, however a position dependent and anisotropic diffusion

coefficient may be used [9, 10]. Effects of this kind are hardly ever

incorporated in studies of reactions among lattice defects. Analytic solutions

of (2.4) are limited to a small number of energy fields as was shown by <

Seeger [18].

For the study of reactions of lattice defects boundary conditions have to be

postulated in order to solve (2.1) or (2.4). A general form for the position

related boundary conditions is

Vc = ocn at r = rfe (2.5)

• * • - * •

where n is the unit vector normal to the boundary located at r, and a a
b

proportionally constant. In (2.5) it is assumed that the flow of random walkers

across the boundary is limited. The two extremes of (2.5) are well known:

c = 0 at r = rfe (2.6) ^

Vc = ft at r = r, (2.7) iI
The first constraint is known as the Smoluchowski boundary condition since it *-

was first used in this respect by von Smoluchowski in 1916 [19]. Instead of ;.

(2.6) we may take c = c in some cases, where c is the local thermal ï~

equilibrium concentration of random walkers. The time related boundary ._

condition is simply the random walker concentration at t = 0. Usually this is ij

a homogeneous concentration. {
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2.2. Random walk theory

•m In the previous section it was mentioned that random walk theory has its

origin in the work of Polya [7]. He showed that there is a qualitative

difference between random walks on a one or two dimensional lattice and random

walks on a three or higher dimensional lattice. In diffusion theory this

difference is not found.

In one and two dimensions the random walk is called recurrent [20]. The

random walker always returns to its starting point. This also implies thai.

eventually every lattice site will be visited by the random walker. Three or

higher dimensional random walks are called transient. The probability to return

to the origin is less than one - "the random walker may get lost" - and only

part of the lattice sites will be visited in an infinite random walk. By

consequence in one and two dimensions the probability a random walker visits a

site that he did not visit previously goes to zero after an infinite number

of jumps made. This is not the case in more than two dimensions. The consequence

of this phenomenon for the rate at which mobile defects find traps was first

noticed by Beeler [21, 22].

The probability of visiting a fresh sita in the n step of a random walker

will be denoted Q . The total number of distinct sites visited in a n step

random walk, which is obviously a related quantity, is called S . S was first

discussed by Dvoretzky and Erdös [23]. For n •* °> we find for the simple

square lattice

S = ™ . n -* » d = 2 (2.8)

n ln(n)

and for three and higher dimensional lattices:

S = b n n -* » d s 3 (2.9)

n

The constant b was obtained by Vineyard [24] in a theoretical way for the

various cubic lattices, while Beeler [21] used Monte Carlo simulations to

obtain the value of b. On a different basis Montroll [25] found the same

results as Vineyard and later on Montroll and Weiss [26] calculated higher

order terms in S for the three dimensional random walks. Errors in the numerical

values in these higher order terms were corrected by Joyce [27, 28]. A well

known result from random walk theory is that Q^ is the inverse of the average

number of visits to the origin. Since the stationairy lattice Green function

G is defined as the number of visits a random walkers starting at 0 makes
51
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to the lattice site at r in an infinite random walk, we get Q = 1/G , which "-'

is only non zero for three or more dimensions. In the next section recurrent - ,

relations will be derived which can be used to generate S values for random ft
n Y'

walks on the linear chain, the simple square lattice and the b.c.c. lattice. !

Series expansions will be postulated, which fit accurately to the exact values. i

More peculiar random walks on other lattices will be studied by Monte Carlo 1

simulation. In section 2.2.2. the random walk of a cloud of lattice points will •"

be discussed. js

2.2.1. The mother of distinct lattice sites visited by a random walker f

For the linear chain, the simple square and the b.c.c. lattice all i

coordinates of the random walker change when it makes a nearest neighbour 1
I

jump. This makes a treatment of these random walks possible in the following >'

way. Let P (k) be the probability that a random walker on a lattice, starting

at the origin, will reach the lattice point k in n steps and let <L(k) be the k;

probability that it does so for the first time. We then have *•,

m=l

By summing both sides of (2.10) over all values of k we get

I VmPm
m=l

in which Q is the probability that the random walker is at a lattice point

never visited before after n steps. Q_ = 1 and P = P (0). Now for the lattices
u m m

of dimension d mentioned above, P„ ., = 0 and therefore Q_ . = Q„ . Thus

instead of (2.11) we have

1 " \ Q2n-2m
P2m <2"12>

m=l

and
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The number of distinct lattice sites visited S is given by

Sn=
m=0

, = f L22L! ]
2m l22m(m!)(m:)J

(2.14)

Furthermore for these lattices we have that P, is given by the d power of

the analogous quantity for the linear chain

(2.15)

Using (2.12) to (2.15) values of Q and S can easily be generated. Some values

are listed in table 2.1.

Table 2.1. Exact values of Q and S for the linear chain, the simple square

lattice and the b.c.c. lattice.

1

2

4

8

20

100

250

1000

1

2

4

8

20

100

250

1000

1.0

0 .5

0.375

0.27343750

0.17619705

0.07958924

0.05CM221

0.02522501

2.0

2.5

3.375

4.64843742

7.22407915

15.9974367

25.2565187

50.4752610

1.0

0.75

0.671875

0.60028077

0.52040364

0.41677781

0.3757761

0.32177687

Sn

2.0

2.75

4.171875

6.70184327

13.3395839

49.5041368

111.877748

363.583762

1.0

0.875

0.83789063

0.80634165

0.77526378

0.74384674

0.73429744

0.72604251

2 .0

2.875

4.58789063

7.869632993

17.3205600

77.6130250

188.313344

734.910440
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Eq. (2.5) can be written as a series expansion with the help of Stirlings

formula. For d = 1 to 3 we get

P2m = (inn) 2 £ P i m "
i=0

(2.Ï6)

The coefficients p_ to p, are given in table 2.2.
u o

Table 2.2. Coefficients of p. in eq. (2.16) for d = 1 to 3.

d = 2 d = 3

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

-2

5 2

-21 2

-399 2

-3

2"7

-10

-2
-2

-3 2

9 2

-15

-18

869 2-22

-5 2

-23 2

53 2

-11

-13

-16

7 2

165 2

-957 2

7325 2

-3

-7

-10

-15

-18

-22

By inserting (2.16) in (2.12) series expansions of Q can be derived. The

lattices of different dimensionality will be treated separately below.

For d = 1 we proceed in the following way. First multiply both sides of (2.12)

by 9 and sum over all n

, w Al

n=0 m=0
P

'/.••

= (i-e
n=0 m=0

Since P 2m

(2.17)

2m ( m)/2 m we have P = £ ̂ m 9™ = (1~9^ • B^J inserting this result
m=0

)i

I'!
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in (2.17) we get P = Q and thus we have P. = Q„ or
2m oi

2 n
- 2 3n ' 5.2~1On~3 (2.18)

and

S 2 n = (4n + l )Q 2 n

2n+1

which can be approximated by

(2.19)

The r e su l t i s shown in f ig . 2 .7 .

0.0 0.1 0.2 Q3 0.4 0.5

Fig. 2.7. S /n and Q for a one dimensional random walk. Some exact values are
shown (S /n: oj Q : n ) together with the approximations (2.18) and
(2.19).
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For the simple square lattice (d = 2) we shall need the following sums in

evaluating (2.12)

(2.20)

2m=0

Neglection of all terms that approach zero with increasing n as ln(n)/n or

faster leads to

RQ = ln(n) + 2.6566572

-1
\ = k for k > 0

(2.21)

Setting P = 1 (2.12) can be written as:

2n
(2.22)

For n odd we have Q„ , = ö„ . We now assert:
in+l d.Ti

a) Q„ „ can be written as a polynomial in 2m:

Q2n-2m = QS (k!) (2m)'
d(2n)'

(2.23)

b) Q can be written as a polynomial in ln(n)

£- = ln(n) + Y + — — + —x— (2.24)
ln(n) In (n)

This implies that n is so large that all contributions proportional to n ,
_2

n , etc. may be neglected. Substitution of (2.23) in (2.22) leads to a

double sum, where the sum over 2m is given with (2.20):

k ,krtn d Q

Q dn
(2.25)

The polynomial (2.24) can now be introduced, leading to polynomials in ln(n)
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pj

on both sides. Equating term for term yields:

71 i <- ̂ , o « « „ , A 1.644934 1.9659121 _,_ ,. „,,
75— = ln(n) + 2.6566572 + = + ... (2.26)
n ln(n) In (n)

S is determined from Q = S - S ,. We assert its analogy to Q and write f~
n n n n-1 n fc:
for n/S a similar series in ln(n) as for Q : tl

irn a a„ f̂-

— = ln(n) + a + — - — + — | — + ... (2.27) 'ft.
S ln(n) In (n) Ut

For large values of n we may write: L

TTH 1 d(7rn/S )

S S~ + n" d ln(n) ' i J i

n+ I n E

U
Now eliminate S and neglect Q with respect to S : «?

«n n ^ ™ d (TO/Sn> f
S U

 TT S ; d ln(n)n n

By using (2.24) and equating term for term we get:

- 1 ; a, = Yl " 1 J a2 = Y 0 + Y, + ï 2 " 3

and hence

f = ln(n) * 1.6566572 + °'
6449341 - °-66f208 (2.28)

n ln(n) In (n)

Q and S are shown in fig. 2.8.

For the b.c.c. lattice we assert the series expansion of S given in [26, 27]:
Ii
e S = bn + c/n + d + e / /n + . . . We therefore have
\ n

r

I
t Q2n = ^ V (2>29)
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H

Fig. 2.8. As in fig. 2.7, but for the simple square lattice. The approximations

shown are (2.26) and (2.28).

By analogy we assert that for d(d 5 3) dimensional "b.c.c." lattices

(jumpvectors (+ 1, + 1, + 1,...)) Q. is given by

(2.30)

where qQ, q. qj are constants to be obtained.

By expanding (2.15) we get

P = (irm)
zm

d | d2 d(d2-l6) ,
8 m 128m2 3072m3

(2.31)

n
We will also need \ P , for which we get from (2.31)

m=0
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A -
^-d/2

d/2-1
1_ d(23d+40)

- 4n

512n
(2.32)

The constant A follows from a numerical evaluation of £ P. , which converges

rapidly to a fixed value. Furthermore we need
V--

n-1 Po . n-1 n-1

m=0 (n-m) n m=0 m=0
<2-33>

For large n the sum EmP_ /n goes to zero with n for d = 3, ln(n) for d = 4

and n for d = 5.

By inserting (2.30) in (2.12) we get
I:

m=I (n-m)

(n-m) ( 2- 3 5 )

since P. = 1.

Combining (2.32), (2.33) and (2.35) we finally get

-d/2

3
I"1

( 2' 3 7 )

t = d/2 - 1 (2.39)

Some results are given in table 2.3.
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Table 2.3. Coefficients q~ and q' and the power t of n of the second term

in the series expansion of Q for "b.a.a." lattices of dimension

3 to 8.

ji t % q;

3 1/2 0.717770011 0.261692215

; 4 1 0.893945532 0.161693341

5 3/2 0.955269004 0.098362696

6 2 0.97994972 0.061942359

7 5/2 0.990681663 0.040409053

8 3 0.995569057 0.027133888

By a direct fit of (2.29) to the exact data obtained from (2.12) we get for
00 _ I ~

the constants in Q = \ q'n :
n r=0 r

q^ = 0.71777001105 qj = 0.2616922148 q^ = -0.09274376

';': q' = 0.025273 q' = 0.0148

The value of Q„ found using these constants is 0.8758, whereas the exact value

is 0.875. q is in excellent agreement with the value given by Montroll and

!-; Weiss [26].

• S can be found in standard way if we assume S In to be a power series in

j «f* too. Using Q 2 n = {(S 2 n + ] " S2n.,) we get

S n = 0.71777001105n + 0.523384429 7n^ + 0.18548752n"^ 'r.

-3/2
+ 0.004959018n ' + ... (2.40) ^

V
p

The coefficient of the second term given by Montroll and Weiss is a factor of ?T

4 too low. Joyce [27] has given the correct value. He obtained: ^r

S = 0.71777001n + 0.52338443n2 + 0.58369076 +
n

-3/2
, 0.06046375n ' (n even)

0.18548749n~É - .,, + ... (2.41)
0.00495939n ' (n odd)

The coefficients found agree well with the ones of Joyce. The constant in the

expansion of Joyce can only be found by comparing (2.40) with the exact values.
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If we take S„ we get a value of 0.582 which agrees well with Joyce's. A

comparison of the approximation with the exact data is made in fig. 2.9.

Fig. 2.9. As in fig. 2.7 but for the b.o.a. lattice. The approximations shown

are (2.29) and (2.41).

Results for random walks on other three dimensional lattices were obtained by

Vineyard [24], Montroll and Weiss [26], Joyce [28, 29] and Koiwa and Ishioka

[30 - 32]. A summary of the values known to date is given in table 2.4. It is

easily seen that the coefficient b in the series expansion of S and Q

decreases with decreasing coordination number N. However lattices with the

same N do not necessarily have the same values for b, as is shown for N = 4.

The f.c.c. and h.c.p. lattices do have the same coefficients b and c.

By Monte Carlo simulation S was determined forthes.c, b.c.c., f.c.c. and

oct. b lattices. In such a simulation a random walker is followed upto

n = 1000 and the number of distinct lattice visited is registrated at n = 10,

20, ..., 100, 200, ..., 1000. For the b.c.c. and oct. b lattices 500 trials

upto n = 100 and 100 trials upto n = 1000 were made. The number of trials for

the s.c. and f.c.c. lattices was 100 and 20 respectively. The coefficients b

and c listed in table 2.4 are obtained from a least squares fit of

b + c//n + d/n to the S /n values found. A function quadratic in n * appeared
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Table 2.4. Coefficients b and a in the expansion S = bn + cJn + ... from

theoretical studies and Monte Carlo simulations for random walks

on three dimensional lattices.

The values between parenthesis in the third column were derived

from the coefficient b in the way outlined in section 3.3.1

eq. (3.4V.

lattice theoretical Monte Carlo

b c

s.c. 0.659462670 [24, 26]

b.c.c. 0.717770010 [24, 26, 27]

f.c.c. 0.743681763 [24, 26, 28]

h.c.p. 0.7437 [30]

diamond 0.557762 [30, 31, 32]

oct . b-, 0.571292 [31]

te t . b. 0.523516 [31]

0.573921 [26, 32]

0.52338443 [27]

0.51609700 [28]

(0.5161)

(0.632089)

(0.574291)

(0.682002)

0.659 0.595

0.717 0.530

0.741 0.531

0.567 0.62

to give a better fit than a linear one. The statistical error in the

coefficient d found appeared to be quite large for the number of trials

listed above. Results are shown in fig. 2.10. The coefficients b and c

obtained in this way agree well with the theoretical values, as is shown in

table 2.4.

In two dimensions only the term irn/ln(n) in the series expansion of S for the

simple square lattice has been obtained before [23, 25], despite improved

knowledge of the Green functions for the lattice [33]. Above this result was

improved to four terms asserting a series expansion in ir/ln(n).

In a way similar to the one used for the three dimensional lattices S was

obtained by Monte Carlo simulation for the simple square lattice, the triangular

lattice and the lattice formed by a projection of the b.c.c. lattice on a {112}

plane. These lattices and the jump vectors were given in fig. 2.5. Again random

walk sequences of 100 and 1000 jumps were performed, now respectively 5000 and

400 times, and the average values of S at n = 10, 20, ..., 100, 200, ..., 1000

were used in fitting

S ln(n)
n

l n ( n ) In2(n)
(2.42)

to the Monte Carlo data. The results are shown in fig. 2.11. The accuracy of
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Fig. 2.10. Values of S /n found by Monte Carlo simulation of a random walk on

a oat. b lattice (x); a s.o.c. lattice (+)j a b.a.e. lattice (o) and

a f.c.c. lattice (w . The drawn lines are obtained by a least squares

fit to the Monte Carlo.

Fig. 2.11. Values of S ln(n)/n found by Monte Carlo simulation of a randomwalk

on a simple square (x) and a triangular lattice C+ ) and on the lattice

formedby a projection oftheb.c.c. lattice on a {112} plane (o) . Some

exact data for the simple lattice are shown for comparison (d). The drawn

lines are obtained by a least squares fit to the Monte Carlo data.
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the fit appears to be fairly good upto second order. From fig. 2.11 it is seen

that a good estimate of the limit for n •* °> is given by

S ln(n)
- - N j for n - - , (2.43)

N being the coordination number. If we now assume that this limiting form is

true, we can try to fit n/S - ln(n)/(Nir/4) with a quadratic form of

Nn/(41n(n)) as in (2.27). In this way also a good fit could be obtained. The

resulting coefficients are shown in table 2.5.

2
Table 2.5. Coefficients A and B found by fitting (A + BE. + C£ ) to the values

of (n/S - 1/V found by Monte Carlo simulation, with

£ = Nir/4ln(n). The values between parenthesis were obtained in a

theoretical way before.

N A B

4 0.51 (05273304) 0.11 (0.06534549)

6 0.45 0.3

8 0.41 0.3

2.2.2. The number of distinct sites visited by a random walking cloud of

lattice sites

In this section we will discuss the random walk of a cloud of lattice sites.

Cloud random walk will be used in the next chapter for the determination of

the rate of trapping of random walkers by extended sinks.

The problem is similar to the one treated above for "point" random walkers.

Now however we consider a rigid cloud of k lattice sites,which we will denote

U, . The jump of a cloud is defined as the collective jump of all lattice points

in the cloud with the same jump vector. Again one can determine the probability

Q_(U. ) that a cloud in the n step covers a lattice site not visited beforen K

and a number of distinct lattice sites S (U.) visited by a cloud in n steps.

Spitzer [20] has shown that the character of the random walks of a cloud

- transient versus recurrent - is the same as of a point. We assert that the

dependence on n of S (U. ) is analogous to the one of S = S (0 ).
n K n n 1
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In section 3.3.1. it will be shown that

k S (U )
f o r

with T (U. ) the average number of sites of a stationary cloud IL that a point

random walker visits during an infinite random walk. T can be obtained in

the following way. Suppose the random walker enters the cloud on site i and

the probability it reaches site j of the cloud at least once within an infinite

number of jumps is poo(i,j). Then we have

j ^ W (2-45)

where w. is the number of ways to jump to site i from a site not belonging to the

cloud in one step and W = Ew.. The probabilities p^Cijj) are given by

with G_ the Green function for stationairy diffusion for lattice site n [10]

- i.e. the number of visits a random walker makes to lattice site n when

started at 0 -. Tabulated^ values of Green functions can be found in [27-29, 34],

From the definition of G_ we have for d = 3: b = b(U.) = {G_} . By combining

(2.44) to (2.46) we get

w c k w. k ,-*• -J-,

" f J, vr .1 <T J )

In one and two dimensions cloud random walk is recurrent so we have

poo(i,j) = 1 for all i and j and by consequence S (Ü, ) = S (U.) for n -»-<=. In

one dimension it is easily seen that S (U,) - S (U.) is equal to a fixed
il. te n *

integer for all n. Combining arguments we get for the different cases:
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d = 2
im/ln(n)

(2.49)

1 + A(

Sn(Ufe) = b(Ufc)n + (2.50)

where b(U, ) can be determined using (2.47). The other constants in

(2.49) and (2.50) have been determined with Monte Carlo simulations for some

cases. The computer model used is essentially the same as the one described in

the previous section. Now, however, after each step the fresh sites visited

by the cloud are added to the set of visited sites. In three dimensions cloud

random walk was studied in the s.c, b.c.c. and f.c.c. lattices. The results

appear to fit well to (2.50) as is shown in fig. 2.12. The values of b(U ) and

found are listed in table 2.6.

Fig. 2.12. Values of S (U,)/n found by Monte Carlo simulation of aloud random

walk on a f.o.o. lattice. The clouds have a "spherical" shape and

consist of 1, 3, 1S3 19 and 32 lattice sites. The drawn Vines are

obtained by least squares fitting. The resulting parameters of

these fits are shown in table 2.6.
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Table 2.6. Coefficients of b(U,) and e(Uk) found by fitting (2.SO) to the

results of Monte Carlo simulation of cloud random walk. Values

between parenthesis are discussed in the text.

lattice type

f.c.c.

b.c.c.

S.C.

number of

sites in

cloud

1

3

13

19

32

1

3

9

15

1

7

b(uk)

0.7A1

1.456

2.851

3.376

4.272

0.717

1.413

2.515

2.859

0.659

1.872

(0.742)

(1.475)

(2.899)

(3.422)

(4.334)

(0.7J8)

(1.423)

(2.543)

(2.885)

(0.659)

c

0.53

2.16

8.23

11.57

18.78

0.53

2.02

6.68

8.54

0.60

5.28

(0.514)

(2.030)

(7.842)

(10.927)

(17.528)

(0.524)

(2.057)

(6.570)

(8.456)

(0.573)

The values of b(U, ) between parenthesis in table 2.6 are obtained with (2.47). !-'

They agree well with the data found from the Monte Carlo simulations. The jf
2 •

values of c(U,) between parenthesis are obtained with c(U, ) = ab (U, ) , where '•

a = 1.320 for s.c: a = 1.016 for b.c.c. and a = 0.933 for f.c.c. The origin ;

of this relation and these values of a will be discussed in section 3.3.1. J

These values of c(U, ) agree reasonably well with the result obtained from the |

Monte Carlo data (the b's are a bit too small which is compensated by the 1

c's) K

In two dimensions the random walk of clouds was only studied on a simple hr'

square lattice. The same technique was used. The results are shown in •

fig. 2.13. Again (2.49) fits well to the data obtained as is shown in the fe

figure. The resulting coefficients are listed in table 2.7. Statistical £ '

errors in C(U, ) , which is also found in the fitting procedure, appeared to lj

be rather large. î 3
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Fig. 2.13. Values of n/S (II-,) - ln(n)/it found by Monte Carlo simulation of

cloud random walk on a simple square lattice. The clouds are

approximately circular and contain 13 2, S} 13 and 25 lattice sites.

The drawn lines are results of least squares fits3 which yield the

values of A(U,) and B(U.) listed in tabel 2.7. For the point

random walker (k = 1) exact data are shown in the figure (A.).

Table 2.7. Coefficients A(U^) and BfU^J found by fitting (2.49) to the results

of Monte Carlo simulations of aloud random walk on the simple

square lattice.

number of sites

in the cloud

A(Ufc) B(Uk)

1

2

5

13

25

0.51

-0.10

-0.64

-1.49

-1.79

0.1

0.3

0.4

1.3

1.6
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3. Models for the mathematical treatment of diffusion limited
reactions in crystal lattices

3.1. Introduction j? :

The treatment of diffusion limited reactions goes back to the early days of ff

random walk and diffusion studies. In 1916 Von Smoluchowski [1] showed that the

process of coagulation of molecules to form colloidal particles involves a rapid £

initial phase due to the fact that in the uniform initial distribution some of ?

the reacting particles are so close to each other that they can react with |

very little diffusional motion. After this transient diffusion controls the ¥.

reaction rate. a

Examples of diffusion controlled reactions can be found in many fields of £r

physics and chemistry, for example in: combustion, precipitation, catalysis, f_-

fluorescence quenching, luminescence, exciton trapping in molecular crystals, fj"

photosynthesis, positron or muon trapping in defective metals and lattice jf

defect reactions. In this thesis we will focus on reactions among lattice f

defects. |'

In the following we will consider diffusion controlled association reactions R

of the type ^

A + S -»• AS .

t'

where A and S stand for the reaction partners of which one or both are mobile

and AS is the reaction product. It is assumed that diffusion of the mobile

species towards the immobile one controls the reaction rate. |p

In table 3.1 definitions of some concepts, which we will use in discussing

reactions among lattice defects, are given.

Studies of diffusion controlled reactions can be subdivided into two classes,

which are different in a physical sence: correlated versus uncorrelated

|. reactions. The theoretical models developed for the (mathematical) description if•'
''•

of these reactions also can be grouped into two classes which respectively have !
a continuum and a discrete character. Correlated reactions arise when the two |

reacting species - mostly due to their genesis - originally have a fixed
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Table 3.1. Definitions

reaction

trap

sink

lattice

random walker

trapping site

trapping volume*

reaction rate

trapping radius

effective trapping radius

the event of an association of two species or a

dissociation of a complex into two separated

species

least mobile of the two reacting species

synonym of "trap".

infinite array of allowed locations of a random

walker.

most mobile of the two reacting species

lattice site at which a random walker is

immobilized and associates with a trap

coherent volume determined by the trapping sites

around a trap

rate at which random walkers are trapped

radius of a spherical* trapping volume

radius of a spherical trapping volume which

results in the same reaction rate as the actual

trapping volume.

* Always the terminology of three dimensional space is used.

separation, which is generally small compared to the distances to other reaction

partners. Random walkers which escape correlated trapping, will react in an

uncorrelated way. In uncorrelated reactions the random walkers randomly choose

the sink to react with. Both types may be studied with continuum theories or

with theories in which the discreteness of the lattice is taken into account

explicitly. Since the early work of Smoluchowski numerous authors have studied

diffusion controlled reactions with models and theories summarized in table

3.2. Specially since large scale computers became available exact solutions

could be obtained.

In the case of correlated reactions the work of Fletcher and Brown [17], Peak

et al. [2] and Peak and Corbett [25] is worth mentioning, while a comprehensive

theory can be found in the work of Schroeder [3, 4]. In three dimensions

- the usual space for correlated reactions (I) - continuum theory simply yields

that the probability that a random walker eventually gets trapped at its "partner"

sink, is simply given by ^Q/^- » where r_ is the trapping radius and r. the initial

i
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Table 3.2. Summary of models suited for the study of correlated or

wnaorrelated reactions. $

correlated uncorrelated

lattice theory random walk theory

Discrete lattice green functions [3, 4} S n [8-13]

matrix inversion [5-7]

sinks may be complex but are

usually small
Kl

diffusion theory

Continuum sinks are simple, usually large

[2, 13] [14-24]

• distance of the defects. Discrete models, for example lattice theory, are * ,

worthwhile if the trapping volume is comparable with the atomic volume '

>•' (especially if it is anisotropic) and/or the initial defect separation is
i' :•

I small. In passing it might be remarked that Monte Carlo simulations of

correlated reactions may efficiently yield effective trapping radii.

!". Uncorrelated reactions are far more abundant in nature than correlated ones and

; are far more studied at present. Now generally only the rate at which random

i walkers disappear is of practicle interest. The evolution of this rate in time

for example may eludicate the mechanisms by which the removal of random walkers

occurs. Usually uncorrelated reactions are described with phenomenological rate
; equations: (c.c ) dc./dt = constant. The change in the concentration of A, c.,
',. • A o A A

is proportional to the product of the concentration of random walkers and the

concentration of the sinks. This is a first order approximation. We will verify t

the accurateness of this approximation by allowing (c.c ) dc /dt to be a i.
Ï"̂  A O A

'•', function of the parameters involved. Note that the concentrations c and c_ v-

i'V are thought to be homogeneous, which is not unrealistic, since experiments

- usually yield space averages of the concentrations measured. It will be shown

| that locally concentrations may vary widely. In many instances rate equations

| are inadequate to encompass all the pertinent physics of the problem. They,

f; however, may be the only practicable tool to study complicated reaction

\ processes involving many distinct species.

Since in this thesis reactions among lattice defects are studied, the mobile

• particles perform random walks on a crystal lattice. However, in all but dilute :-
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gases, reactions take place in media with substantial short range order t?

introducing some kind of local discreteness also [2]. In chapter 2 it was' ,ti

shown that these random walk phenomena may be described by diffusion theory >--'

(a continuum theory) or by random walk theory (a discrete theory).

Besides the structure of the trapping volume other parameters like sink

concentration and sink distribution may influence the reaction rate. In this

thesis only uncorrelated reactions are studied.

We will Lnterchangebly use two versions of the rate equation associated with

the capture of random walkers A by traps S. The first version is dimensionless:

dCA = 8ZCC (3°
with c and c_ respectively the random walker and sink concentration (atomic

fraction) and g. the random walker production rate» number of A's produced

per lattice site and random walker jump time. In the second version

d CA

IT " GA " ZDCACS (3-2)

the densities C. and C„ are in m , d being the dimension of the lattice, G,

is given in m s , the diffusion coefficient of the A's in m s and the rate

constant Z in m . The conversion from (3.1) to (3.2) and vise versa is

easily made (see table 3.3.).

Table 3.3. Variables used in the two versions of rate theory used. I is

dimensionless. SJ is the atomic volume. The other syvbols have their

usual meaning. -

"time"

"position"

"mobility"

"concentration"

"rate constant"

"production rate"

I

n

r

1

c

z

g

II

t

R

D

C

Z

G

II/I

X-
A v/6

i/a

6S2/A2

v/ft
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In their often cited book Damask and Dienes [13] describe a simple way to

obtain rate constants for point defect interactions in solids. They assume

that the concentration of random walkers and traps at any time is homogeneous

upto the lattice sites neighbouring to the defects. This approximation is known

as the smearing approximation. Now the rate constant simply follows from the

number of ways in which the trapping can take place in one random walker jump.

Despite the fact that already in 1964 Flynn [16] showed that in two dimensions

this method leads to an overestimation of the rate constant by approximately

two orders of magnitude, it is - erroneously - still very often used for the

determination of rate constants in cases of point defect interactions.

We prefer the following procedure. First it is of interest to introduce

the probability p that in the average a random walker is not captured in a

period of time T after it started its random walk. In the following p will

be referred to as the capture survival probability. Note that p_ = 1 and

p = 0. It is assumed that the history of a random walker is independent of

its time of birth, or p is independent of T. At t = 0 the distribution of

random walkers is uniform and a uniform generation of random walkers at a

rate g is started. The (average) concentration of random walkers at t is then

given by

t

c(t) = c(0)p(t) + | g(t')pc_t,dt' (3.3)

where p may be a complicated function of time. By combining (3.2) and (3.3)

it is easy to obtain z:

g(l-pt) -

t
ƒ P t_ ti

d t'

(3.4)

if where it is assumed that the random walkers do not react with each other. Such
2

;>' a reaction would invoke a second rate equation (dc./dn = -z_c ) anyhow. Since

IT in general p is a function of T and c_, the rate constant z may be a function

». of t, v, c_ and c(0)/g.

f: Two extreme cases, g = 0 and g = constant combined with t -»• °°, can be

t\ distinguished, which are usually discussed separately in the literature

;-: without their relation. For g = 0 we are dealing with an anneal case. Now z is

S- a function of t, v and c . If, however, p is an exponential function of T the

'; dependence on t drops out. Note that the anneal curve is essentially identical
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with the capture survival probability, since the average random walker

concentration as a function of time is given by c(O)p . In general z is

given by:

(3.5)
srt

where the index a stands for anneal proces.

If g £ 0 and we investigate the steady state (t -*• °°) we are dealing with a

continuous production case. Now z can only be a function of v and c . For

t -»• e» the integral in the denominator of (3.4) simply is the average random

walker lifetime, since the probability a random walker lives a time T is -dp
CO CO

and we have T = - ƒ xdp = ƒ p dx. Accordingly we get:
av o T O T

zcp = = ! (3-6)

vc _ ƒ p dx vc x
S o T S av

Usually physical phenomena belong to one of these two cases. The intermediate

stages, however, are easily studied using (3.3) and (3.4). This is also true

for more complicated cases, for example g being a function of time, which may

be of importance in cases where the random walkers are introduced pulse wise

as is the case in future fusion reactors (see section 5.5).

It is worthwhile to make the following remarks:

(i) The original incentive for the formulation of (simple) rate equations was

to incorporate space dependence of concentrations together with the details of

the actual reaction process in one rate constant. Above it was shown that this

can be done without introducing approximations in the determination of the time

evolution of the average random walker concentration. The resulting rate

constant however is a complicated function of time, initial concentration, sink

concentration and production rate.

(ii) Despite the fact that z is given in different functional forms for the

different cases, there is only one quantity, p , determining it. This implies

that results of an anneal experiment in principle can be translated to

continuous production cases and vise versa. This is also true for more

complicated cases like the one with decaying random walkers (positrons for

example) for which Gösele [26] concludes that the anneal and the continuous

production case are dissimilar.

In this chapter rate constants will be derived using continuum models based

on diffusion theory (section 3.2) and a discrete model based on random walk
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theory (section 3.3) for the annealing and the continuous case. In these

sections the traps are assumed to be spherical. Section 3.4 deals with Monte

Carlo simulations of reactions. The results of these simulations will be

compared with the models derived. Non-spherical traps are discussed for three

dimensional space in section 3.5. As examples toroidal and disk like traps are

used, which are characteristic for loops and platelets. A separate discussion

on the kinetics of reactions taking place in one to three dimensions is given

in section 3.6.

3.2. Models based on diffusion theory

Flynn [16] showed that the diffusion equation, (2.1), gives a good

description of the concentration of the random walkers as a function of space

and time; even close to (spherical) traps of atomic scale. As was mentioned

in the previous section it is the aim of rate theory to incorporate the (small

scale) concentration dependences around the traps in the rate constant. This

elimination of spacial concentration variations can be done easily, but is

often done in a careless way in the literature. The boundary conditions

asserted to solve the diffusion equations play a vital role in the result. Both

these boundary conditions and the values of adjustable parameters used to solve

the diffusion equation differ widely in the literature.

At the surface of the trapping volume two boundary conditions have been

used (also see section 2.1):

(i) C = 0 at R = 1^ (3.7)

dt = 0 i a t R = Ro (3-8)

In (ii) 0 is an adjustable parameter and X the jump distance. This constraint

is known as rate limitation. Surprisingly (3.8) is mostly used in reactions of

two dimensional character (point defect-dislocation). Note that for S •* °° (ii)

reduces to (i) .

Since solving the diffusion equation is impractical in an analytic way if

more than one sink is present we will limit ourselves to the case of only one

sink at R = 0. There are two ways of representing the presence of the other

sinks:

(i) by introducing a Wigner-Seitz like geometry as is shown in fig. 3.1. The
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a o

Fig. 3.1. Wigner-Seitz type geometry used for the study of random walker

trapping by insaturable traps, which are arranged in a periodic way.

The polyhedrons are approximated by spheres of the same volume and

superposed, which gives the situation sketched in (b) (idea taken

from Koiwa [27]).

flow of random walkers across the boundary of each cell is set equal to zero*.

By consequence we are treating the reaction of random walkers with a periodic

array of traps. Solutions of the diffusion equation can be obtained for

annealing an continuous production cases in this way, as will be shown in

3.2.1. and 3.2.2.

(ii) by representing all other sinks by an effective loss term in the diffusion

equation. This method was first used, for the calculation of rate constants,

by Brailsford and Bullough [28]. It is not trivial that now a random arrangement

Intuitively one tends of think of large sinks (precipitates, voids) capturing

point defects of which a concentration profile around the trap can be thought

of. Although this is the most imaginative example the idea is applicable in

the case of for example point defect interactions too. Then the diffusion

equation is used as an equation yielding probabilities of having a defect

separation r at time t.
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of the sinks is studied, however,since they are not localized this suggestion

arises. In this way only the continuous production case will be treated

(section 3.2.2).

3.2.1. Annealing in a periodic array of sinks

Fletscher and Brown [17], Ham [14, 15] and Penning [29] have solved the

diffusion equation

= DV2C(R,t) (3.9)

for a spherical geometry with boundary conditions:

C = 0 at R = R_ for all t

|| = 0 at R = Rfe for all t (3.10)

C = CQ at t = 0 for all R i IL

where R, is the radius of the spherical Wigner-Seitz cell.

For one to three dimensional space one obtains respectively R, = (2CC) ;
-1/2 4 -1/3 -1 Ob

(irCo) andGr irCc) with C the volume of the cell. The solution of (3.9)

and (3.10) is given by Carslaw and Jaeger [32] for all dimensions. Now C(R,t)

is averaged over the sphere to obtain C(t), which yields the capture survival

probability in a simple way: p = C(t)/C_. Rate constants for annealing and

continuous production then can be obtained with (3.5) or (3.6). C(R,t) and

C(t) are given by :

C(R,t) = CQ I Fnf(AnR)exp(-X^Dt) (3.11)
n=0

C(t) = CQ I Gn exp (-A^Dt) (3.12)
n=0

the constants F , G and X and the function f(X R) are given in table 3.4 for

d = 1 to 3. Using (3.5) we get for Z for all dimensions:
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Table 3,4, Constants E j F . G and X and the function f Ck^R) in (3.11) to (3.13). Jnand ¥nare the Bessel functions of the

first and second type and order n. The prime denotes the derivative of the Bessel function to the argument.

d = 1 d = 2 d = 3

8
9

Tr~(2n p
LVWJ

- 1
Xn ( Rb" V | -

f(XnR)

Tr(2n + 1)

E
n

(2n + l ) i
2^Rb " V

/p _ p 1

VW

2 2 _ 2 E n
Xn(Rb V

A n 8 b > - J O ( X n R ) Y . ( X n R b )

RnE0 n

•2
2 3 _ 3 n

X n ( R b R 0 }

sin[xn(R - Ro)]
XnR

Table 3.5. Concentration profile and average concentration in a aontinuous production case, calculated with the cellular

modelwith boundary condition (3. ?).

DC(R)/G DC/G

- \ R2 + V - 1 V2 Rb - Ro)

(R2 - R2)

" V /(3V

I ( R 2 - R 2 ) + 1 RJRT'ÏI - 9ty<5Rb>

„#nr-&'t-f



'I '

<-A$>tE exp (-AT>t)

2

n=0

E and A are given in table 3.4.
n n &

For Cg small and longer times the first terms in the series expansions

strongly dominate and we get

3 Za * Cs'A0 (3-14)

- j
'•-.[ which can be approximated by

'i ^
C d - 1 : Z « § =• (3.15)

4 ( . -R 0 /R b ) 2

d = 2: Z ~- ^— 2 - T - (3-i6)

lnd^/R) - 3/4 + ^ ( ^ ^

d = 3: Za - 4TTR0 (3.17)

3.2.2. Continuous production in a periodic array of sinks

In 3.2.1. p = C(t)/CQ was derived for d = I to 3, so by using (3.6) the

rate constant for the continuous production case can be derived. The results

are:

12C
d = 1: Z c p = - Ü _ _ (3.18)

I
| d=2,3: z = [Cg I f\rl (3.19)

>''ïI;|

z g
r n=0

For d = 2 and d = 3 the approximation of Z for low C_ is given by (3.14).

An alternative method was introduced, in a slightly different way, by

Wiedersich [31]. In the stationairy state of a continuous production case the
2concentration profile around a sink is given by DV C + G = 0. This equation is

solved for the Smoluchowski boundary condition (3.7) in the Wigner-Seitz cell
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type geometry. The resulting concentration profile is averaged over space in

order to obtain C*. In rate theory the random walker loss per sink per second

is given by Z CD. Z is found by comparison of Z CD and the random walker

production per sink, which is taken equal to G C„ {1-(R-/R.) }. It is assumed

that the random walkers are produced outside the sinks. C(R) and C are listed

in table 3.5 for d = 1 to 3. For the general boundary condition (3.8) we find

in this way:

12 C

d = l : Z = = | j (3.20)
cp . , . 2 3A , , .

( '-n) +êi£ ( 1 -n )

2TT(1-TI2)

d = 2: Z
cp lnayU)- | + n2d-n2/4)

4TTR (1-n3)
d = 3: Z = Y - r =-=• (3.22)

c p i-9n/5 + n3-n6/5 + ^ - ( l - n 3 ) 2

The results given in (3.20) to (3.22) must be equal to those obtained via the

capture survival probability - (3.18), (3.19) -. For d = 1 this is easily seen.

For d = 2 and 3 we cannot give a formal proof of the identity of the relations

found, but numerically calculated values for specific cases always coincide.

*

Specially in two dimensions often wrong results are obtained by using the

constraint c = c_. at the cell boundary [32-37]. In that case we get using

the above outlined procedure:

2TT(l-n2)
cp

which is not far from the exact result. Another mistake often occuring is

comparing the flow into the sink with ZDCQ instead of ZDC, which is in

contrast with the way Z is used in rate theory.
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•v 3.2.3. Continuous production around a trap enbedded in an effective medium
• ?

'j The idea of replacing inhomogeneities by an effective medium has found a

~"' wide use in solid state physics after the introduction by Maxwell in 1892 [38].

' Brailsford and Builough [28] first used this concept for the determination of

' rate constants. The reasoning is as follows. Suppose we have a sink at R = 0

} of radius EL. and an effective lossy medium at R > RQ. In the steady state of a

continuous production case the following differential equation determines the

random walker concentration profile around the sink:

DV2C + G - Z DCC- = 0 R H (3.23)
Cp S D

i At the sink surface we will use the general constraint (3.8). Furthermore C has

to be finite for R -*• °°*. The solution of (3.23) with the approximate boundary
: conditions is given in table 3.6.

Table 3.6. Concentration profile around the central sink using the effective

medium concept for boudary condition (2.8). The concentration

\ profile for (3.7) follows from e -»••».

t d C(R)

[1 -Z DC„ L 0R-
CP s A R I — + (Z C I

f;! In specific cases the physics of the problem may suggest the existence of a

!;.- sink-free region around the sinks of radius R, . We then have to add a second

?/, differential equation for the sink-free zone. Furthermore we assert

f', continuity of C and dC/dR at R = R, . As a matter of fact, Bui lough and

£ Brailsford [28] used the effective medium model in this way. Since the value

Ï. of R, is arbitrary in general they finally take R, •*• R-. For a discussion of

: the effective medium model also see Brailsford et al. [22], Brailsford [23]

I and Brailsford and Bullough [70],
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— "ocs

Fig. 3.2. Z /C versus RnCc randomcp s u o

walker trapping by sinks of

radius Rn and concentration C„

in a one dimensional geometry.

Curve 1 is obtained for the

periodic arrangement and curve

2 with the effectibe medium

mode I (0 •+<*>).

1/21/2
Fig. 3.3. Z versus RnC ' for trapping in

two dimensions. See also caption

of fig. 3.2.

Fif. 3.4. Z /Rn versus C^ for
trapping in three dimensions.

See also caption of fig. 3.2.
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Note that Z is a variable in C(R). The rate constant Z now can be
cp cp

obtained by comparing the flow of random walkers into the central sink with

the production per sink. In this way we get:

^ - I] 2 (3.24)

/ 2' / 2'
d - 2 . ZirOCgRQK.j^ z

c p
c

s
R o - ' - ^Cp S 0 1 cp s V

d = 3:

IR2, = 0 (3.26)

where K is the modified Bessel function of the order n.
n

For 0 •+ »,using series expansions for the Bessel functions the implicit

equation for the two dimensional case simplifies to

d = 2: Z = K (3.27)
C p ln{(irCs)

 5/RQ} + 0.23064

For d = 3 we get for 0 -»• «:

d = 3: Zc = 4irR0{l + (4TTRQCS)
5} (3.28)

;< The cellular model described in (3.2.2.) gives higher values of Z than the

effective medium model, taking the same value of 0. A comparison is made for

y the different dimensions in fig. 3.2. to 3.4 for the case of an infinite ©.

jri; Note the change in dimensionless quantities plotted along the vertical axes.

'•>:• Only for d = 3, and then only for low Co, the rate constant Z is independent

'f of sink density. Both in one and two dimensions Z goes to zero for infinitely

"'(} low sink densities. For d = 1 Z is proportional with C and for d = 2 with
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3.3. Models based on random walk theory f'.

In the early sixties the value of random walk theory for studies of pf

annihilation and trapping phenomena was recognized [13, 19, 40]. It was noticed r,

that the rate of these processes should be proportional to the rate at which ;

random walkers encounter fresh sites, i.e. lattice sites which they did not ;

visit before. By virtue of the mere existence of the random walker the revisit *":

of any lattice site is save. Diffusion theory is not suited for these kind of |

effects, since it only deals with probabilities that a random walker is at a '"

certain place at a certain time. f

In many fields of physics, chemistry and biology random walk studies have *~

been used. An example far from the scope of this thesis is: in the photo- f

synthetic unit - a closed network of chlorophyll modules - photons are absorbed,

exciting a molecule. This exciton continuously jumps to neighbouring chlorophyll ;!~

molecules until it finally reaches a trapping center where it triggers a

chemical reaction which results in the formation of a sugar. In other molecular s.

crystals this exciton hopping leads to fluorescence [41]. In these cases the ;

random walk is performed on a lattice having only a small number of lattice

sites. In the case of defect reactions in metals we have infinite lattices '

for all practical purposes.

In this section we will use random walk theory for the determination of ;

reaction rates in a one to three dimensional geometry. The results obtained

will be compared with the alternative approach based on diffusion theory, which

was discussed in section 3.2. Since it is more convenient we will use the

dimensionless variant of rate theory (see also table 3.3).

3.3.1. Randomly arranged traps

In section 2.2. the average number of distinct sites, S , visited in a %

random walk on a lattice in n steps was determined for one, two and three $

dimensional random walks. Also Q = S - S ., the probability of reaching a
th n n n~

fresh site after the n step, was determined. js

Suppose we have a random distribution of point sinkss i.e. sinks at which £

random walkers are only lost from the sample if they exactly hit that single

f." lattice site. Now the probability a random walker is captured after its n

;;,;; step (§ ) is given by

t ?„ = Q„cc (3.29) 7'
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The probability that a random walker survives after n steps (p ) easily follows

from a recurrent relation:

1=1

p_ is taken to be one. Using (3.29) this product can be evaluated under the

assumption that all £. are small

pn « exp{-Sncs - iSys * }y^A * ..-} = exP (-Sncs) (3.31)

From p , which can also be seen as the capture survival probability

discussed in section 3.1 using n = vt instead of t, both z and z can be
3. ^P

obtained from (3.5) and (3.6)

dS

Zcp

In section 2.2. equations for S for one, two and three dimensional random
n

walks were derived, from which it is easily seen that for all dimensions z
3.

is not constant. Using (3.32) we get

- (8irn3) * + ... (3.34)

, „ ÏÏ ^ 2.0629498 3.81306 25.2718 ,„ . . .
d = 2: z = + r = 7 (3.35)

ln(n) In (n) In (n) In (n)

d = 3: z a - b + Y en"* + . . . (3.36)

where for d = 2 the result for the simple square lattice was used, while for

d - 3 the result is given in terms of the coefficients b andc of the series

expansion of S (see table 2.4).
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Only for d = 3 the integral in (3.33) can be obtained analytically, if the

series expansion of S is limited to the first two terms. We get:

(3.37)
1 - c exp (^/TT) erfc (?//*)

c *CS i
with C = -^(--T—) . In first approximation (c_ small) we get:

z = b(l + O (3.38)
cp

It is easily seen that the concentration dependence in (3.38) is identical

with the one of (3.28). By comparing both terms we get with the help of

tabel 3.3.

b = | ïïX2Rofi~' (3.39)

(3.40)
o u

We therefore have a quantitative agreement between (3.28) and (3.38) if

c/b2 = ( 1 8 T T 3 ) W A 3 (3.41)

which is equal to 3i/6ir for the s.c. lattice, 4/27T for b.c.c. and
—1II

3/3ir for f.c.c. These numbers agree as good as can be with the values

of b and c given in table 2.4. We therefore may conclude that in first

approximation the random walk model and the effective medium model give the

same results. By consequence the latter indeed describes the case of a random

distribution of sinks. Furthermore by using the exact numbers of b the

effective radii of point sinks can be determined with (3.39). For the s.c.

lattice this gives R_ = 0.314870 a_, for b.c.c. 0.228473 aQ and for f.c.c.

0.177541 a_. Note that in the effective medium model there is no direct way

to obtain these sink radii.

In one and two dimension the integral in (3.33) cannot be obtained as

easily as in 3D. In section 3.3.2 it will be shown that for d = 1 R_ = -*a„

K; and for the simple square lattice (d = 2) R» = 0.196a_.If we use these numbers

the effective medium model yields values of z which agree well with numerical

integrations of (3.33), using (2.19) respecticely (2.28). So also in one and
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two dimensions the effective medium model agrees well with the random walk

model, at least for point sinks.

Point sinks, however, are hardly ever found in crystals. Even the smallest

trap captures random walkers at least when they are at first neighbour position.

This problem however can be circumvented if we modify the above model to the

case of extended sinks. In this respect Streda's concept of a unit lattice is

illustrative [11, 12]. The idea is to subdivide the lattice in units which

have the shape of the sinks. A certain fraction of these units is trap. In

fig. 3.5 an example is given for a trap consisting of 12 lattice sites. Random

6 o I —

Fig. S.S. Schematic representation of a lattice subdivided in units of the

shape of the trap. Some of the units will be traps (dark symbols).

walkers perform there random walk on the original lattice and can be trapped

if they step on one of the traps. Now suppose that in a random walk on the

lattice S*(U, ) distinct units U, consisting of k lattice sites, are visited
n K

in n steps. Each revisit to a unit is save and in analogy to the case of point

sinks we get

= exp {- (3.42)

where kc is the fraction of lattice sites situated in the traps, with c the
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trap concentration (number of traps per lattice site). For n •+ <= S*(U, ) is

determined by S (U ) - the result for the "point" random walker - and the

average number of lattice sites visited per visited unit, T
av

I
Sn(V (3.43)

This unit lattice idea has two disadvantages. First it is generally not so that

a periodic array of units of the sink shape fills space and second it is not

necessary that the trap positions fit in the unit lattice.

These disadvantages are not present in an alternative construction, which

was first used by Soos and Powell [10]. The idea is illustrated in fig. 3.6.

o o o o o o o o o o o o *
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o * * Q o o o o o o o o o o o o
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• • • • • O I—I O O O O O O O O O
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Fig. 3.6. The use of random walk of a cloud of lattice points as a model for

random walker trapping by extended sinks. In (a) the random walker A

is trapped by sink S^ when he hits site B. The same event is shown

in (b)s but now the cloud of lattice points A performs a random walk

until site B of the aloud hits the point sink S~.

Instead of an extended trapping volume around each trap we think of an extended

random walker, which samples on each step k lattice sites, which are related

to the extended trapping volume by inversion. Now we have to determine the

number of distinct lattice sites visited by this cloud of lattice points in

n steps. This quantity will be denoted S (U. ). In the limit of large n we have:
II K.
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S (IL ) = kS*(U ) , so we get:
n K u JC

(3.44)

with S (U, ) = kS (U,)/T . In section 2.3.2 equations for cloud random walkn K n J av
-i. have been derived. Also S (U, ) was obtained by Monte Carlo simulations for some
,L n K

r-j cases. From these results it was shown that for cloud random walk in three

dimensions (3.41) is valid. So also for extended sinks in 3D the effective

medium model agrees with the random walk model. For d = 1 and d = 2 the

j comparison of the effectice medium model and the random walk model will be
f made later (section 3.3.3).

|l This section will be concluded with a short digression on "continuous time"

s- random walks. In deriving (3.31) it was implicitly assumed that every timestep

a random walker jumps once.This neglection of the statistical character of

l\ the jump frequency might lead to errors of second order in the rate constants

•j.i derived with the random walk model.Suppose <Jj(t)dt is the probability a random

';V walker performs its first jump in between times t and t + dt and suppose

fïj- i|) (t) is the probability of performing the n jump in between t and t + dt.

'̂1 Following the line of argument used above we get:

• I Vn ( t ) c S d t ] p t -d t ( 3 - 4 5 )

n=l

If we assume if>(t) = vexp(-vt) - the Poisson distribution - (3.45) can be

evaluated analytically. Since i> (t) is given by [8, 42]

•„<•> • ( v t C l n " v t <3-«>
(3.45) reduces to:

d ln(pj
—jj = - c jbv + 5— I v,, ,„_,-,,] (3.47)
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for d = 3*. By integration we get p = exp [-c {bvt + c/vt}] which is

identical with (3.31) upto second order. In the following we therefore will

assume that statistical variations in the jumping process do not have a f

significant effect.

In special cases, not studied in this thesis, this assumption may be

erroneous. It was shown by Helman and Funabashi [9] and Scher and Montroll[43]

for example that in amorphous solids the dispersion in nearest neighbour

distances may lead to anamalous jump-time distributions of hopping processes.

In those cases (3.31) not necessarily is a good approximation of (3.45) (also

see [44]).

3.3.2. Periodically arranged trays

If the traps are arranged in a periodic way the procedure given above does

not apply, since the probability of hitting a sink is not equal for all lattice

sites. For these cases random walk studies are scarse. Sanders et al. [45],

extending earlier work of Montroll [41], however have derived an equation for \

the average number of jumps n done to reach the center of a two or three ;

dimensional array of lattice points for the first time. For d = 2 the lattice /

is square and for d = 3 s.c. This of course determines z for a periodic array

of point sinks**. The following equations were found***. ;

n-1
The approximation of F = Z. —j by e //x follows from an evaluation

of - 4 — - - xF - iF. More accurately F is given by
dx

exp{x -
8x

** The boundary condition at the array edges used by Sanders et al. are

appropriate.

*** The similarity in structure of (3.48) and (3.49) suggests that in one
n _2

dimension n might be proportional to Z sin {ni(2n+!)}. This however
av -n

is not so.
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d - 2: nav = I I 2 ,i ' . 2 , ^ j , <3"48>
^ (L)

. 2, ,i . 2,^j_
i=-n j-n sin ( ^ + sin (-L-

nav = I I . 2
i=-n j-n sin

and

d " 3: nav =.1 .1 J . 2, «1 , . 2! «j > • 2, A > (3'49)

() ( ) ( )

nav =.1 .1 J . 2, «1 ,„ . 2! «j > • 2
i-n j=-n k=-n sm (2nTf

)+sln (2n7T)+sln

in which the point i=j(=k) = 0 is excluded in the summation and the lattice

sites range from-n to +n in all directions. Because of the boundary conditions at
V 2-1 3-1
7 the array edges the sink concentration is given by (4n ) and (8n )

respectively for d = 2 and d = 3. In table 3.7 some results are given.

Table 3.7. Average number of jumps done to reach the center of a square

f respectively cubic array of lattice points. The left column is

\ exact.

) • ,

i

r

n

1

2

3

4

5

10

15

(3.

8

30

70

128

208

904

2288

square

48)

.4

.153846

.992051 •

.202041

.654326

.223166

(3.

7

30

70

128

208

940

2288

50)

.938

.376

.143

.986

.197

.650

.216

(3

29

156

454

996

1854

13446

43873

cubic

.49)

.333333

.072727

.055811

.004146

.668570

.087263

.040965

(3.51)

30.013

156.452

453.775

994.767

1852.216

13433.822

43844.83

In two dimensions Montroll [41] has developed an approximation for n

d = 2: n = ( 2 n + 1 ) ln{(2n+l)2} + 0.l95056(2n+l)2 - 0.1170 + :

3.V TT ~

(3.50)

which fits very accurately to the exact data as is shown in table 3.7, even

for n « 1. z follows from (3.6). If we nou compare z calculated with (3.6)

and (3.50) with the result based on diffusion theory ((3.21 with 0 •+<*>) good

agreement is found is we take R~ = 0.196A. In 3.3.1 it was already shown that
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this value of the sink radius of point sinks in the square lattice gives good -

agreement between the models for the random arrangement. l-a

In three dimensions approximations of n have not been given more in-

accurately in the literature than the leading term [41, 49]: n = (be ) , :

3 V o *•

where b is the coefficient of n in the series expansion of S . This is rather ..

trivial since it was shown before that for d = 3 for cc -»• 0 the periodic and >•-

random arrangement give identical values of z and consequently identical '-

results for n will be found. With diffusion theory however z was obtained *.-

more accurately ((3.22) with 8 -*•<*>). This result suggests the following ,';,

approximation: [

R;
d = 3: n a v = (bcg) ' + m , ^ + m 2 (3.51) ^

If we take R_ = 0.314870 afl - the value found in section 3.3.1 for randomly
 l'

arranged sinks in the s.c. lattice - (3.6) and (3.22) yield m = -1.3854 and _̂

m_ = 1.5393. This approximation was used to calculate the values of n listed f.

in the right hand columof table 3.7. Since they agree well with the exact values t.

it can be concluded that the random walk approach agrees very well with 'p

diffusion theory. j>

In one dimension Mont roll [41] has derived that the average number of jumps !•:':,

made to reach a trap for a random start of the random walkers and 2n-l lattice E

sites in between two sinks is given by I

2n(2n+l) c'^cl'+l)
d = 1: n = 7 = • • * (3.52)

av 6 6

z therefore is given by
cp

6c„

If we compare this exact result with (3.18), which was derived with diffusion

theory good agreement is obtained if we take R. = -0.25X. This negative value

for R. is another illustration that the continuum character of diffusion

theory may lead to errors if applied to random walks on lattices.

3.3.3. A comparison of the models for point sinks

Comparing the results given in the previous sections the following

conclusions emerge:
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

v'ig. 3.7.

The rate constant for the
continuous production ease (z )
versus sink concentration for "
trapping of random walkers by
point sinks on a one dimensional
lattice.
curve (1) Periodic sink arrangement.

Diffusion theory (sect.3.2.2.j
curve (2) Random sink arrangement.

Effective medium model
(sect. 3.2.3).

curve (3) Random walk model (3.3.1).
The squares are obtained with the
random walk model for the periodic
sink arrangement. For curve (1) and (2)
the R value was taken to be -0.25 afl.

Fig. 3.8. As 3.7 but for the simple
square lattice. Ro = 0.228 a„.

Fig. 3.9. As 3.7 but for the b.c.e.
lattice. R - 0.315 aQ.
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1) z obtained with the random walk model for point sinks in a random

arrangement agrees well with the corresponding continuum model (the

effective medium model), assuming certain values for the radius of the

sink. This is true for all dimensions.

2) In a periodic arrangement z resulting from random walk models agrees well

with results obtained with diffusion theory for the same sink radii, as

found for the random arrangement.

3) For the annealing case no direct comparison between random walk models and

continuum models can be made since they correspond with different sink

arrangements. For the random sink arrangement the random walk model gives

the capture survival probability and for the periodic arrangement diffusion

theory can be used.

In fig. 3.7 - 3.9 a comparison between all models suited for point sinks

is made. Curve 1 is obtained with diffusion theory, using the calculated sink

radius, for the periodic arrangement. The curves agree well with the exact

data (squares) calculated with random walk results. Curve 2 is calculated with

the effective medium model for the same sink radii as used for curve 1 and

• curve 3 with the random walk model given for the random sink arrangement. The

diffusion theory based curves are obtained for boundary condition (3.7).

3.4. Monte Carlo simulations of trapping of random walkers by simple extended

sinks

In this section the trapping processes are studied with a Monte Carlo model.

The results give an independent check on the applicability of the models

discussed in section 3.2 and 3.3. They also yield the effective radius of some

extended sinks. Since in one dimension the rate constants for extended sinks

• can easily De derived from the results for point sinks, simulations were only

done in two and three dimensions. The following simple Monte Carlo method was

used.

In a square respectively cubic crystallite of some lattice type m sinks

are introduced. For m = 1 the single sink is positioned in the center of the

f crystallite, while for m > 1 random positions are taken. If the number of

? lattice sites in the crystallite is N the sink concentration, c_, is m/N.
i' »

I Periodic boundary conditions are used at the boundaries of the crystallite,

'j' which imply that for m = I a periodic arrangement of traps is adopted, while

5f for m sufficiently large the results will be representative for the random

I sink arrangement. The sinks are assumed to consist of k lattice sites at which

/ a random walker will be captured once it hits such a site. During the simulation
'A
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only one random walker, which started on a randomly chosen site outside all

sinks, is present. The random walker jumps every timestep in a randomly

chosen direction. When the random walker is trapped its lifetime is calculated

and a new one repeats the game. The sink positions are changed into a new

randomly chosen arrangement after every 50 trapping events. The sinks do not

change shape by trapping random walkers. In this way a set of random walker

lifetimes is determined, from which the capture survival probability is

determined. The capture survival probability determines z and z (by using
3 Cp

respectively (3.5) and (3.6)). In three dimensions a test for randomness was

done by performing simulations with m = 8, 27 and 64 at the same sink

; concentration. The results for m = 8 appeared to differ considerably from

.: those obtained for m = 27 and 64. The latter two gave equal results within

,--\ the limits of accuracy. A value of 27 for m was considered large enough for
i'. -• a random arrangement.
,( The most elaborate simulations were done in two dimensions. In table 3.8

the sink structures of the two dimensional sinks used are shown. A simple

' square lattice was used. For a periodic sink arrangement the z values

I h Table 3.8. Structure and effective radius of some simple traps in two

X-i, dimensions. Square lattice.

ft;
Si!

structure

0.20

13 +++++ 1.94

25 +++++++ 2.81

; obtained are shown in fig. 3.10. A model for this case based on diffusion

[",'. theory was discussed in section 3.2.2. By varying the adjustable parameter
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R_ in (3.20) a good fit to the Monte Carlo data could be obtained as is shown

in fig. 3.10. The resulting values are given in tabel 3.8. In all cases with

a periodic sink arrangement simulated the capture survival probability was

given by p exp(-otn), which shows that upto the highest value of c taken

the kinetics is to very good approximation first order. This is in line with

the results of section 3.2.1, since the higher order terms in (3.12) still

have a negligable influence.

t

I

i

C s (lO13ciTfJ)

2 3 4

- ^ C s (1013 cm"2)

Fig. 3.10. Z versus sink concentration Fig. 3.11.
ƒ8? random walker trapping by
point sinks (1) and two extended
sinks (13 and 25 lattice sites)
having a periodic arrangement,
obtained witn Monte Carlo
simulations (marked points).
The drawn lines are the best
fits found with (3.20). Simple
square lattice.

As in fig. 3.10 but for
the random arrangement.
The drawn lines are
obtained with the
effective medium model
for the same values of
R~ as found in fig. 3.10.
The dashed lines are
obtained with the random
walk model. Simple square
lattice.
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For the random arrangement the corresponding results are given in fig. 3.11.

Since R_ for the traps used was already determined from the simulations done

with a periodic arrangement, z can be calculated with the effective medium

model (3.25). The result appears to fit well to the Monte Carlo data. For the

random arrangement also the random walk model discussed in section 3.3.1

applies. Random walk data for the clouds shown in tabel 3.8 were obtained in

section 2.2.2. (table 2.7). z therefore can be calculated with (2.49), (3.31)
cp

and (3.33). The result is also shown in fig. 3.11 (dashed line). Within the

limits of accuracy the effective medium model and the random walk model agree

with each other and both fit to the Monte Carlo data. This procedure gives a

possibility to study the relation between the constants AdJ^) and B(U, ) in

the series expansion of S (U, ) and the effective sink radius of the sink

corresponding with the cloud, like eq. (3.39) and (3.40) in the case of d = 3.

In fig. 3.12 A(tl) and B(U,) are plotted versus RQ. Both A and B seem to be

given by a.ln(R_/a_)+a?. Finally p resulting from some Monte Carlo simulations

done for the random arrangement is plotted versus n in fig. 3.13. The drawn

line is obtained with the random model (eq. (3.31) together with (2.49)) for

the same sink structure and concentration. A good agreement exists. Note the

continuous slowing down of the reaction rate. This effect will be further

discussed in section 3.6.

i

Fig. 3.12. Coeffioient A(U*) and B(U,) in the series expansion of S (U^), (2.49),

for the random walk of a aloud of lattice points on a simple square

lattice versus the effective radius of the aorresponding sink.
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Fig. 3.13. The oapture survival probability, p t versus n, scaled with the

average random walker lifetime. The marked points are obtained

with Monte Carlo simulation (a s= 10 and point sinks: A;

oo = 5 10 and 13 site sinks: 0).Random sink arrangement. Simple

square lattice. The drawn lines are obtained with the random walk

model.

In three dimensions the Monte Carlo technique was used for the study of

trapping of random walkers by point and by extended sinks on a b.c.c. lattice.

The extended sinks consisted of 15 lattice sites (the center plus its first

and second neighbours). Simulations were only done for the random arrangement.

The results are shown in fig. 3.14. Now the random walk model with constants

b(U, ) and c(U.) in S (U, ) taken from table 2.6 applies. In this way the
K K tl K

curves 2 drawn in fig. 3.14 are obtained. They agree well with the Monte Carlo

data. Alternatively we may use the effective medium model (3.26) in which IL.

is adjusted by a fitting procedure. The best fits are obtained for RQ - 0.23 aQ

for point sinks and R_ « 0.91 a. for the extended sinks (curve 1 in fig. 3.14).

As for d " 2 the effective medium model gives results with correspond

closely with the random walk model. Both agree within the limits of accuracy

with the results of Monte Carlo simulations. Furthermore the values of Rfl found

yield coefficients b(Uk) and c(Ufe), when inserted in (3.39) and (3.40), which

agree well with the data listed in table 2.6.
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Fig. 3.14. Z versus sink concentration for random walker trapping by point

sinks (a) and by extended sinks consisting of 15 lattice sites (b).

B.o.o. lattice;, random sink arrangement. The marked points are

obtained by Monte Carlo simulation. Curve 1 is calculated with the

effeotice medium model and curve 2 with the random walk model.

It can be concluded that in the case of extended sinks the models based on

diffusion theory given in 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 accurately yield rate constants for

the periodic sink arrangement while the effective medium model and the random

walk model are to be used in the random arrangement. Effective sink radii may

be obtained with Monte Carlo simulations. It is sufficient to perform these

simulations for a periodic sink arrangement and they can be done at high sink

c one ent rat i ons.

3.5. Non spherical traps

Until now always (almost) spherical traps have been used. This is a

limitation of the results obtained with diffusion theory which are described in

section 3.2. The random walk model given in section 3.3 is not limited to

spherical sinks. In metal crystals some sinks are evidently
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non-spherical*: (dislocation) loops and plate or needle shaped defects

(vacancy-platelets, precipitates). The geometry of the problem is three

dimensional, so the following equations from the random walk model are of

importance

Sn(U) = b(Ufe)n + c(Uk)/n + (3.54)

= exp <-S (3.55)

and

cp
[cs Pndn]~' « b(Uk) for •> 0 (3.56)

A,

'4-

f:
l-i

Since it is not self evident that for ring, disk or line shaped clouds (3.54)

applies this equation is first checked with the help of Monte Carlo simulations

of the type discussed in section 2.2.2. The simulations were done on a b.c.c.

lattice. The resulting values of S (IL) appear to fit well to (3.54) as is

shown for some cases in fig. 3.15. With a fitting procedure b(IL) and c(U.)

were determined. The results are shown in table 3.9. A direct way of obtaining

b(U,)_^using lattice Green functions is (2.47). For the b.c.c. lattice values

for GQ are tabulated upto r = (8, 8, 8) [46]. Since larger separations occur

in the clouds studied 6. was extrapolated in a quadratic way along the |r|

axis, which gives a good fit as is shown in fig., 3.16. The values obtained in

this way are also shown in table 3.9. They agree reasonably well with the

Monte Carlo data. Furthermore we can check whether (3.41), which relates

b(U. ) andc(U,), still applies here. A comparison is made in fig. 3.17 where/c(U, )

is plotted versus b(U.) using respectively the Monte Carlo data for c(U.) and

the Green function data for b(U.). The drawn line is the best fit, while (3.41)

gives the dashed line. They agree reasonably well.

Some anisotropy in the trapping volume may make the trap non-spherical.

These effects are not discussed in this section, since they always can be

represented with a spherical trapping volume as will be shown in chapter 4,
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-cl

Fig, S.1S. S (Uv)/n versus n for ving and disk random walk on a b.o.a.
n K

lattice. The marked point are obtained by Monte Carlo simulation,

while the drawn lines are best fits of the form
—k —1S /n = b + on + dn to the data points.

symbol

O
•

+
X
V

sites

18

7

6

17

10

16

orientation

111

110

110

110

110

110

shape

ring

disk

ring

disk

ring

ring
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Fig. 3.16 The lattiae green function (fl versus cz_ [/?[ for the b.a.a. lattice.

Data points are exact [46]. The dram- line is a quadratic extra-

polation.
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0 1 2 3 A 5 6 7
— b(Uk)

. 3.17. G(UI) versus h(U-.) for the random walk of rings, disks and line

segments. The data points are obtained by Monte Carlo simulation.The

drawn line is the best fit to the Monte Carlo results, while the dashed line

is based on (3.46).



Table 3.9. Results of Monte Carlo simulations of the random walk of clouds

of lattice points having the shape of a ving, disk or line. The

rings and disks have a thickness of one "atom" plane and are

approximately circular. The lines are just rows of lattice sites

in a certain direction. The orientation of the planes and lines

is given. Also the values of b found when using (2.47). RQ is the

distance from the center to the outmost trapping site.

shape orien- sites Vi ISL Monte Carlo Green functions

tation b(Uk) c(Ufe) b(Ufc)

point

disk
• ii

7 ti

' II

II

'T it

y II

5, ring

5'. II

^ II

: "

: II

r II

II

II

line

> II

:; II

v':; "

'•'. »

V.'
: II

if.'y

ft.

{100}

{100}

{100}

{111}

{111}

{110}

{110}

{100}

{100}

{111}

{111}

{111}

{110}

{110}

{110}

<100>

<100>

<100>

<111>

<I11>

<111>

1

4

9

16

7

19

7

17

8

12

6

12

18

6

10

18

5

9

13

5

9

13

0.23

0.71

1.41

2.12

1.41

2.83

1.00

1.73

1.41

2.12

1.41

2.83

4.24

1.00

1.73

2.60

2.00

4.00

6.00

1.74

3.46

5.20

0.73

1.84

3.21

4.61

2.79

5.12

2.36

3.64

2.90

4.28

2.70

4.34

6.76

2.25

3.48

5.19

2.40

3.64

5.10

1.87

3.09

4.41

0.59

3.20

11.81

22.37

7.53

29.61

6.27

15.57

9.70

19.99

8.01

19.89

45.84

5.58

13.00

27.25

6.39

13.84

25.08

4.18

9.02

21.00

0.718

1.814

2.917

4.009

2.799

5.110

2.254

3.549

2.882

3.895

2.695

4.629

6.456

2.227

3.437

4.827

2.315

3.598

4.766

2.104

3.232

4.261

-•ƒ
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5 6
RL/a0.L/2a0

3.15. £>(£/,.) resulting from Monte Carlo simulation of ring, disk and line

segment random walk for various cloud sizes. Marked points:

simulation results. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.

I

In fig. 3.18 b(U.) is plotted versus the distance from the cloud center to

the outermost capture positions (R_/a_). The orientation of the ring, disk or

line does not influence b(U.) significantly.

From the Monte Carlo simulations the following conclusions emerge:

(i) (2.47)gives a good estimate for the value of b(U.) for the random walk of

clouds of lattice points having the shape of a ring, a disk cr a line,

(ii) c(Uk) may well be estimated with (3.41) using the calculated value of

b(uk).

(iii) b(U. ) only depends on the size of the cloud and not, significantly, on

its orientation,

(iv) z follows from (3.56), which in second order is approximated'by (3.38).

We will study the dependence of b(U, ) on the size and structure of the sink some

further. First rings will be studied. Their geometry is shown in the inset of

fig. 3.19. The height H was varied from 1 to 7 adjacent planes and the width

W ranged from a /2 to 2a.. A {100} orientation was used. For fixed H and W the

radius of the loop, IL.was increased upto 20 aQ. b(U.) was calculated with (2.47)
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unless the number of lattice sites in the ring was unpractically large (V300).

In fig. 3.19 the results of these calculations are shown for W » a_. It is

clear that b(U.)/IL decreases with increasing IL. This effect was studied

before by Brailsford and Builough [47], who extended earlier work of Seidman

and Balluffi [48] and Seeger and Gosele [49]. They obtained the rate constant

for the point defect dislocation loop interaction for low dislocation loop

densities. From their results we get:

4

fig. 3.19. b(V.Jao/RL versus ring radius for the random walk of rings on a

b.e.c. lattice. The ring is shown in the inset. Its orientation is

{100}. The marked points are calculated for W = a. and various

heights using (2.47). The drawn lines are best fits using (3.62).

Height:! (+), 3(X)3 5(O) and 7(o) adjacent planes.
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+ v
(3.57)

in which R, is the pipe radius of the loop and \i is found to be equal to In 8

[71]. Curves of this character, taking R, = (HW/TT)% were fitted to the data of

b(U.) obtained. Good fits could be obtained as is shown in fig. 3.19. There

appeared to exist a dependence of \i on R, however, as is shown in fig. 3.20.

H

:1
i'i

1
Fig. 3.20. The coefficient \i in (3.57 ) versus the "pipe radius", (HW/K) ,

as a result of fitting procedures which are shown in fig. 3.19.

Presumebly for small R, the discreteness of the lattice disturbs the pipe-

character of the torus. For R. > '-5a. y converges to •x» In 8 as expected.

Now we can combine (3.57) and (3.38) in order to get z including the

second order term:

V-
cp + v

2Tr2/2i
3/2

In
(3.58)

;

In some cases one wants to use the following loss term in rate theory:

Z DCpj, in which p, is the dislocation line length measured along the loops.

For this purpose (3.58) can be converted to
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3/
2ir

(3.59)

where pdepends on R. in the way shown in fig. 3.20.

Disks were studied with (2.47) in the same way. Now R. represents the

radius of the disk. The results are shown in fig. 3.21.

i

2 -

O

a

X

1 • 1

o

a
X

+ -

1

X

± + +

1 I I I I I 1

j<om>

4 1 1

r •

r.

h:-

10 15

Fig. 3.21. b(U7)an/RT versus disk radius for the random walk of disks on a
K 0 Li

b.a.a. lattice. The disk is shown in the inset. The marked points

are obtained for various heights of the disk. The dashed line is

given by biU^) = 1.8RL/aQ.Height 1(+), 3(X), S(a) and 7(o) adjacent

planes.
For a one plane thick platelet the value of b(U, )a./RL does not depend

significantly of R_ . So for the R^ range studied we have

1.8R̂
= (3.60)

Seidman and Baluffi [48] found 2 instead of 1.8 for the coefficient. Further

note that for spherical sinks b(U, )a_/R, = IT, R^ being the radius of the sphere,

see (3.39). In fig. 3.21 also the influence of the thickness of the platelet
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is shown. At VL = 2aQ for a seven plane thick platelet the rate constant for

trapping of random walkers is only 1.7 times higher than the one for the one

plane thick platelet. At higher values of IL this effect is even considerably

less. As in the case of rings the rate constant is given by (3.38).

Finally line segments were studied. In fig. 3.22 b(U, ) is plotted versus the

length of the line segmer.t, L, for lines in the <100>, <110> and <111>

direction. Generally at the same L b(U, ) is the highest for <]00> and the

lowest <110>. Furthermore b(U,) increases linearly with L and a b(U.)/L = 0.3.

The rate constant can be obtained with (3.38)

Fig. 3.22. i>(U.) vei^us the length of a line segment for the random walk of

lines on a b.o.a. lattice. The orientation of the line segment is

indicated.

3.6. The kinetics of reactions in one to three dimensions

If we assume the random arrangement"is a more likely representation of the

way sinks are distributed in crystals, than the random walk model should be the

one taken to study the kinetics of reactions among lattice defects. In section

3.3.1 it was shown that only in three dimensions and only for low sink

concentrations z is a constant. So only in these cases we will find first

order kinetics. In all other cases deviations of first order kinetics have to

be expected. In this section these deviations will be aspect of further study.

First reactions taking place in three dimensions will be studied. The rate

constant for the annealing case was studied before (see: (3.31)> (3.32) and
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(3.47)). The rate equation for the annealing process (dc/dn = -z cc.)

reduces to

dc c(U ) b(U )
— = -b(U ) {1 + -=-£ S-}ec (3.61)

dn K b ( V 2/n

where b(U. ) and c(U, ) are the constants in the series expansion of S (U,) for

point or cloud random walk (of any shape), c is the random walker

concentration*. Note that c/b only depends on, the lattice structure. For

spherical sinks (3.61) can be written in terms of the sinkradius R_ with the

help of (3.39) and (3.40). In versions II of rate theory (see table 3.3) we

get:

-'? In section 3.3.1 (3.61) was derived for the case that c_ is constant. This

'-•i is not always so. For example think of vacancy-interstial annihilation.
i ^ -,

f' :j Suppose c_ is not constant, then we have in the annealing case:
-?•"-,

Ij d c l / d n - -zaClC2
I
?̂  Again we define p = c.(n)/c.(0) and we further assume that c.(0) ^ c.(0)

i Inserting this in the equation above we get:

dp, , .,
z a = ~ dS { pn C2 ( n ) }

Following the arguments of section 3.3.1 we further get:

I Or Pn=exP{- jQ.c2(i)}

By inserting this result in the equation for z we finally get z = Q .
a a n

So (3.61) also is valid when co is not constant.
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n

-4irR D {] + .}CC (3.62)
° (*Dt)* S

This is exactly the equation Waite [18, 19] derived in an alternative,

diffusion theory based, way for isotropic diffusion and a spherical reaction

volume. Gösele [20, 51-54] has given similar equations for anisotropic

diffusion and eliptical reaction volumes. For constant C_ (3.62) describes an

initial transient while for longer timss C decreases exponentially. The

implication of the t term on the reaction order has been studied in detail

by Nihoul and Stals [50].

In two dimensions z is given by (3.35). So the 2D analogue of (3.61) isa

(3.63)

) where the coefficients a. are related to the coefficients of the series

•: expansion of S for two dimensional random walks of points or clouds. For a *-<•

{ periodic sink arrangement diffusion theory gives, after a usually negligible ,',";

transient, an exponential decrease of C versus time. For version II of rate >

;}• theory (3.63) becomes: l

00 ct! %"

i' 7F " ~ I — T Dcc<! <3"64>
•; QC i=l In (Dt) I.

' For the simple square lattice a! = 4TT irrespective the radius of the sinks. The .̂
'-• . i'

f higher order terms depend on the sink size (also see section 3.4). The reaction v

<̂  rate continuously slows down even for such long times, that only the leading f̂

; term is of importance. This is in sharp contrast with the result obtained with ^

f-, diffusion theory for a periodic arrangement. jj

•r.. Only Fixman [56] has shown theoretically, that deviations from the first fe

f;. order kinetics may be due to the random arrangement of the sinks. The (point r
/.''••'-

?--," sink) concentrations he used are extremely high however. On the basis of
%?•

|f. experimental data Harper [55] has given the following expression for the random
|. walker concentration in an annealing experiment -

i i
exp(-Ytm) (3.65)
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with m < 1. From the random walk model it can easily be derived that the time

dependence of dln(c)/dt is caused by the dependence on n of dS /dn*. In two

dimensions, using the data for point random walk, we can easily obtain m. The

result is given in fig. 3.23. From the figure it is clear that m changes

0.90 -

0.80 -

Fig. 3.23. Coefficient m in (3.65) found, when fitting (3.65) to (3.31) or

(3.44), as a function of number of jumps done.

slowly with n. Experimental data however usually are available for at most two

orders of magnitude on the n scale, so (3.65) might well appear to give a

good fit to the experimental data. For extended sinks the curve given in

fig. 3.23 will shift somewhat to the right, although values of m lower than

0.75 may not be expected.

Experimental values of m range from 0.42 to 0.8 [59-67]. In general

precipitation on dislocations gives lower values of m than vacancy capture by

dislocations. For the latter m - 0.7 seems to be the most accurate value found

[65, 66]. These experiments, however, are difficult, since simultaneously

other reactions leading to point defect clustering may occur as was revealed

with the position annihilation technique [68]. We therefore may conclude that

Meisel [57, 58] has discussed another reason for a time riape -lence of

dln(c)/dt, which to the authors opinion is erroneous.
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deviations from first order kinetics are not in contrast with theoretical

results. Perhaps the random arrangement does not give deviation large enough

and other mechanisms like the ones discussed by Balluffi and Seidman [65],

Builough and Newman [66] and Ikeuchi and Furukawa [69] also play a role. The

apparent contradiction between diffusion theory yielding first order kinetics

and experiments, however, seems to be the major reason for Brailsford, Builough

and coworkers to introduce the concept of rate limitation at. the dislocation

core [22, 28, 47]. Theoretical attemps to justify this rate limitation are not

very convincing [47].

In one dimension z was given by (3.39). So we have
a

(3-66)

in version II this results in

|£ » - {2(irDt) * - SagOöirDV)"* + 21ag(4608nD5t5) ^DCCg (3.67)

By integrating (3.67) using only the leading term we get

C(t) « Coexp{-UCs(Dt/i,)h (3.68)

which can be interpreted as Harper kinetics with m = 0.5.

"4

'i
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4. Rate constants for some specific defect interactions

4.1. Introduction

In the previous chapter the capture of random walkers by "spheres",

"cylinders", "planes", "disks" and "rings" was discussed. Expressions were

obtained for the rate constant of these processes as a function of time, sink

concentration, sink arrangement and sink geometry. In all cases the random

walker is either trapped or completely free. The geometry of the sink was

considered to be a parameter, which can be chosen freely.

.' In this chapter we give physical arguments, that lead to a determination

of the sink size. This, however, can only be archieved by specifying the

exact nature of random walker and trap. The following reactions are

". investigated:

(i) the capture of helium by vacancies and vacancy clusters

K (ii) recombination of self interstitials and vacancies

I (iii) the capture of vacancies by helium filled vacancies and vacancy clusters

; (iv) the capture of vacancies and self interstitials by edge dislocations.

(v) the capture of vacancies and self interstitials by edge dislocation loops.

The basic idea is to determine binding energies and migration energies of the

random walker is the neighbourhood of the sink by means of lattice relaxation
1 simulation. Usually the pattern of the interaction energies allow for a good

approximation of the sink size.

< In section 4.2 the lattice relaxation technique is outlined. In section 4.3

,. the reactions between point defects (i - iii) are discussed. In section 4.4

'•. and 4.5 the reaction of point defects and straight dislocations and

-• dislocation loops are treated.

r
P
• 1 •
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4.2. Lattice simulation

4.2.1. Atomistic models

In his autobiographical remarks Vineyard [1] recalls violent discussions at

the 1957 Gordon Conference on Chemistry and Physics of Metals about the

possibilities of simulating atomic configurations of metals with large digital

computers. The arguments ranged from too difficult to not necessary. At present

date this technique has proven to be a powerful tool for gaining understanding

in atomic configurations of non-perfect lattices, the associated energies and

volumes. Experimental results may be explained herewith and suggestions for

new experiments may be induced.

In such simulations the solid is in general represented by a crystallite,

containing a relatively large number of atoms. These atoms are given full

freedom to move under the influence of the two body forces they exert on

each other. The crystallite is surrounded by a boundary region which replaces

the remainder of the lattice. The two body forces are calculated from an

interatomic potential. This potential is deduced either from experimental data

or theory or from a mixture of both. Interatomic potentials will be discussed

in section 4.2.2.

Since 1957 four distinct ways of lattice simulations have developed.

Tewordt [2], Gibson et al. [3] and Johnson and Brown [4] started with statical

simulations. Net forces on the atoms are relaxed to minimal (̂  0) values by

configuration changes in the crystallite. In principle the atoms are at

rest and we gain information on the metal at T = 0 K. The simulations made by

Tewordt and Johnson and Brcwn were aimed at studying defect structures and

energies, while Gibson et al. also studied time dependent events such as the

injection of high energy particles. In its further development this technique

first involved only intrinsic lattice defects - vacancies, self interstitials

and their agglomerates [5 - 22], dislocations [21, 37 - 55] and grain

boundaries [56 - 60] -, while later also extrinsic defects - interstitial and

substitutional foreign atoms [21 - 36] - were incorporated. Dynamical

simulations are scarce. These simulations take place at T > 0 K; usually the

temperature is well above the Debije temperature. Weiner and Adler [61]

simulated vacancy motion on a linear chain and Tsai et al. [62] thoroughly

investigated self interstitial and vacancy motion in aFe. Despite intriguing

results like a lowering of the vacancy migration energy this line of research

does not seem to be pursued any more. Simulations performed in reciprocal space,

also called lattice statics or the Kanzaki method [63, 64], do not appear to be

I
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very useful for defect studies in transition and noble metals. For a

discussion we refer to a recent reviews [8]. A new quantum-chemical and lattice

defect hybrid approach, the cluster method-, is recently developed by Melius

et al. [65]. They treat the electronic structure of the atoms surrounding a

localized defect in a quantum mechanical way, meanwhile incorporating this

small atom cluster in a larger lattice for the larger range elastic distortions.

The latter are treated in the standard static way. This technique is of special

interest for the study of chemically bound species, especially hydrogen, since

two body potentials fail to represent the interaction of these gas atoms with

the lattice.

The lattice simulations described in this thesis were made using a statical

technique. This technique is relatively simple compared to the others and has

established valuable results for point and extended defects. Some of the

results will be discussed in section 4.2.3. In the early days electronic

redistributions [2] and complicated constraints on the boundary atoms [3] were

thought to be necessary, even in simple simulations. Now, however, the

electronic effects are incorporated in the potential and it is common to use

rigid boundaries. Convergence to zero total force on any atom can be

established in three ways:

(i) solving the equation of motion for all movable atoms in the crystallite

(classical mechanics), combined with the removal of the total kinetic

energy when this has reached its maximum value. This has to be done a

number of times. This relaxation routine is known as the quenching

method [66].

(ii) the equilibrium configuration is generated by finding the minimum of the

crystal energy along a direction, which is determined by the first

derivatives of the crystal energy (3E/3x.)- This iterative technique is

known as the conjugate gradient method [67].

(iii) the forces on all movable atoms are calculated after which the atoms

are displaced proportional to these vectors. This is also an iterative

procedure [68].

In all cases the iterative procedure stops whenever the potential energy drop

per iteration is less than a prescribed value. As was mentioned above three

types of results may be obtained with a statical technique: the configuration,

the configurational energy and the configurational volume.

The importance of configuration studies is self evident, especially fox the

selfinterstitial, dislocations and grain boundaries. The configurational

energy of a crystallite with rigid boundaries is the total potential energy

of the movable atoms or
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f
where the sum over j ranges over the N movable atoms, while the sun over i

also involves the non movable boundary atoms»*(r..) is the potential energy

of an atom pair at a distance r-.. Changes in the configurational energy lead

to important quantities:

(j) the formation energy (E ): the difference in configuration energy

between a crystallite with and without a defect. Note that £ defined

in this way does not correspond with measured defect formation

energies,

(jj) the migration energy (E ): the differences in configuration energy

between a crystallite with the defect in the lowest energy saddle point

and the crystallite with the defect in the equilibrium configuration.

The defect is kept at the saddle point by applying additional

constraints on its possibilities of motion.

(jjj) the binding energy (E ): the difference in configuration energy between

a crystallite containing a complex of two defects and a crystallite

containing these defects at infinite separation*. If we combine this

definition with the one of the formation energy the binding energy of

complex AB, E ^ , is also given by

Usually binding is studied in relation with dissociation. The

dissociation energy (E ) is the energy to be supplied in order to

accomplish the dissociation. This yields: E = E + E , where t is the

migration energy of the most mobile defect after the dissociation.

p

»--•- *

y- If we have a complex contaxning more than two constituing defects the

j; binding energy of the complex depends on the way the complex is split

• up. In the following the breaking up of the complex is done such that the
r .• g

;• lowest E value is found.
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BS
(jv) the saddle point binding energy (E ): the difference in configuration

energy between a crystallite with two interacting defects A and B of

which A is situated in a lowest energy saddle point configuration and B

is the equilibrium configuration and a crystallite with the defects in

the same configuration at infinite separation.

(v) the relaxation energy (E ): the difference in configuration energy of a

crystallite before and after a relaxation procedure (under given

constraints).
T> DO

Note that both E and E defined in this way are not unique constants for a

given complex, but depend on the distance of the interacting defects.

The configurational volume determines the formation volume Av of a defect,

which is defined as the change in volume of an infinite crystallite by

introducing the defect. Two ways have been employed to calculate Av for point

defects. Bullough and Hardy [69] and Miller and Heald [15] calculated AV from
2

the limit for high R of 4TTR I L , where R is the distance from a lattice atom to

the defect and u_ the radial displacement of this atom. In this way one either

has to use very large crystallites or flexible boundaries. The latter give rise

to complications considering volume dependent terms in the interatomic

potential. Baskes and Holbrook [70] introduced a method to obtain AV from a

(small) spherical crystallite with radius R, that is relaxed, while having

fixed boundary atoms. Now the volume dependent terms in the potential do not

have to be considered. In essence the pressure P exerted by the movable atoms

on the surrounding layer of fixed atoms is calculated. According to the results

of elasticity theory P_ is related to the characteristics of the misfitting

sphere, which is representing the defect. The same theory gives the volume

change of the material if the surface is taken traction free. By combining

these results Baskes and Holbrook found the following relation between P_ and

AVF:

PR =
AVF B

"ft"" N

- B*)

N(3B*
(A. 3)

Ï

with N the number of movable atoms in the sphere, ft the atomic volume, B the

elastic bulk modulus and u the shear modulus of the isotropic host material,

B* the bulk modulus of the material in the misfitting sphere and N_ the number

of matrix atoms, that have the same volume as the defect. From (4.3) it follows
Fthat in the limit of high R NPp/B is equal to AV /ft. By performing calculations

F
at different R AV /ft is found by extrapolation. A similar method can be applied

for the volume effect of dislocations([71],4.2.3.D).
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4,2.2. Interatomic potentials

In 1903 Mie [72] noticed that molecules could only exist if the constituing

atoms attract each other at large separation, while they repel each other at

short distances. He suggested the following potential

(4.4)

with A, B > 0 and n > m. Later on, in 1924, Lennard-Jones [73] in a study on

the virial coefficients of gases derived that the theory for induced dipole-

dipole interactions leads to m = 6. With n * 12 also a good fit with

experimental data was found. Morse [74] noticed that vibrational spectra of

molecules are in line with experiments if the potential is given by

[exp{-2a(|- - I)}-2exp{-a(|- - 1)}] (4.5)

where $Q,a and R_ are adjustable constants.This potential resembles the one

of Lennard-Jones. Born and Mayer [75] later found out that the first term in

(4.5) is useful for the description of the repulsion between alkali atoms.

These potentials are called semi-empirical, since their mathematical structure

is fixed, while the constants are found by fitting to experimental data. In

the early simulations of metals generally Born-Mayer potentials, fitted to the

elastic constants, were used. Only first neighbour interactions were taken

into account. In the f.c.c. metals valuable results were obtained in this way

[3-5, 12]. In the b.c.c. metals, however, the elastic constants could not be

fitted with first neighbour Born-Mayer potentials.

This gave rise to the development of empirical potentials [7]. Now the

rather strict functional from of the potential is not prescribed. Johnson and

Wilson [6] for example used a potential, cut off in between second and third

neighbour distance, which is given by two polynomials:

4 3 2
a.R + a_R + a,R + a.R + afl

bQ R2 s R
(4.6)

where * and di/dR are continuous at R - R„ and * * d<J>/dR « 0 at R • R

r

\:
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Furthermore d$/dR at R = Rj was calculated with the Hartee-Fock-Slater

technique. This potential was fitted to the elastic constants and the unrelaxed

vacancy formation energy. Baskes and Melius [22] for the f.c.c. metals and

Baskes [76] for Molybdenum derived potentials with a longer range. Their

mathematical form is of a cubic splice function between a number of fixed-node

points. The potential values at these points are completely free. It is also

required (in a semi quantitative sense) that the potential is as smooth as

possible in order to avoid spurious minima in the defect calcualtions. The

experimental data used in the fitting procedure are: the lattice parameter,

the elastic constants, the sublimation energy, the vacancy formation and

migration energy and the stacking fault energy.

A third cathegory of potentials is the pseudopotentials. These potentials

are mostly used in simulations in reciprocal space (lattice statics), for

which it was already remarked that this technique is not often used for

transition and noble metals. A review on pseudopotentials is given by Heine[77].

For the defect calculations described in this work the Molybdenum and

Tungsten potentials of Johnson and Wilson [6] were used. In fig. 4.1 these

potentials are plotted. In this thesis also calculations involving noble

gases will be described. For these calculations also gas-metal and gas-gas

potentials are needed. The noble gas-metal potentials have been derived

with succes with a free electron model by Wilson and Johnson [24] (the so-

called Wedepohl method in the Hartree-Fock-Slater approximation). Some examples

are given in fig. 4.2. The gas-gas potentials were derived in the same way

f*;s
2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 40

—»• interatomic distance

Fig. 4.1. Interatomia potentials used for Mo and W (from Johnson and Wilson [6]),
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2 3 4
interatomic distance (A)

Fig. 4.2. Interatomic potentials for some noble gases in Mo and W.

1: Mo-He; 2: W-He; 3: W-Kr; 4: Ke-He and S: He-He.

except for the He-He potential which was taken from Abrahamson [78]*.

4.2.3. Configurations, assoaiated energies and volumes of some simple defects

A. The self interstitial (I)

The self interstitial in Mo is of the split-interstitial, or dumbbell, type.

The formation energy is calculated to be 9.7 eV, the migration energy 0.45 eV

and the formation volume, obtained with the Baskes and Holbrook method

(section 4.2.1), is M.6 fl, with fl the atomic volume (a_/2). Experiments

reviewed by Schilling [81] give AV1 = 1.1 + 0.2 fl. The strain field of the

self interstitial is schematically shown in fig. 4.3.

Gilnther [79] pointed at errors in the Abrahamson potential. A better one is

given by Gaydaenko and Nikulin [80]. See also van Heugten [50]. The calculated

energies however do not depend significantly on the choise of the potential.
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*4^>±
K ^

JAr

Fig. 4.3. Schematic representation of the displacement field of a self
interstitial in Mo. The atoms displaced more than 0.005 aQ ave
shown.

I

In general self interstitials are always found to be of the split interstitial

type, both in f.c.c. and b.c.c. The formation energy is always high and the

migration energy low [81]. For all metals studied (Al, Cu, Ni, Mo, Fe and Zn)

the split interstitial configuration was also found experimentally with diffuse

X-ray scattering and mechanical or magnetic relaxation experiments [83-89].

B. The vacancy (V) and vacancy clusters (V )

The strain field around a vacancy is considerably less than that around the

self interstitial. An illustration is given in fig. A.4. for the vacancy in Ho.
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Wig. 4.4. As fig. 4.3 but now for the vaaanay in Mo.

F M

In Mo (respectively W) E* is 3.23 (3.30) eV and E^'= 1.29 (1.40)* eV. The best

) experimental data, usually from position annihilation experiments, reviewed

by Balluffi [90] are respectively 3.2 (3.6)** eV and 1.3 (1.7) eV. The vacancy

formation volume in Mo is calculated to be = -0.15 Cl. Measurements of

Ehrhart [83] yield -0.1 ft. A divacancy is denoted V,(i), where the i denotes
J th

that the two vacancies are at i neighbour separation. In tabel 4.1 the first

ten nearest neighbour positions in b.c.c. and f.c.c. are given. The most- stable

;? divacancy in Mb and W is the V„(2), with E = 0.44 (0.42) eV. By a jump of one
;
;
: of the vacancies a V^i) may transform into a V_(j) - notation: V,(i) •*• V_(j) -.

^ A transition with i = j is impossible in b.c.c. metals. In fig. 4.5 all

; possible transitions upto nineth neighbour position are shown including the

migration energy for the jump and the binding energy of the different V 's (data

U for Mo). So the most probable divacancy migration mechanism is V,(2) -«-»• V_(4),
M B

1 with E s 1,23 eV. It should be remarked that due to the low E of the V.(4)

:- the two vacancies split up in separated vacancies after a relatively small

' number of jumps. The most stable trivacancy is V_(226), where the three

:• vacancies from two second neighbour and one sixth neighbour pair (the V's are

* Johnson and Wilson [6] found 1.26.

** These E values are not directly comparable with the calculated ones.
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Table 4 . 1 . Coordinates in a„/2 of the n nearest neighbour position of site
(0, 03 0) in-p. b.c.c. and a f.c.c. lattice.

n

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

b.c.c.

(I l l )
(200)
(220)
(311)
(222)
(400)
(331)
(420)
(422)

a) (333)
b) (511)

f .c .c .

(110)
(200)
(211)
(220)
(310)
(222)
(321)
(400)
(411)
(420)

0.10

1.23

0.89
0.44

1.15

1.57

1.23

1.38
-0.05

1.67

1.37

1.13

1.33

-0.01

1.32

1.58

1.33
1.36

1.23

1.27
-0.04

1.37

1.15

-0.07

1.20

1.27
O02]

r

1.31
0.01

132

1.31
0.02

Fig. 4.5. Transition matrix for divacancy jumps in Mo. The encircled matter is
the s&paration, in nearest neighbour number, of -the tao vacancies.
The nunber shown in the box is the binding energy of the divaaanay
and One marters labelling the arrows are the activation energies for
the corresponding transitions.



aligned in the <001> direction). The V_(112) is less stable, but can migrate,

without changing shape, with relatively low migration energy (0.99 eV). Other

clusters with three or more vacancies have been discussed by Fastenau et al-

[91] (see also table 4.2). A good estimate of the binding energy of a vacancy

cluster is found by summation of the binding energies of all vacancy pairs

constituing the cluster. A similar rule of thumb was derived for the saddle

point binding energies of a cluster [91]. With this rule migration energies

of V_ and V, clusters can be derived easily from the V. data.

Similar trends were found by Beeler and Johnson [11] in oFe. Data for the

f.c.c. metals can be found in [5, 8, 21, 30].

Table 4.2. Binding energies of di- and trivaaanoies in Mo and W obtained

with lattice relaxation calculations.
a)

Johnson and Wilson [6] found identical values.

defect EB

W Ho

v2d)
V2(2)

V2(3)

V2(4)

V2(5)

V3(226)

V3(223)

V3(224)

V3(112)

V3(247)

0.06

0.42

-0.03

0.09

-0.03

0.02a)

0.44a)

-0.05

0.10

-0.04

0.42

0.40

0.24

0.12

0.10

C. Interstitial and substitutional noble gas atoms

Interstitial helium is an octahedral interstitial in Ho and W. The formation

energy is 4.94* (5.55) eV and the migration energy 0.29 (0.25) eV**. Trapped

in a single vacancy the helium is bound by 3.87 (4.48) eV. This combination of

a high binding to lattice defects and a low interstitial migration energy forms

the basis for thermal helium desorption spectrometry (TDS), an experimental

* Wilson [27] found 4.91 eV.

** This number is confirmed in W by field ion microscopy experiments of Wagner :

and Seidman [97]. Wilson and Bisson found .24 eV in W [25].
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Table 4.3. Calculated and measured binding energies of helium to various

lattice defects in Mo and W (upper part). In the loner part

binding energies of vacanaies in Krypton-vacancy clusters are

given. In calculating Er values from the measured values of a

fc/ze calculated values of Ej, were used

(a) Van Veen et al. [100]

(b) Van Gorkum and Kornelsen [93]

(c) Wilson and Johnson [24] found similar data. See also [100]

(d) Almost the same data are found by Wilson [27]

(e) Armstrong et at. [92]

defect W

calc.

HeV

H e 2 V

He3V

He4V

He5V

He,V

HeKrV

He2KrV

He3KrV

KrV2(l)

KrV2(2)

KrV2(3)

KrV2(4)

RrV2(5)

KrV3(112)

4

2

2

2

2,

2,

1,

0.

1.

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

2.

.48

.88

.55

.50

.31

.46

.00

,97

,55

,93

37

10

02

18

20

(d)

(d)

(d)

(d)

(c)

(c)

(c)

EB(eV)

meas.

4.39 (b)

Ï.45 (a)

1.75 (a)

1.95 (a)

Mo

calc.

3.79

2.48

2.14

2.15

1.98

2.16

meas.

3.5 + 0.2 (e)

2.6 + 0.09 (e)

2.3 + 0.1 (e)

2.1 +0.1 (e)

1.8 + 0.06 (e)

I
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technique developed by Kornelsen [94, 95]. Recently TDS is reviewed by

Van Gorkum [96]. Measurements of the dissociation energy of a helium from a

helium filled vacancy (HeV) yield E D » 3.8 (4.64) eV [92, 93]. Since
0 B M

E = E + B these experimental numbers correspond very well with the

calculated values.

Furthermore calculations show that vacancies in Mo and W can easily absorb

six helium atoms. The binding energy decreases with increasing helium content*. A 7

helium atom is calculated to be bound by ^ 1 eV, which is in contrast with

TDS experiments [98, 99]. This will be discussed further in chapter 6. A

summary of available data is given in table 4.3.

In W calculations with substitutional krypton (KrV) were performed as well.

The formation energy of a KrV is 12.3 eV. A single helium atom binds with

1.0 eV to the KrV. This effect is caused by mutual help in straining the

lattice. By increasing the number of helium atoms attached to the KrV the

binding energy of each of the helium atoms increases. Values are shown in

table 4.3., also see [100]. They compare reasonably well with experimental

results.

Data for f.c.c. metals can be found in the work of Wilson, Bisson and

Baskes [21-32].

th

D. The £<lll>{!10} edge dislocation

Simulation of dislocations requires initial positions of all lattice atoms

and boundary conditions suited for the infinite length of the defect. We shall

consider one particular type of dislocation: the £<lll>{110} edge dislocation in

Molybdenum. Periodic boundary conditions were used in the <112> direction of

the dislocation line (z axis). The atoms bounding the crystallite in the x and

y direction are held fixed in their initial positions (see below). The

crystallite consisted of 6{112} planes perpendicular to the z direction (one

period). The total number of movable atoms was approximately 1000.

The initial atom positions are calculated using standard anisotropic

elasticity theory, as it is described by Hirth and Lothe [101] or more detailled by

The exception He5V/He&V possibly is due to the fact that for the He^V not

the most stable configuration was found.
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De Hosson [49] and Van Heugten [50]. The elastic constants of Ho given by

Featherston and Neighbours [102] were used. Symmetry with respect to the mid

extra half plane was assured. A plot of the atom positions after relaxing the

crystallite is given in fig. 4.6. The interaction of vacancies with this

dislocation will be discussed in section 4.4. The binding of helium to this

dislocation in aFe and Mo was studied by Van den Berg et al. [52] and

Van Heugten et al. [53, 54].

X < •=? '< *= F X J ^ X - f- X I E. X < E >: J F' v

^ r < - e < - f

*• a x

3 3

- f. ̂  ^

x •» t. x x < p x •» e /. •. u

x ^ p y « r c 3 x ^ i . ' X « B X « y

,. 4? - t e fr. * J t, © - O © •

x <i P x - F >: < P x t F1 x •") -1 x i B x -a

/?.. o

EI x *. " x -1 B x »: 'T x

«•. .̂ A <! « X i •* >'

_ <:_ j .•- fc_ .

X •« F X -. -1 X '. c"T X < S X -1 O X

.• ^ - c «; i c. « • £ • ; • • -J ••> J F-

X fl " X 1 K X « Ü X « 1 E ! X < E . X

! 9 '.

positions in a Mo crystallite containing a h<lll>{110} edge

dislocation. The different synbols correspond with atom positions in six

adjacent {112} planes (a and4- differ by one period). First neighbour

atoms are indicated with arrows.
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Using a technique similar to the one of Baskes and Holbrook described in

section 4.2.1 the volume effect of this dislocation was calculated to be

AV/V * 0.45 b p., with b the length of the Burgers vector and p. the

dislocation density [7]].

4.3. Point defect reactions

In this section we will study the rate constant for some specific reactions

among point defects. First the interaction between the defects is studied with

lattice relaxation calculations. The rate constants are obtained by

Monte Carlo simulations, which are done on the basis of a description of the

interaction on an atomic scale. The Honte Carlo model is described in a general

way in section 4.3.1.

The following reactions will be studied: (i) the capture of interstitial

helium by vacancies and vacancy-clusters (4.3.2); (ii) recombination of self

interstitials and vacancies (4.3.3) and (iii) the reaction of vacancies and

helium filled vacancies and vacancy-clusters (4.3.4). Some characteristics

of these defects have been described in the previous section.

4.3.1. The Monte Carlo model

In chapter 3 Honte Carlo simulations of some simplified point defect

reactions were described. It was shown that at high sink densities the rate of

the reaction depends on the way the sinks are arranged; periodically or random.

The last one gives the slowest reaction. It was also shown that the (effective)

trapping radius of the sink was the same in both cases. So, since we now aim

at determining effective trapping radii of some more complicated reactions,

Monte Carlo simulations can be limited to a periodic arrangement of the sink.

Once the effective trapping radius is known, the mathematical formalisms of

chapter 3 can be used to obtain rate constants as a function of sink density

for both types of sink arrangement and for annealing or continuous production

cases. Stricktly seen this is only so if the effective radius does not depend

on sink density, which is generally the case at realistic densities.

A crystallite is considered with the sink in the centre. The size of the

crystallite determines the sink concentration. At the crystallite boundaries

periodic boundary conditions are used. Three regions are considered. In region

I the random walker has the highest possible binding energy to the sink. In

region II the migration energy of the random walker is affected by the presence

of the nearby sink. In region III the migration energy of the random walker is
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constant. A random walker starts his random walk on a randomly chosen site in

region II and III. Each timestep At = [vE exp(-E7/kT)] , with v the attempt

frequency and E. the migration energy for a jump in direction j, the random

walker performs a jump in a direction chosen randomly using weight—factors

p. = exp(-EM/kT)/Zexp(-E"/kT). Note that in region III p. = 1/N with N the
l l . j l

coordination number. The random walk is continued until the random walker

enters region I. By summing up the At values of the lattice sites visited by

f the random walker the random walker lifetime is found and by repetition of

v| the game the average lifetime results.

~~l Computing time is saved by performing the Monte Carlo simulations at high

; sink concentrations, since roughly the average random walker lifetime (and by
. i

consequence the computing time) is proportional to the number of lattice sites

.' per sink. The average random walker lifetime determines z using (3.6). With

• z the effective trapping radius is easily calculated with (3.21). Some Monte

,V Carlo simulations at different sink concentration are done to check if the
effective trapping radius is independent of sink concentration.

•'i 4.3.2. Capture of interstitial helium by vacancies or vacancy clusters

Using lattice relaxation simulation the stable interstitial position of a

. •• helium atom is found to be the octahedral site in Mo and W (see fig. 2.3a). The
:.', jump directions of octahedral interstitials in the b.c.c. lattice were

; discussed in section 2.1. The interaction of helium and vacancies, vacancy

:•, clusters of substitutional noble gas atoms was studied by lattice relaxation

simulation. These calculations show that the helium interstitial spontaneously

• moves to the vacancy positioned at the origin once it reaches one of the 12

•), neighbouring lattice sites located at (aQ/2, aQ/2, 0). At (aQ, aQ/2, 0) the

helium is still able to escape trapping. The migration energy for a jump to

(a_/2, a-/2, 0) however is slightly lower than the bulk value. At (a , a o / 2 ,

aQ/2) the helium is virtually unaffected by the vacancy.

'•: In a qualitative way the same results are found if a noble gas atom is present

{J.; in the vacancy (denoted: HeV, NeV, ArV, KrV, XeV). We therefore conclude that

<4: the trapping volume extends at least to the sites (a_/2, a_/2, 0) and at most

?" to (a , a12, a/2). In comparison with the helium interstitial the vacancy

|: can be considered to be immobile.

I These two cases were treated by Monte Carlo simulation. Some results are

\ shown in fig. 4.7 and table 4.4. The drawn lines plotted in the figure are the

I
r
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- CgU.fr)

Fig. 4.7. Results of Monte Carlo simulations of '-Interstitial helium capture

by vacancies (o) 3 divaeancies (a) and VJ. 112) (L). The drawn lines
•6

are best fits to the Monte Carlo data obtained with (3.21).

Periodic sink arrangement.

best fits with (3.21) taking R_ as a variable*. Results are given in table 4-4.

In the Monte Carlo simulations done with vacancy-clusters the trapping volume

is the set of the given capture sites, taken around all vacancies in the

cluster. The sink radii thus obtained correspond well with the radius of a

sphere through the outermost capture sites,.

F

JE-

For the octahedral interstitial in b.c.c. (3.44) gives b(U. ) = TTR /a and
0

with (3.43) z for low cg is given by z = irR /a , assuming however that

c_ is given in fraction of the octahedral sites. Since it is preferred to

give
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Table 4-4. Sink radii and rate constants for low sink concentrations, z

for capture of interstitial helium by vacancies or vacancy-

clusters for different capture criteria.

cp'

reaction

He + V

He + V2(1)T_

He + V2(2)J~

He + V3(112)

He + V3(226)

He + V4(222233)

capture sites

" (aQ/2, aQ/2, 0)

< V ao/2, 0)

(a0, ao/2, ao/2)

(aQ/2, aQ/2, 0)

<V V 2 ' ao/2)
(ao/2, aQ/2, 0)

(ao/2, aQ/2, 0)

(aQ/2, aQ/2, 0)

Ro/ao

0.71

1.05

1.15

0.85

1.33

0.95

1.03

1.08

0
z
cp

0.74

1.10

1.21

0.89

1.39

0.99

1.08

1.13

The rate constants found for the V„(!) and V„(2) are the same within the

limits of accuracy. This is in agreement with the fact that the number of

trapping sites is the same for both divacancies. Further note that the rate

constant for the V, is only 50% higher than the one for the V.

Kornelsen and Van Gorkum [103] obtained a value for z of i*l for helium

trapping to Xenon atoms (presumably substitutional Xe) in Tungsten using

thermal helium desorption spectrometry. This is in good agreement with the

results of these Monte Carlo simulations.

4.3.3. Recombination of self interstitials and vacancies or vacancy clusters

Some results of lattice relaxation calculations for self interstitials in

the b.c.c. lattice were given in section 4.2,3. The migration of self

interstitials was already discussed in section 2.1. Summarizing: the self

interstitial in Mo is of the <110> split interstitial type; therefore at

any lattice site the self interstitial can have six different orientations and

it can jump in the four <111> directions making a small angle with the

interstitial orientation. The activation energy for a rotation of the

interstitial is much higher than the activation energy for migration (1.5 eV vs

0.45 eV for Mo).

For the study of the interaction with vacancies the lattice relaxation

calculations were done in the following way. The self interstitial is
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positioned in the center of the crystallite, containing 559 movable atoms. Hie

atom relaxations are small close to the boundaries. The vacancy is positioned

in any of the neighbouring lattice sites. By moving one of the atoms of the

interstitial in the direction of the vacancy along a migration path it was

studied whether the Frenkelpair spontaneously annihilated. The set of lattice

sites at which spontaneous recombination occurs - the spontaneous recombination

volume - is highly anisotropic, as is shown in fig. 4.8 and 4.9. This set is

characterized by the interstitial-vacancy separation vector, R. , and the

interstitial orientation vector I. In general sites with R. .1=0 do not

recombine even at first or second neighbour separation. The binding energy at

these sites is respectively 0.02 and 0.3 eV. At first neighbour separation the

activation energy for a rotation of the interstitial to the unstable

orientation is still 0.7 eV*. At 3 ,5 and 10 neighbour separation of a

vacancy an interstitial is unstable, if its orientation is such, that it is

Fig. 4.8. Unstable self interstitials around a vaeanay (V) at T , 2 , 51" ,

5 and 10 neighbour distance.

The data in this section are for Ho.
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10

Fig. 4.9. As fig. 4.8 but now the unstable vacancy positions are shown around

a self interstitial.

able to perform a jump to an unstable configuration closer to the vacancy.

Furthermore it was found that the migration energies for jumps of stable

configurations towards an unstable neighbouring one are lower than the bulk

value (0.35 - 0.40 versus 0.45 eV). The opposite effect was found for jumps

towards the unstable configuration at first neighbour configuration. These
A B C

differences in migration energy are the cause of the substages 1 , 1 and I

in stage I recovery of metals irradiated with high energy particles [104,105].

Similar results were obtained for a vacancy containing one helium atom.

Furthermore, it was found that helium filled vacancies can be annihilated by

capturing a selfinterstitial upto He_V. The He,V is stable against

recombination. The spontaneous recombination volume was not determined for

vacancies with more than one helium atom, but it is likely to decrease with

increasing helium filling.

In the literature relaxation calculations of recombination have been

limited to f.c.c. metals. The first calculations were done for Cu by Gibson

et al. [3]. They obtained a recombination volume of 30 ft. Later Johnson [5]
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found 32 unstable vacancy positions around an interstitial in Cu and Scholz

and Lehmann [12] end up at 74 for the same metal. Johnson also found stable

configurations of the Frenkelpair at first neighbour separation.

The migration energy of the self interstitial outside the spontaneous

recombination volume depends on position and orientation of the interstitial

in a complex way. Obtaining this large set of Er values by lattice relaxation

calculations was too elaborated and the Monte Carlo simulations were

simplified by taking two spontaneous recombination volumes;one being too small

and one being too large. The small recombination volume contains the 24

unstable interstitial configurations shown in fig. 4.8. In the large

recombination volume the 48 interstitial configurations adjacent to the

unstable ones of fig. 4.8 are added. Outside these unstable sites the migration

energy of the interstitial is assumed to be constant. In the Monte Carlo

simulations the orientation of the interstitial is taken into account including

its jump modes. The vacancy is located in the center of the cubic

simulation volume and is assumed to be immobile.

Some results of the Monte Carlo simulations are shown in fig. A.10.

I:-

30

20

10

V

A V annihilation volume.- small

+ V2(1) : small

v. V2(2) : small

a V : large

Iff1 10°
-CgUtft)

Fig. 4.10. Results of Monte Carlo simulations of self interstitial vacancy

reconbination for the small recombination volume (&) and for the

large reconbination volume fa). Also results of Monte Carlo

simulations of the reaction of self interstitials with VJ1)'s

for the small reconbination volume are shown. The drawn lines are

best fits with (3.21). Periodic sink arrangement.
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recombination

volume

small

large

small

small

Vao

1.41

2.12

1.63

1.77

0zcp

4.4

6.7

5.1

5.6

$ As in the preceeding case the rate constants obtained fit well to (3.21). The

;\' values of Rn/an for the best fit and the resulting values of z are listed in

jpj table 4.5. The effective trapping volume, 87r(R /a ) /3, for the small

< respectively large recombination volume is 23ft and 80ft. This is in close

,'\> correspondence to the actual number of unstable locations. Results for self

'j interstitial capture by the V_(l) and V_(2) are shown also in table 4.5 and

•A fig. 4.10. In these reactions it is assumed that the recombination volumes of

?•'

'-'£ o
•:~i Table 4.5. Effective sink radius (R„) and z for reaction of self

'~S interstitials and vacancies or divacancies.
reaction

I + V

I + V

I + V2(l)

I + V2(2)

both vacancies can be added. The V_(2) is a more effective trap than the V_(l)

as can also be seen from the structure of the recombination volume.

Recently Leffers and Singh [106, 107] performed Monte Carlo simulations of

interstitial vacancy recombination like the ones presented in this thesis. They

however took a simple isotropic recombination volume. Their results are in

agreement with the ones presented in section 3.5. Correlated recombination was

studied by Ratishvili [108] using a discrete lattice model and by Schroeder and

Eberlein [109] using lattice Green functions. Wollenberger and co-workers

used diffusion theory in this respect [110-112]. Experiments (stage

I and I recovery studies in very dilute alloys and damage rate studies) were

done for Cu, Au and Pt [113-116]. They yield values of Rn/a~ of 4 + 1. Detailed

experiments of Lennartz et al. [117] give an effective recombination radius of

Rjj/ajj = 13.7 (*3^)T~0-32 ± °*07for Cu. At 50 K this leads to RQ/a0 = 3.9. This

number is also found by Thompson and Sosin [118].The T~ dependence was

found theoretically by Profant and Wollenberger [119]. The actual values they

find are lower than the experimental numbers found by Lennarts et al. Wolfer and

Si-Ahmed [120] recently used the elastic dipole interaction to obtain the

effective recombination radius. Their results agree well with the data of

Lennartz et al. The effect of temperature however seems to be less than with
-1/3T . Above room temperature they find the effective recombination radius to
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lie between 2 and 2.5 a_, which is in line with the number obtained above by

Monte Carlo simulation. It should be remarked that theoretical evaluations

based on elasticity theory usually are limited to the equilibrium positions

and directional dependences are neglected.

4.3.4. The reaction of vacancy with helium filled vaeanaies or vacancy

clusters

We will now discuss the case of trapping of vacancies by immobile

vacancies, i.e. vacancies containing one helium atom. The transition matrix

for vacancy migration in the neighbourhood of a HeV is given in fig. 4.11.

009

1.26

093
0.44

1.25

1.38
-0.03

1.29

1.47

1.36
1.33

0.00
m

1.72

1.44

1.31

135
1.34

1.17

1.28
-0X12

1.26

1.41
-0.05

fil

1.20

1.28
0.02

1.24

1.31
0.02

1.46

1.19

1.28

0.25

Fig. 4.11. The V.HeV transition matrix. For details see caption of fig. 4.5.

Note that this matrix is similar to the one given in fig. 4.5 concerning the

V-V interaction. In section 4.3.1 the Monte Carlo model for this case of a

variable random walker migration energy was described. Simulations were done

at 100, 300, 600, 900 and 1200 K. In fig. 4.12 some results are shown. Again

good fits with (3.21) could be obtained, which indicate that these cases of

varying E can be described with an effective trapping radius, in this case the

limit of z for low sink densities depends on temperature. This temperature

dependence is shown in fig. 4.13. At high temperatures z is about 5.5.The

effective trapping volume is then^SÏÏ. This is close to the number of first,

second and fourth neighbour positions. At low T z is around 7.2 which

corresponds with an effective trapping volume of 100 fi. The sum of 1st to 9
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-CgUtfr)

Fig. 4.12. Results of Monte Carlo simulation of the capture of vacancies by

helium vacancies (HeV) at three different temperatures. The drawn

lines are best fits to the data points obtained with (3.21).

Periodic sink arrangement.

I
0
ï;
f

50

1000
T(K)

1500

Fig. 4.13. Low sink concentration limit of the rate constant for the V + HeV

reaction (z ) as a function of temperature. The circle is obtainedop
for the capture of vacancies by 's.
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0

1
:ij neighbour positions, excluding the 7 neighbours (see fig. 4.11), is 112,
' M

close to this number. So at low temperatures the small effects on E as shown
j in fig. 4.11 imply that the trapping volume extends to 9 neighbours. The
ïi 0
', levelling off of z for low T shown in fig. 4.13 therefore is due to the
..' M CP
:. fact that E is assumed to be equal to the bulk value for a larger separation

frV» ft
than the 9 neighbour distance. In view of the limiting values for z for

ji high and low temperatures it is not well possible to give the temperature
-a

• dependence of T in the intermediate temperature regime. In fig. 4.13 also

as result obtained for the capture of vacancies by He^V. (2)'s is shown. The migration

energies for V jumps around a He~V_(2) were obtained from the V.HeV transition

matrix with an approximate rule given by Fastenau et al. [91].

4.4. Reactions between point defects and dislocations

A series of problems arises in theoretical efforts to describe the capture

of point defects by dislocations. In this section we will limit ourselves to

the simplest case: the reaction of point defects (mostly the single vacancy)

with the infinite straight edge dislocation in the absence of external

stresses. Even in this simple case it will be shown that standard theoretical

, calculations give substantial deviations from the more exact treatment given

in this section.

Part of the problem has been dealt with in chapter 3, where reactions

between random walkers and sinks were discussed in a two dimensional geometry

for periodic and random arrangements of the sinks. It was shown that

analogous to the three dimensional case, the periodic arrangement has a higher

reaction rate than the random one. Both however can be described with the same

(effective) trapping radius. Like in the previous section we will use the

periodic arrangement for the determination, using Monte Carlo simulations, of

the effective trapping radius of dislocations for capture of point defects.

We refer to the mathematical framework given in chapter 3 for obtaining rate

constants for the random arrangement.

Besides the problem of the sink arrangement we have the problem of

characterizing the drift that influences the random walk of the point defects.

First there is a significant difference between the binding energies of a

point defect to a dislocation found relatively close to the dislocation core

by lattice relaxation calculations [46, 48] and the result of elasticity
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theory (the first order size effect). Rate constants and bias factors* have

only been obtained for a field of binding found from elasticity theory. There

' is no indication that far from the dislocation core the field takes up the

simple form given by elasticity theory and if it should, there is, except from

.'.: the work of Wolfer and Askin [121], no evaluation of the influence of these

effects. Secondly, the field of binding at the saddle points may be

. considerably different from the equilibrium points. Only Birnbaum et al. [122]

/.' have explicitly considered a (simple) special field for the saddle points.

'•I This "saddle point field", however, presumebly is not isotropic [123]. Finally

-.• there is the problem of overlapping fields at high dislocation densities.

This has been studied previously but only in a very simple way [124, 125].

The approach we followed for the interaction of vacancies and the

; i<lll>{110} edge dislocation in molybdenum treats all of the problems discussed

;, above. Elasticity theory and lattice relaxation calculations are combined to

j. obtain the energy for the binding and migration of a vacancy close to the

dislocation. Elasticity theory was used (i) for obtaining boundary conditions

for the atomistic crystallite, as outlined in section 4.3.2.D, and (ii) to

';','( determine the analytic form for the far field binding energy. The atomistic

: j model is discussed in section 4.4.1. In section 4.4.2 it is outlined how we

'•/,- obtain values for the migration energy anywhere around the dislocation. The

.".'. effective capture radius for vacancy trapping is obtained with a Monte Carlo

y- method. The Monte Carlo model is described in section 4.4.3. By comparison of the

v rate constants obtained with the Monte Carlo model with those given by (3.20)

for the periodic arrangement of cylindrical sinks the effective radius was

obtained for various temperatures.

The anisotropy of the self interstitial leads to additional complexity.

Lattice relaxation calculations were not included in this case and the Monte

;-i Carlo simulations were performed on the basis of an energy field developed

\' from elasticity theory. The final results will be discussed in section 4.4.4.

[.-'• In section 4.4.5 it will be concluded that the calculated rate constants for

|i the vacany - dislocation and the self interstitial - dislocation reaction

|| are much closer together than predictions of simple calculations used

I? previously, but the bias factor is still larger than the few percent necessary

|v to explain experimental results.

*

The bias factor is the relative difference between the capture rate of

self interstitials and vacancies. It plays an important role in theoretical

studies of radiation induced swelling.
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4.4.1. The atomistic model

In section 4.2.3.D lattice relaxation calculations performed with the

4<lll>{110} edge dislocation in molybdenum were discussed. The set of relaxed

atom positions shown schematically in fig. 4.6 was used to calculate the

properties of a vacancy at position i with respect to the dislocation line.

The following procedure was adopted. First a sphere of atoms concentric

around the vacancy is taken from the set of relaxed atoms. Then these atoms

are relaxed to new equilibrium positions, while keeping the atoms forming the

boundary of the sphere fixed. The energy gained by this relaxation is E..

From the double relaxed positions we deduce: the binding energy of a vacancy
•n

at position i with respect to the dislocation (E.), the binding energy of
*" BS

the saddle point configuration for the vacancy jump from i to j (E..) and the
migration energy for this jump (E..). Of course also the unrelaxed vacancy

UF ^
formation energy E. - the formation energy before relaxing the atoms in the

1 F

sphere - and the relaxed vacancy formation energy E. are defined now. In fig.

4.14 a schematic energy profile of a jump from i to j is illustrated for two

sets of points (i, j): one set far from the dislocation (perfect lattice) and

the other near the dislocation core. It is easily seen that

Eij " «V + El ~ Eij <*'7>

where EIT is the migration energy of a vacancy in a perfect lattice. It should

M

Fig. 4.14, Schematic energy -profile for a vacancy jwrp in a perfect lattice

(top curve) and in the neighbourhood of a dislocation (bottom curve).

Binding energies (IT) the saddle point binding energy (IT) and

migration energies (Sr) are shown.
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be noted that in b.c.c. crystals the energy profile for the vacancy junp

generally shows a double maximum (see fig. 2.1). This problem is discussed in

the next section.

ks

I
4.4.2. Binding and migration energy

The energy field of a vacancy near the core of a dislocation needs to be

defined at virtually thousands of discrete sites. The computer time necessary

to perform lattice relaxation calculations at each of these sites is

prohibitive. Thus in order to obtain a way of calculating binding and

migration energies of a vacancy anywhere around the dislocation line the

following procedure was used:

(i) perform relaxation calculations for stable and saddle point

configurations at a few points around the dislocation as described in

(ii)

the previous section. These calculations yield at positions i: E-,

E?? and E R;
1J x R

derive an analytic form for the relaxation energies (E.) for the
vacancies at the equilibrium positions.

(iii) derive an analytic form for the binding energy at large vacancy-

dislocation separations.

(iv) relate the saddle point binding energy to the average of the binding

energies of the two stable positions marking the jump.

In fig. 4.15 the vacancy-dislocation binding energies found by relaxing the

crystal around the vacancy are shown. The highest binding is found at the end

of the middle extra half plane of the dislocation. Close to this site, along

the slip plane, similar energies are found. Below the slip plane only minor

negative binding (repulsion) is observed; the lowest energy being in the

fourth plane below the slip plane. These results clearly show that a simple

picture as in the Cottrell and Bilby model [129] cannot be justified from the

these data. More structure was noticed in the relaxation energies of the

vacancy positioned at point (X, Y) relative to the dislocation, E (X, Y), which

to good approximation appeared to be given by

E R

ö5 Ö (*•»)ER(X, Y) = E R

it-

s?

(X/2a0)' (Y/a0)

where E^ = 0.37 eV is the relaxation energy of a vacancy in the perfect

lattice and E. = 0.35 respectively 0.10 eV for positions above and below the

slip plane. In fig. 4.16 a comparison is made between relaxation energies
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Fig.4.15. Binding energy of a vacancy

around a %<211>{12O} edge

dislocation in Mo. The data

points are obtained with a

full lattice relaxation

calculation. The drawn lines

in the inner part are obtained

with (4.8) and (4.9) and the

lines in the outer part with

(4.10).

Fig. 4.16. Relaxation energy of a

vacancy around the

dislocation. The -marked

points are obtained with

a full lattice relaxation

calculation and the drawn

lines with (4.8).

obtained with lattice relaxation simulation and with (4.8). From the definition

of E we get

EB(X, Y) , Y) - E O T - ER(X,Y) + E R (A. 9)

„UF .with E^ is the unrelaxed vacancy formation energy in a perfect lattice,
UFE (X, Y) the unrelaxed vacancy formation energy at site (X, Y) with respect

to the dislocation line and E (X, Y) the vacancy binding energy at site (X, Y ) .
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UF UF
Note that E (X, Y) - Em may be defined as the unrelaxed binding energy at

(X, Y). By inserting (4.8) in (4.9) we now are able to obtain good estimates

for E (X, Y) without performing a lattice relaxation calculation.

We further assume that far from the dislocation line the field of binding

can be approximated by an analytic form such as given by theories on the size

and inhomogeneity effect [126]:

EB(X, Y) = A (1 + C sin26)/R2 (4.10)

2 2 i
(X + Y ) the vacancy dislocation distance and sinewith R = (X"" + Y^) 2 the vacancy dislocation distance and sine = Y/R. Using

all movable atoms outside the block determined by X = + lla.j/2 and

Y = + ]1 a~/2 the constants A, B and C were obtained by a least squares fit

of (4.10) to the values of EB(X, Y) obtained using (4.8) and (4.9). This
2

resulted in: A/a_ = 0.41 eV, B/aQ = 1.22 eV and C = -0.78. The accuracy of the

fit is illustrated in fig. 4.17. In fig. 4.15 (4.10) is compared with the

-3 -2 -1

J3

Fig. 4.17. A comparison of values of a found for the atom positions with

X/a0 > 5.5 and Y/aö > 5.5 when using (4.8) and (4.9) or (4.10).
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combination of (4.8) and (4.9). Also the results of a full lattice relaxation

calculation are shown. The major difference between the two approxiinate

procedures is found near the slip plane, where the combination of (4.8) and

(4.9) gives a small discontinuity going across the slip plane. This agrees

better with the full relaxation data.

The symmetry in the eight first neighbour jumps is broken by the presence

of the dislocation. Three inequivalent jumps result: Type 1 - X direction;

Type 2 - XZ direction and Type 3 - XYZ direction. They are shown in fig. 4.6.

For a proper determination of migration energies close to the dislocation line

it is necessary to determine the complete energy barrier along the migration

path, since the saddle points are no longer situated at 1/3 and 2/3 of the

path as is the case in a perfect lattice. However, in order to save computing

time, the simulations were restricted to the midway point along the path. In

the relaxation procedure this "saidway" atom is allowed to move in a plane

perpendicular to the line connecting the two stable positions. The binding

energy of this "saddle" point configuration was assumed to be representative

for the binding energy of the true saddle point. We can compare the "saddle

point" binding energy with the average binding energy of the stable

configurations. In fig. 4.18 the results are shown. To a first approximation

they are related linearly. The saddle point binding for jumps in direction 1

is greater than for jumps in directions 2 and 3, which appear to be

approximately equal. Jumps across the slip plane (always direction 3) appear

OTYP6 2
XTYP63
•TYPE 3 ACROSS SLIP PLANE

0.4 0.8

Fig. 4.18. The saddle point binding energy versus the average of the binding

energies of the two stable points.

I
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to have a anomalously high saddle point binding energy. This presumably is

caused by the discontinuity observed in the E -fieldat the slip plane.
DC B

However, for these jumps E is even larger than the E value of the point

above the slip plane. This makes jumps crossing the slip plane extremely

favourable. From these results we get:

EBS = etyPe{EB + E B ) / 2 ( 4 n )

where E1 = 1.4 and E2 = ?3 = 0.9 for (E? + E?) 2 0; t} = 0.7 and ?2 = g3 = -0.3
R R o 1 J

for (E. + E.) s 0 and £ = 2.5 for jumps crossing the slip plane.

4.4.3. Monte Carlo simulations

Using the concepts summarized in section 3.1 we are able to obtain a rate

constant for the point defect dislocation interaction by calculating the average

time it takes a point defect to reach a dislocation. One way to obtain this

average lifetime is by Monte Carlo simulation. The simulation area used is

a square having one dislocation in its center. Periodic boundary conditions

are applied. So actually the reaction of a point defect with a periodic array

of dislocations is treated. The field of binding (4.19) however extends to

large point defect-dislocation distances. Continuity of the binding field at

at limited level is assured by taking an infinite row of dislocations with

the same Burgers vector (like in a small angle grain boundary) or the

dislocation dipole (opposite Burgers vector) while asserting additivity of

the binding energies due to the different dislocations*. In this study the

infinite row was used.

The Monte Carlo model for this case of non-constant E was already described

in section 4.3.1. Limits in computing time however make it impossible to

determine large sets of lifetimes at realistic dislocation density
10 -2

(p.MO cm ). We therefore are forced to use high dislocation densities
despite problems related to:

(i) boundary conditions and overlapping binding fields.

(ii) extrapolation to low (realistic) dislocation densities.

*
Under this assumption the field of binding of a periodic array of
dislocations is unlimited.
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For the extrapolation to low p, we will use the concept of the effective sink >'

radius. Schroeder [127] has shown that to a good approximation R_ is 4

determined as the radius of a circle of which the area is equal to the area ÏÏ'

around the trap, where binding energies exceed kT for fields with a R "
B

character. For E = AsinO/R we find in this way R-. = A/2kT. This is in good

agreement with the exact result derived by Ham [128]: R_ = AeY/4kT with -~

Y = 0.5772, Euler's constant. This approximation is however only valid when

the saddle point binding is equal to the average of the stable points T

<? t y p e = I in (4.11)). C

We have obtained R„ using this method of area determination for the case

of overlapping binding fields. The result (in reduced form) is shown in -?

fig. 4.19. The reduced effective radius is defined as

(4.12)

• <

turn 0.01 1.0 too
—* Pd R§(0) (a.u)

Fig. 4.19. The effective trapping radius3 RQ3 of a dislocation for the capture

of point defects as a function of dislocation density for a simple

field of binding around the dislocation. The marked points are

obtained with Monte Carlo simulations. The drawn lines result from (4.12).
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:. where N , is the number of lattice points in the overlapping field with

A E > kT and N_ is the number of lattice points for the isolated dislocation
'" B 2

with E > kT. Of course irR~(p.)p, has an upper limit of one. The reduced
dislocation density is given by

A 2 <••»>

The resulting curve can be used for extrapolating TR- to lower values of

•:'J- P H ^ " ̂ C "^y ̂ e reinarked that in cases where R_ is inversely proportional to

." T we can either use results of simulations at different temperatures or

simulations at different dislocation densities for extrapolations to low p..

.;. To verify the validity of this extrapolation procedure we first simulated

the case of a simple field, E = Asin6/R. £ ̂  is taken to be one; (4.7)
•" M M "R R

; therefore reduces t o E . . = E - J(E. - E.). From the average lifetime the

- rate constant is calculated using (3.6), which determines R_ using (3.20).
| 1 2 - 2

^ ; The simulations were done at constant p, = 2.03 10 cm but at different

I } values of A/2kT. The results are shown in fig. 4.19 as data points. They

p-'i agree well with the curve calculated with (4.12). So the curve shown in

t.'j fig. 4.19 gives us a method for extrapolation to low dislocation density in

"f/S, a more general case.

'>;\. This extrapolation procedure was used to calculate the effective capture

i*;,v radius of dislocations for vacancies for a line of dislocations each having

a field of binding as outlined in the previous section. Close to the

dislocation (4.8) combined with (4.9) is used and at longer distances (4.10).

First the E contributions of the different dislocations are summed up then

E is calculated with (4.11). The random walk of 500 vacancies was followed

for a number of values of T and p.. Each simulation results in a R- value. The

results, obtained for T = 389, 500, 1100 and 2200 K and p values ranging from
1 1 1 2 - 2

1.2 10 to 2 10 cm , are shown in fig. 4.20 (lower data points). The
2

values are plotted as R^T/a. versus p,/T as in fig. 4.19. The drawn line is
the curve of fig. 4.19 shifted in both x and y to give the best fit with the

data. For low pd> RQT is found to be 7.2 10 aQK.

For the reaction between self interstitials and dislocations the field of

binding has not been calculated from lattice relaxation calculations. To

obtain an estimate for z we use the equations given by Builough and Newman

[126] for the first order size and the inhomogeneity effect. The self

interstitial volume was determined to be 1.6fJ, using the method of Baskes and

Holbrook described in section 4.2.1. Using the elastic constants of Mb the

binding field is given by (4.10) with A/aQ = 2.63 eV, B/a» - 0.88 eV and
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Fig.4..20.Effective trapping radius versus dislocation density for vacancy

(bottom data) and self interstitial (top data) capture by dislocations.

The data points are a result of Monte Carlo simulations performed at

several values of dislocation density and temperature. The drawn lines

are the best fits of the extrapolation curve shown in fig. 4.19.
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Fig.4.21.The bias factor as a function of dislocation density and temperature

for a random arrangement of the dislocations. The drawn lines incorporate

a reduction of the effective capture radius for high dislocation

densities. In the dashed lines this effect is not taken into account.
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,•> C = 0.73. Monte Carlo simulations were performed using only this field and with
^ tvDe
"'; £ ** = 1. The results are also gxven in fig. 4.20 (the upper data points). At
i 4

low p,, R-T is given by 1.6 10 aQK.

4.4.4. Discussion

••A

The lattice relaxation simulations of Bullough and Ferrin [46] and those of

Ingle and Crocker [48] are restricted to sites closer to the dislocation line

'e than ours. The results however show the same trend. On the other hand the

'ij function giving the dependence on position of the long range binding energy

•':-: given by (4.10) is in qualitative agreement with elasticity theory. Since the

;•; first order size effect [129] gives

r „B _ pbd+vjAV* sine ,. ...
; i 3TT(1-V) R

\jj where ji is the shear modulus, v Poisson's constant, b the length of the
'fji! F

[$.] Burgers vector and A\T the formation volume of the point defect. Combining the

'V, results given in section 4.4.3 for the vacancy and (4.15), taking

vf M = He,. + (c | - ^ o)/ 2 = °-82 eV/83 and \> = 0.29 we get AVF = -0.19fi. A

direct determination of AV using the method of Baskes and Holbrook gives

AV = -0.15ft. So good agreement exist in this respect. Wolfer and Ashkin [121]

have given complex expressions, containing the bulk and shear polarisabilities
•wr ry

a and a of the point defect and v, for the other two constants in (4.10). By
v r1

fitting to the coefficients found values of a and a can easily be obtained.

The results, however, are very sensitive to the value of v taken. For v = 0.29.

values higher than the ones used by Wolfer and Ashkin are found.

Furthermore the effect on the saddle points indeed is found to be anisotropic

as could be envisaged by the eliptical displacement field around the vacancy

at the saddle point configuration. Jumps passing the slip plane and jumps in a

direction parallel to the Burgers vector give a higher saddle point binding than

jumps in the other directions. Similar effects may be found for the self

interstitial and interstitial and substitutional impurities even for the stable

positions. The latter effect was not studied and was not incorporated in the

field of binding used for the self interstitial in the Monte Carlo simulations.

By taking into account all effects resulting from the lattice relaxation

calculations, the rate constants for the vacancy dislocation reaction found

differ considerebly from the ones derived when only the first order size effect

is used, since the latter gives RQT = 0.41 e"*7k = 2.1 10 a-K, which is a factor
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of 3.4 below the value obtained by Monte Carlo simulation. For the self

interstitial dislocation reaction the corrections are expected to be smaller.

Because the self interstitial volume is large, second order effects play a

less important role.

Therefore it is not necessary at all to try to bring the values for the

self interstitial and the vacancy volume more close together by adjusting the

interatomic potential, as seems to be the intention of Miller [124, 130], in

order to reduce the bias factor, B, defined as

Z1 - ZV

£2B = -£2=—a. (4.i5)
Z
cp

As described in the introduction to this section, we prefer to proceed in

the following way: use a periodic -dislocation arrangement for calculating the

effective capture radius and use this radius in the models dealing with the

random arrangement for calculating rate constants and bias factors. Should we

only have taken the first order size effect then the bias factor for a
1 0 - 2

dislocation density of 10 cm would range from 63% at 300 K to 44% at 1300 K.

If we take the values resulting from the Monte Carlo simulation (fig. 4.20) '-•

and include the effect of the overlapping binding fields5 then the results
1

given in fig. 4.21 are obtained. At p, = 10

30 to 21% in the above temperature interval.

10 -2
given in fig. 4.21 are obtained. At p, = 10 cm the bias factor ranges from

v' it.it.5. Conclusions

i

(i) Lattice relaxation calculations verify that the binding energy of a

vacancy to an edge dislocation is described, in a qualitative way, by

the first order size effect combined with the inhomogeneity effect. t-

(ii) The influence of a dislocation on the saddle point binding energy of a

vacancy is anisotropic and for jumps crossing the slip plane this

binding is especially large.

(iii) For the vacancy, an analysis based only on the first order size effect

may yield results too low by a factor of 3 to 4.

(iv) Overlap in fields of binding due to different dislocations reduces

their effective trapping radius and also tempers the increase of the
10 -2

bias factor for high dislocation densities (> 10 cm ).

(v) The bias factors obtained range from 10 to 40%, which is considerably

smaller than based on only the first order size effect.



il
4.5. The reaction of point defects and dislocation loops '•'-

I
Like in the case of the straight edge dislocation the field of binding :'._

around a dislocation loop has a major influence on the rate of the point >

defect loop reaction. One might try to represent the effect of this field by

an effective pipe radius, R., so that with the help of (3.63) or (3.64) -f

results, which are easy to be applied in rate theory, can be obtained. Neither i-

lattice relaxation calculations nor Monte Carlo simulations with varying E ;'-

were done for this reaction. The discussion in this section is limited to '.

results obtained from the literature. ,^,

Using numerical means Bullough et al. [131] solved the diffusion of point ••'

defects to dislocation loops for a periodic sink arrangement for a

continuous production case including a simple field of binding (the first

order size effect). Like in section 3.2.2 the production per sink is compared
with Z DC pn where C represents the average of the steady state pointcp av 1 av r 6

 J r
defect cencentration and p. the dislocation line length measured along the 7

loops. In this way they obtained values of Z as a function of the loop .--

radius IL and loop concentration. An immediate comparison with our results on ^

loops (section 3.5) is not possible. First we have to extrapolate the
values of Z found to the low concentration limit. We now assert that this

cp
extrapolation can be done as if the sinks were spherical for which the

concentration dependence is known (section 3.2,2). Since the low concentration

limit of Z for spherical sinks is given by Z = TTR- we get from (3.21):

0 cp

Zcp (1 - 77373 >

20irR' 64IT R 4ir

i, where 4/3irR' is the volume per loop. These low C values on the other hand ".-.>.

1|: can be compared with the low C limit of (3.63). Since the loop radius R, is N

f' known we can determine R., which can be interpreted as an effective pipe

'p radius. The results obtained in this way are shown in fig. 4.22.
¥
|V For loops of infinitely large radius (R, •+ °°) R. values follow from

% R. = AeY/4kT, with y Euler's constant and A the strength of binding field

W (E = AsinB/R). For the self interstitial loop reaction. Bullough et al. '

|- took A = 20/ireV: while for vacancy capture they took A = 0. The limiting
f •"-

v, values are also indicated in fig. 4.22. By increasing K. we see that for the y

V ^ '&
l, self interstitial - loop reaction R increases towards the value for the *
'i - ii9 - *



' ••>

•; f

•*• self interstitial

A * • •

* * *

vacancy

o R' = 22.9an
o R' = 45.8a0

o R1 =68.7*0

10 20 30

4.2 2. The effective pipe radius of a dislocation loop (Rj) versus loop

radius (Rj) for self interstitial and vacancy capture, deduced

from the data calculated by Bullough et al. [131] for three

different aell radii (R1). The data for the vacancy are given by

filled marks. Capture radii for the straight edge dislocation are

indicated as well.

straight dislocation, but drops after reaching a maximum value. The increase

is due to the fact that at low R, the strain fields of both sides of the loop

overlap, which causes a lowering of the effective trapping volume as was also

found for straight dislocations at high densities (fig. 4.20). The decrease

at high R. is either an effect of the boundaries of the cell, in which the

diffusion problem is solved, or due to the assumption that the extrapolation

to low C may be done with an equation derived for the spherical sink. For the
s

vacancy loop interaction, for which Bullough et al. neglected the strain field,

the R. values decrease towards the result for the straight dislocation as is

shown in fig. 4.22.

With the results given in fig. 4.22 rate constants can easily be derived

as a function of R. and p, for periodic and random arrangements.
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5. Mobile sinks, multiple sink systems and non constant random
walker production

5.1. Introduction

In general more than one type of sink, able to capture random walkers,

is present. Actual systems in simple laboratory experiments already

involve complicated sets of reactions. Let us for example consider a metal that

^ is irradiated with high energy electrons. Both vacancies and interstitials are

produced, not necessarily at a constant rate. If the sample temperature

i is high enough, both are mobile and can react in the following ways:

(i) the self interstitials recombine with vacancies.

.( (ii) two self interstitials cluster to form an I», which grows to become an

I3 etc.

ƒ (iii) the same for the vacancies.

i (iv) both interstitials and vacancies can be annihilated at the crystal surfaces and,

> especially in the case of ion bombardment, the defect production is not

j uniform.

(v) both interstitials and vacancies can be captured by the sinks already

present in the sample at the start of the irradiation (dislocations,

grainboundaries).

In the commercial (polycrystalline) alloys used in fission and fusion reactors

a considerably larger number of reactions has to be taken into account.

Furthermore gases, for example due to (n, a) reactions, are present and effects

"''. of segregation have to be considered.

'•-. From the experiment sketched four phenomena emerge, that were not discuss^

| in chapter 3:

f (j) reactions occur between two defects, which are both mobile.

t (jj) t n e random walkers react with different sink types at the same time.

\ (jjj) reactions between defects may take place close to the crystal surface

^ and the defects may be distributed inhomogeneously.
i.

(jv) the random walker production may not be constant in time but for example

pulsed.
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In this chapter we will discuss these phenomena separately. A comprehensive

treatment of all effects appears to be complicated and usually not necessary.

5.2. Rate constants in cases with mobile sinks

In chapter 3 it was shown that the probability a random walker or a randomly

walking cloud, hits a lattice site not visited before, determines the reaction

rate. When the sinks are also mobile*, it is evident that the same quantity has

lost in importance. Because of the mobility of the sink a visited site is less

safe with increasing time elapsed since the visit. Waite [1, 2] has studied

this problem in relation to the kinetics of annealing processes. He concludes

that the relevant diffusion coefficient in (3.2) is no longer that of the

random walker, D, but the sum of the diffusion coefficients of random walker

and sink, D + D . In this section we will investigate this problem with Monte

Carlo simulations; generally in continuous production cases.

5.2.1. Monte Carlo model

The Monte Carlo model is a modified version of the ones described in section """

3.4. Since we now deal with mobile sinks, denoted B, we have to include the

possibility that a reaction takes place after a jump of a B. Because the

probability of such an event depends on the concentration, c , of random

walkers A we have to envisage the possibility, that the reaction rate depends

on c.. The reaction is therefore simulated at constant c and c . The

following procedure is used. At time t = 0 N. defects A and N defects B are

introduced randomly in a b.c.c. crystallite, such that none of the A's reacts

with a B. Both N. and N_ are taken greater than 25 in order to assure a random

defect arrangement. Each timestep all A's perform one jump in a randomly chosen

direction. In the same timestep all B's have a probability vR/v § 1 to jump**,

where v. and v_ are the jumpfrequenties of the defects. After each jump of the s£

defect it is checked whether an A is within trapping distance of a B, Periodic •"?

boundary condition are used. If a part of the trapping volume of defect exceeds :

* Especially if v„ 5 v. the terms "random walker" and "sink" loose their

original meaning.

**
For vn/v. g 1 the random character of jumping is treated in a better way for

o A

the B's than for the A's. This however may only lead to effects of second

order as is outlined at the end of section 3.3.1.
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a boundary a periodic image of the defect is included in the set of defects,

".nee only A + B reactions are studied it is not checked whether two A's of

B's are in contact. They may even be located on the same lattice site. When a

reaction takes place the lifetime of the defect A is stored, whenever its time

of creation is larger than zero, in order to avoid transient effects. The A

is given a new position and the game continues until a predefined number of

lifetimes is obtained (̂  2000). The B is not replaced. The rate constant for

the reaction is calculated with the analogy of (3.6):

Zcp

with T the average lifetime of the A's (V.T is the average number of

',. timesteps an A lives). The index "cp" is a consequence of the fact that in

- the above way we simulate a continuous production case in the steady state.

** In the same way A + A reactions are studied. The only difference with the

preceeding case is that now only N. defects A are introduced in the crystallite.

I After a reaction both A's are replaced at randomly chosen positions.

; 5.2.2. Results

''• — 3 — 2
First simulations were done at c = c = 410 and 1.0410 with v_/vAA ö D A

ranging from 0.1 to 1.0. The reaction volume is such that a reaction takes

place when an A and a B are at second neighbour separation. In each case 2000

lifetimes were determined. The results are shown in fig. 5.1. From this figure

it is seen that the dependence of z on v /v. is small in comparison with the
Cp J5 A

scatter in the data. On the average we find for the above listed concentrations

respectively z = 3.74 +0.11 and z = 4.00 + 0.13. These values correspond well
with the values of z that result from the random walk model for v_ = 0 ((3.43)cp D
with b(U.) = 2.885 and c(U.) = 8.4 from table 2.6): respectively 3.69 and 4.18.

The capture survival probability, p , defined as the fraction of A's
-2

living longer than t, for the case of c, = c = 1.04 10 is shown in fig. 5.2.
A ü

The drawn line is obtained with the random walk model (vn = 01). It is clear
15

that the mobility of the sinks does not have a significant influence apart

from the factor (1 + VT>/VA) incorporated in z . The capture survival

probability therefore seems to be given by ((3.49) and (2.50)):

t = exp[-{b(Uk)(vA + vB)t + c(Uk)AvA + vB)t}cB] (5.2)
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3.5

Fig. 5.1. Rate constant for the association of A's and B's at two concentrations,
—2 ~S

respectively a. = cg - 1.04 10 (A) and c.=c„ = 410 W , as a

funtion of v„/v,. The association takes place at second neighbour

separation. The dotted line is obtained with random walk

theory for vg - 0.

n/nav

Fig. 5.2. The integrated distribution of lifetimes of A's versus normalized
_2

efl = 104 10_2
number of jumps for c^ - efl = 1.04 10 and Vg/v. ranging from 0.0 to
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j

',{\ In analogy with (3.66) we get for the annealing case (5.2):

i ir -" tb(V + *c(Vt(vA + Vt}*i(vA + V C A C B
 (5-3>

. i

-•'] which is equivalent to Waite's result (section 3.6).

Some simulations were done in order to check whether these results are still

valid in cases where c ^ c . The results of these simulations are shown in
A JJ

table 5.1. We assert two ways of calculating z using the random walk model.
Note that with the random walk model we can only calculate z for v,. = 0. This

cp B
result is denoted z* (v_ = 0). First we assume that z for all v 's is

cp B cp B

Table 5.1. Results of Monte Carlo simulations of reactions between mobile

defeats having different concentrations.

1

1

8

8

4

4

.1

.1

CA

,o"3

!0-3

10"3

iO"3

.o'3

10'3

4

4

8

8

1.1

1 .1

CB

.o"3

io"3

10~3

.o"3

.o"2

.o"2

VVA

0.3

0.9

0.3

0.9

0.5

1.0

Monte

3.8 +

3.7 +

3.9 +

3.9 +

4.2 +

4.0 +

Carlo

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.3

0.2

z
cp

(5.4)

3.68

4.04

4.22

(5.5)

3.73

3.83

3.96

3.87

3.99

3.76

independent of the A's, or

1 c p V C P B

i
è' A alternative assumption is that z is a linear combination of the

•r CP
W z values found for v. = 0 and for v„ = 0:
H' cp A Bv v

z (v., vD + 0) = ^ — z* (v_ = 0) + z* (v. = 0) (5.5)
cp A' B v + v cp B v + v cp A

A is AÖ

For c. = c (5.4) and (5.5) give the same result. (5.4) seems to fit better

the Monte Carlo data, but is unrealistic for u_ >> v.. With (5.5) z goes
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linearly from z (vA = 0) to z^ (vg = 0) if (vA - Vg)/(vA + vfi) goes from -I

to +1 .

•-T

Fig. 5.3. The rate constant for the A + A reaction versus the concentration of

A's. Reaction at first (•-> and second (it) neighbour separation. The

drawn lines are discussed in the text.

(5.5) implies that the capture survical probability is not given by (5.2)

as is the case with (5.4) but by

pt = exp[-{b(Uk)(vA+vB)t
A. Ö
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Above it was shown that for c, = c and v. = v„ z = z* (v_ = C) and
A B A D cp cp B

therefore the reaction rate is twice the rate in the case of v. = 0. It is not
ü

evident that this is also true for A + A type reactions. These reactions were

modelled with the Monte Carlo technique too. Two cases with different trapping

volumes were studied; respectively reactions taking place at first and second

neighbour separation. The simulations were done at constant c . For each c
A A

value 2500 lifetimes were determined. Note that each reaction event gives two
lifetimes. Again the average lifetime determines z , which is defined as
z = (2V.T c.) . The results are shown in fig. 5.3. The drawn line in the
cp A av A

figure is the result of the random walk model (section 3.3.1) for the A + B

type reaction, with immobile B's having a concentration c equal to the

concentration of A's in the simulation and a trapping volume equal to the

trapping volume used. It should be remarked that the random walk model as such

does not apply to A + A type reactions. The results however fit well to the

Monte Carlo data.

j 5.3. Multiple sink systems

h
1 5.3.1. Model

;' In this section we will study multiple sink systems. First we suppose that

we have N different types of(immobile)sinks, called B to B , which can

capture random walkers A. The sinks may have different dimensions. The rate

;• equation for the A's in this system is given by:

2 dT=%-VAX (5-6>
".'' in which c is the concentration of A's, g the production rate of A's v. the
'••''•' A . A A

M' jumpfrequency of the A's and X a function of c to c . We now demand that

•.-; X is given by

I N

under the constraint that (5.6) plus (5.7) give (i) the right average lifetime

of the A's and (ii) the right fractions of A's going to the different sink

types*. In the following we will determine the rate constants z. which satisfy

these constraints.

the subscript "cp" will be left out.
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In chapter 3 it was shown that in the absence of B_ to B,. z depends on the

concentration of sinks JJ . Since the presence of B„ to B will influence the

average lifetime of the A's we have to consider the possibility that z. also
*

depends on c„ to c„ . The random walk model, described in section 3.3.1, can
2 BN

be applied to study this effect.

In analogy with the one sink case the capture survival probability,

p (n = v T ) , of the A's in the multiple sink system is given by

Pn " exPt- .1 V \ i > C B J <5'8>
1=1 1

where U. . denotes that in S the coefficients for clouds of the structure of

sink B. have to be used. Furthermore the function taken for S depends on the

dimension of sink B., (2.48) to (2.50). From (5.8) we get for the average

lifetime of the A's , T :
' av

I V a v = I Pn ~- J *»*» (5"9)
n 0

where the rate equation, (5.6) + (5.7), gives:

Furthermore the probability an A is captured by sinks of type B. and by

consequence the fraction of the A's captured by B.'s, f , is given by
i

where Q (U, .) may be approximated by dS (U, .)/dn, so (5.11) reduces to

00

. - f cB.PndSn
1 0 1

fB

The rate equation on the other hand gives
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fB. = H
1 z.c_.

By combining (5.9), (5.10), (5.12) and (5.13) we get

ƒ p dS (U, .)
. *n n ki

z. = iL_ (5.14)

For N = 1 (5.14) reduces to (3.42) for d = 3.

If all sinks have a three dimensional geometry (5.14) can be solved

analytically and we get:

Note that only the coefficient b in the series expansions of S (U .) for

j ? i have to be known, while S (U, .) has to be known to second order. If

the sinks are mobile we find with the help of the results of section 5.2

(if we assert (5.2))

(5-16)

Using table 3.3, (3.44) and (3.45) we can translate (5.16) in terms of version

II of rate theory

'f. with R^. the sink radius of sink B. and D the diffusion coefficient of defect
5)' BJ J X

I X* •":
Sf The effective medium model as discussed in section 3.2.3 can also be used to ;

|r obtain Z in multiple, immobile sink systems. In this way (5.17) is obtained •'.

i- too (with D„. = 0 for all j) for three dimensional sinks. For a combination of - ;

jA BJ . .1
r: one dimensional and three dimensional sinks (dislocations and voids) (5.14) has i'
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to be solved numerically. The effective medium model gives for cylinders of

radius R, and density C, and spherical cavities of radius R and density C :

4wRcCc(I+6Rc) (5. .8)

and

Z = 4irR (1+6R ) (5.19)
c c c

where K_ and K. respectively are the modified Besselfunctions of order 0 and 1.

The equations (5.18) and (5.19) can easily be solved numerically. It will

be shown in 5.3.2.B that the random walk model gives results in agreement

with the effective medium model.

In the next section some examples of multiple sink systems will be

discussed. Concluding this section we remark that correction terms in the

equations for rate constants only play a role at high sink densities.

Furthermore the presence of other sink types can only increase the correction

term in the rate constant found for a specific reaction.

5.3.2. Some examples of multiple sink systems

A. Self interstitials and vacancy capture by loops and cavities

Both loops and cavities have a three dimensional character. The S

functions for both were determined in section 3.5 and 3.3 respectively. In

terms of the loop radius R,, its pipe radius R, , the parameter u given in

fig. 3.20 and the cavity radius R , we get:

;:-2;, S1 = -^-9 n + 1-9 n* + ... (5.20)
0Z n ln^/Rj) + |j {ln(RL/R1) + u)
?•(• 'i I

l i ^ and S^ = TT(R /a.)n + 4(R /an)
2(2irn)i (5.21)

f}: '.,'. Using (5.15) we get for the rate constant, Z,, for the point defect loop

:''•'•/'.'. reaction, defined in terms of version II of the rate equation for the continuous
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production case (loss term: Z.DCp.)

2TT

Z l *

(5.22)

where p. is the dislocation length measured along the circumference of the

loops and C the cavity density. A similar expression can be derived for the

point defect cavity reaction.

As a quantitative example we will study the bias factor, B, defined as

B = (Z - Z )/Z - (Z - Z )/Z , which is an important quantity in the rate

theory of cavity growth in i-rradiated metals. The superscript I and V denotes

that Z is calculated for self interstitial, respectively vacancy capture. Note
I V

that even if Z = Z - the cavities are neutral sinks - in absence of the
c c

loops, the correction term for the presence of loops makes then biassed. This

effect is small however. I-V recombination is neglected. In fig. 5.4 a

quantitative impression is given, in which the following values were used.

Cc (cm-3)

Fig. 5.4. The bias factor for point defeat capture by loops versus loop line-

length (f>7) and cavity density (C ) . Rr - 155$, R1 = 15%, R-. =6%andR =15%.
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Rï - 5 ao Ri = 2 ao
\ = 5 0 a 0 Rc = 5 aO

So the difference between interstitials and vacancies is in the (effective)

pipe radius of ihe loops. In section 4.4 it was shown that the effective

radius of straight dislocations for capture of self interstitials is 2.2 times

the one for vacancies for a specific dislocation in Mo. From fig. 5.4 it is

clear that B increases by increasing p1 or by increasing C or by increasing

both.

B. Self interstitial and vacancy capture by dislocations and cavities

A Instead of dislocation loops we now have straight dislocations. Again I-V

recombination is neglected. As an example we take a capture radius of the

dislocations for self interstitials of 2.7 a_ and for vacancies of 1.9 a_. The

cavity radius is 2.9 aQ. The resulting rate constants for these reactions were

'J-j determined in section 5.3.1. The result for the self interstitial-dislocation

reaction is given in fig. 5.5. The random walk model appears to be in good

agreement with the effective medium model. The bias factor, B, for these

values of the capture radii is shown in fig. 5.6. The affect of increasing

dislocation or cavity density is considerable. The decrease in B at high C ,

found with the random walk model, presumebly is caused by inaccuracies in the

approximations for the S functions used.

C. The effect of recombination on the rate constant for the self interstitial

and vacancy cavity reaction

The effect of self interstitial vacancy recombination on the reaction rates

of other reactions has been given some attention in the literature [ 3 - 5 ] .

For the random distribution the treatment of this effect with the random walk

model is somewhat speculative since the capture survival probability for

reactions among mobile defects having different concentrations is not known

8§ exactly (see discussion in section 5.2). In the case of the simultaneous

reactions,recombination plus capture by cavities we assert

, v +v (c /c )*
\ / , , \ «. _i_ /TT \ // _•_ \ . A O A D T
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C c (cm-
3)

Fig. 5.5. The rate constant for the

self interstitial dislocation

interaction versus dislocation

density (pj and cavity density

(C ). Drawn lines: effective

medium model; dashed lines:

random walk model.

R^= 8.5 % and RQ = 9 %

Fig. 5.6. Bias factor for point

defect capture by

dislocations versus

dislocation density (pj

and carity density (C )

= 8.6 = 6^ d

and R„ = 9 A. Drawn lines:

effective medium model;

dashed line: random walk

model.
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where A and B stand for self interstitial and vacancy or reversed. U, is the

cloud corresponding with the I-V reaction and U, the cloud corresponding with

the cavity, c„ is the cavity concentration and c_ the interstitial or

vacancy concentration. In section 3.3.1 it was derived that for spherical traps

b(Uk) is given by (3.44) and c(Ufe) by (3.45). Using (5.15) we get:

ZIC ~- " W 1 + */8(Va0)
3/2

c;/
2{, • ̂ }' / 2l (5-24)

zvc

with R the cavity radius, R^ the effective recombination radius, z „ is

the rate constant for the interstitial cavity reaction and z„ the one for

the vacancy cavity reaction. Comparing (5.24) and (5.25) we see that if

(v_/v„)c_ << c„ z is larger than z . The same trend will be found for

the rate constants for the other point defect sinks, so a reduction of the

next biasfactor is not likely. Note that (5.25) is only valid if (5.23) is

true, which is not beyond doubt.

D. Point defect capture by grain boundaries and cavities

The combination of two dimensional sinks like grainboundaries and three

dimensional sinks, for example cavities, gives using (2.48), (2.50) and (5.8)

for the capture survival probability of point defects

p n = exp[-{(8n/n)
i + <2irn)~*}cG - {bO^n + cOyn*}^] (5.26)

with c„ the grainboundary concentration, c„ the cavity concentration and

b(U. ) and c(U, ) the coefficients in the series expansion of S (U, ) for the

random walk of a sphere. For the rate constant for the capture of point defects

by grainboundaries, z„ we find with (5.14):
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: , - MR /a >c }»[, + (*,<» /a )3c )* * l-^—fy
^ G ° ° C C O C ^2(Rc/a0)cc

J

' where R„ is the radius of the cavities. Analogously we find for the point

defect cavity reaction:

. - {2*(R /a
} 2

x Cg/C(,}
J] (5.28)

(5.27) gives a remarkable result. For low grain concentration the rate constant

for the point defect grainboundary reaction is given by z = {4ir(R /an)c }*

and by consequence is only determined by parameters of the other sink type.

5.4. Rate constants for reactions of point defects taking place very close

to a crystal surface

i'

5.4.1. Introduction

•- In the previous section reactions taking place in multiple sink systems

{ were discussed. The treatment was based on the assumption that all sinks are

" distributed randomly. In this section we will discuss a special multiple sink

i system: the combination of a crystal surface and'randomly"distributed sinks.

• We will consider two effects:

(i) the concentration of the sinks may vary with depth

(ii) the rate constant of the point defect-sink reaction may, due to the

presence of the crystal surface, be a function of the depth of the sinks. r'

This problem is relevant for certain experiments in thermal helium L-

desorption spectrometry. Recently Kornelsen and Van Gorkum [6, 7]

introduced a new method of studying ranges and entrance probabilities of ions ^

"/ implanted in solids. Using this method one has to determine among other things, ::

£•• the fraction of helium atoms, which are trapped very close to the crystal

K surface. Studies of self interstitial reactions with near surface traps deal

f with a similar problem [8]. Absolute measurements depend on the rate constant

5 for the reaction involved. Since in these cases the traps are located within j

?• a few Angstroms of the crystal surface, the rate constant associated with the

reaction may be different from its bulk value. In addition to this problem we
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determine in this section the activation energies of a specific near surface

reaction. A general outline of the near surface trapping problem is given

below.

The surface can influence the rate of trapping in three ways:

(i) in contrast to the bulk case the random walk takes place in a semi

infinite medium. As a consequence the average lifetime of the random

walkers is determined, specially at low sink concentrations and shalow

random walker injection, by the surface rather than the traps. This

leads to higher probabilities of visiting fresh sites and thus to an

increase in the rate constant.

(ii) the motion of the random walkers may be influenced in the near surïace region as

a result of gradients in the migration energy. This will also give

higher rate constants.

(iii) the pattern of thresholt energies - for binding and migration around the

trap, which determines the effective trapping volume, may be different

from the bulk case if the trap is close to the crystal surface. An

increase in the effective trapping volume will give a higher rate

constant than in the bulk case and vise versa.

In fig. 5.7 energy diagrams for these cases are schematically shown. In section

Fig. 5.7. Schematic diagrams of the potential energy of the random walker around

the trap. Curve A: trap positioned in the bulk; curve B: for an ideal surface;

ourve C: with a depth dependence migration energy and curve D: including a

surface induced modification of the energy pattern around the trap.
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5.4.2. a model based on random walk theory will be discussed. The model is an ;'.

extension of the one given in section 3.3.1. Now however z is found to be a

function of the depth of the traps. Only in cases of very undeep traps this If

leads to changes in the average trapping rate.

In section 5.4.3. results of Monte Carlo simulations are given. They

illustrate how the presence of a surface effects the rate constant. The

influence of introducing depth dependent migration energies and surface induced ~-/

trap modification are described in section 5.4.4. and 5.4.5 respectively. In '

section 5.4.6 the combination of the three effects is discussed and a

comparison with some experimental results is made.

5.4.2. Model

In chapter 3 it was shown that for trapping of point defect by unsaturable

sinks it is important to notice that the number of distinct lattice sites

visited by a random walker determines the trapping rate rather than the total

number of lattice sites visited. A revisit to any lattice site is save by -

virtue of the mere existence of the random walker. As shown in section 2.2.,

the probability of visiting a fresh site decreases with the number of jumps made ~*~

in all dimensions. How can the model given in section 3.3.1 be adjusted for

the presence of a surface?

First we suppose that random walkers are trapped if they exactly hit

certain randomly distributed lattice sites of which the concentration in the

i plane below the surface is c (i) (i.e. point sinks). Furthermore we assume

that a random walker which starts in plane j visits on the average S (i, j)

distinct lattice sites in plane i in n steps. Note that S (i, j) as an average

quantity incorporates the possibility that a random walker passes the surface

is less than n jumps. In section 5.4.3 a way of determining S (i, j) will be

given. Given S (i, j), we can obtain the probability that a random walker
f"Vi

starting in plane j is not trapped after its n step, p (j):

oo

Pn(j) = [1 - £ (Sn(i, j) - Sn_,(i, j)}cs(i)]pn_,(j) (5.29)

with PQ(J) = 1 for all j. Note the analogy with (3.35). For small c_(i) and

<• (ou) = o (5.29) becomes*:

In fact c_(i) is also assumed to be so low, that in absence of the surface c_

has a negligable influence on z ((3.43) would give z = b).
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$ Pn(j) * exp {- l Sn(i, j) cs(i)} (5.30)

• 'j Sir.ce pu(j) is the probability a random walker is not captured after an

- , infinite number of jumps, this is the probability a random walkers passes the

; , surface. Note that this probability exceeds zero. This follows from the fact

...jj that S^Ci, j) is limited to a constant as will be shown below. The trapped

*'• fraction, q^, by consequence is given by 1-p^- For low q^ (i.e. when (5.30)

.̂ accurately approximates (5.29)) we get from (5.30):

00

ico " \ S.W» J) CS ( 1 ) (5-31)

'.(' The standard procedure, based on rate theory [9, 10], asserts a constant

•• ' rate constant, z, for traps located at all depths. In the notation used in

•. this section this standard approach gives

,\
•' zvN-l «

qm = —f- I c(i)c <i) (5.32)

in which v is the random walker jump frequency (s ) , J the (constant)
_2 — j

production rate of random walkers (cm s ) , N_ the number of lattice sites

in a plane per cm , c(i) the steady state concentration of random walkers,

c (i) the sink concentration in plane i and 1 the distance between adjacent

atom planes. If, like in the case treated above with the random walk model,

the random walkers are injected in plane j and we assume that the trapped

fraction is small c(i) is easily obtained:

& c(i) = (5-33)

?;;• c(<=>) i s j

•J" where c(°>) is given by c(°°) = J/(DN.) with D the random walker diffusion

r,: coefficient. Combining (5.32) and (5.33) we get

I
Ik ...2 J

i c (i) + I j c <i)> (5.34)
i=j + l
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For the b.c.c. lattice and {100} surface vl'/D = 2.

Now the result of the random walk model, (5.31), can be compared with the

result obtained with standard methods for constant z. First, however, we can

simplify (5.34) by introducing the total number of lattice sites visited on

the average in plane i by a random wa?.ker starting in plane j, N ^ i , j),

after an infinite number of jumps. If the probability to jump towards or away

from the surface are both a (2a may be less than one, since the random walker

may be able to jump parallel to the surface), then Noo(i, j) is given by*

N.(i, J) = (5.35)

j/a i 5 j

For the b.c.c. lattice and a {100} surface we have a =1/2,for b.c.c. {110}:

; ' a = 1/4, for f.c.c. {100}: a = 1/3 and for octahedral interstitials (helium)

in b.c.c. {100}: a = 1/6. In all ca

j combining (5.35) and (5.34), we get

2
in b.c.c. {100}: a = 1/6. In all cases it can be shown that vl /D = I/a. So,

I z rsji, j) cs(i) (5.36)

The result resembles the one obtained with random walk theory, (5.31). Even,

(5.36) and (5.31) give identical results if z N (i , j )= S (i, j) for all i.

;v: In general we have: N ..(i, j) = (l-2a)N (i, j) +a{N <i+l, j)+N (i-I, j)}(i)
!> n"t" i n n n

f* with the exceptions

f, . N +.(0, j) = aN (1, j) (ii), the random walker is lost whenever i = 0

I is reached.

| . Nn+,(1, j) = (1 " 2a)Nn(l, j) + aNn(2, j) (iii)

I ' Nn+l(j' J) = ' + (' - 2a)Nn(j, j) + a {Nn(j + 1, j) + i y j - 1, j)} (iv),

i since the random walker starts in plane j.

I' For n -* <» we must have N . = N . From (ii) we get N (I, j) = I/a and with
E- n+ i n m

| (iii) and (i) Noo(i, j) = i/a for i g j. Using (iv) we can extend this result
' for i 5 j and finally (5.35) is found.
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It will be shown by Monte Carlo simulations however that Noo(i, j)/S<o(i, j) is

not constant.

Finally it should be noted that N^i, j)/S<a(iJj) is the visit-multiplicity,

i.e. the average number of visits per visited lattice site located in plane i.

This number cannot be influenced by the time the random walker spends before

the first visit to plane i is made. K^/S^ thus cannot be a function of j, the

plane where the random walker started (this is not true for N /S ). The visit
n n

multiplicity however most likely is a function of the position of the plane

(i). So we have

i, j)

(i, j)
(5.37)

With this depth dependent z standard rate theory, (5.36), gives results

identical with random walk theory. Note that z is independent of j. For this

case of point sinks we must have z(°°) = b, with b the probability of visiting

a fresh site after an infinite number of steps, which is the result for the

bulk.

Realistic sinks are not limited to one lattice site. The analysis given

above however is also valid for extended sinks. In analogy with section

3.3.1 we have to study the random walk of a cloud of lattice points, having

the structure of the sink (the cloud is lost from the sample once its center

passes the surface). Again we define S (i, j) and N (i, j) respectively as

the number of distinct lattice sites and the total number of lattice sites

visited on the average in plane i by a random walking cloud, which started

(the center) in plane j, in n stepts. Now z(i) is given by

S (-, J)/N
(5.38)

in which z(<») is the rate constant for the reaction in the bulk, which is

given by

Pi

5.4.3. Monte Carlo simulation

S (i, j) and N (i, j) were determined using Monte Carlo simulations for

random walks of points and some clouds on a b.c.c. lattice and on the

octahedral sites of a b.c.c. lattice. A {100} surface was used. The random
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Fig. 5.8. Normalized reaction rate

constant for random walker

trapping by point sinks on a

b.o.a. lattice with a (100)

surface versus sink depth.

Fig. 5.9. Normalized reaation rate

constant versus depth for traps

capturing vacancies at 2

neighbour separation (0); for

substitutional atoms capturing

interstitials helium at

separation (110) and at

separation (211)3 respectively

• and A. b.c.c. lattice with

(100) surface. Values of z(<*>)

for these reactions are shown in

the inset. The oct. b lattice

is shown in fig. 2.3.
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walk started in plane j with j $ 10 and was repeated upto 2000 times until

n = 5000. In order to limit computing time the random walker enters a "black

box" as he passes the 16 plane. This "black box" reemits the random walker

in the near surface area (replaces him in the 16 plane), by giving him a

time delay and a displacement parallel to the surface in accordance with the

propabilities given by discrete diffusion theory. S and N values were

obtained by extrapolation, where it was found that S /N changed negligibly

for n > 1000. In fig. 5.8 the results are given for trapping of random walkers

on a b.c.c. lattice by point sinks. In this case z(o°) = 0.71777 as was shown

in section 3.3.1. Fig. 5.9 gives the results based on random walks of some

clouds of lattice points. The circles give z(i) for vacancy trapping by traps

consisting of 15 lattice sites (trapping at second neighbour distance). The

squares and triangles correspond with octahedral interstitial trapping at

traps (substitutional atoms or vacancies) consisting of 13 respectively 66

octahedral sites. Also see section 4.3.2. The z("») values for these cases are

listed in the figure.

5.4.4. Depth dependent migration energies

Migration energies of a point defect in the vicinity of a crystal surface

generally tend to be lower than the bulk value for jumps towards the surface

and higher for the opposite direction. Bealer [11] and Johnson [12] have

performed computer calculations of vacancy migration near a aFe surface and

Van Veen et al. [13] calculated the interstitial helium migration energies

near a W surface. The consequences of these effects on the reaction rate

constant can easily be studied with the Monte Carlo model described above.

As an example we treat the random walk of a single point in a b.c.c. lattice

with a {100} surface and introduce different probabilities pf to jump towards

the surface for each of the planes 1 to 5 as is shown in the inset of fig. 5.10.

Again $(i) = Soo(i, j)/Noo(i, j) is determined where $ is independent of the

starting plane of the random walkers (j) even if j é 5. Noo(i, j) and similarly

c(i) given in (5.32) does depend on the gradients in the migration energy

assumed and has to be incorporated in the rate theory based trapping model.

The results of the Monte Carlo simulations are given in fig. 5.10, which

shows that if the moving defect experiences a net positive gradient (p, > i)

towards the surface then z is increased, while a negative gradient reduces z.

In the extreme case of p, = 1 at a given plane, it is not possible for a

random walker ever to return to than plane and consequently S^ = N^. Therefore

curve 2 in fig. 5.10 is shifted by two planes with respect to the case of zero gradient
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5.10. The reaotion rate constant

versus depth for random

walker trapping by point

sinks on a b.c.o. lattice

with a (100) surface

including gradients in the

random walker motion. The

probability of jumping towards

the surface is shown in the

inset. The squares are for the

case of the absence of such a

gradient (fig. 5.8).

Fig. 5.11. Energy of the He-W system

versus the position of the

helium atom.
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Fig. 5.12. Energy of the He-Kr-W system versus the position of the helium atom

for different locations of the KrV. The arrows indicate the depth

of the KrV. The inset shows the line along which these energy

profiles are obtained for KrV in the 5 plane. For KrV in the

plane saddle point energies are also calculated.
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In fig. 5.11 the energy profile for interstitial helium close to a W {100}

surface, obtained by van Veen et al. [13] with lattice relaxation calculations,

is shown. From this profile it can be concluded that at room temperature p = 1

for the first plane while in the other planes the random walk is unaffected.

The above results show that the rate constant can be obtained by assuming an

apparent shift of the surface by one half lattice constant. We will use

"apparent depth" for the distance to the apparent surface.

5.4.5. Surface induced trap modification

A nearby surface may induce changes in the field of binding and migration

energies around the traps. As an example this was studied for interstitial

helium trapping by substitutional krypton atoms (KrV) situated close to a

W{100} surface. Since the second neighbour tungsten potential of Johnson and

Wilson [14] causes the surface atoms to move outward, these atoms were forced

to stay on their unrelaxed positions by applying compensating forces. The

assumption of zero surface atom relaxation is not unrealistic since experiments

[15] show only a minor inward relaxation. These compensating forces are held

constant during the subsequent introduction of defects in the crystallite. The

model tftus allows for movement of the surface atoms perpendicular to the

surface in the presence of defects in the crystallite. The atoms in the

other boundaries are held fixed. Including the "free" surface atoms the cubic

crystallite contained 644 movable atoms. The Kr-W, Kr-He and W-He potentials

were obtained with the Hartree-Fock-Slater technique [16] (also see section

4.2.2.).

The formation energy of a KrV appears to be different from the bulk value

only in the second atom layer (AE = -1 eV). In the first layer the KrV is not

stable.

After placing the krypton atom in a substitutional site at plane i

(2 é i £ 9) the helium was successively placed along a row of octahedral sites

perpendicular to the surface passing the KrV at nearest neighbour position

(see fig. 5.12). For all combinations the configuration energy was obtained

after a full relaxation of the crystallite. The results are shown in fig. 5.12.

Whenever the KrV is situated in the 6 plane or deeper the surface has a

negligible influence on the helium binding around the trap. If the KrV gets

closer to the surface considerable changes are found. If the KrV is in the

third layer the helium can move towards the surface wil approximately its bulk

migration energy and then desorp. In the second layer (the first possible

stable position) the KrV does not bind helium. In fig. 5.13 the binding energy
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Fig. 5.13. Binding energy of an interstitial helium atom bound to a

substitutional krypton atom versus depth of the krypton.

versus depth of the KrV is shown. Considering trapping it can be concluded that

the number of trapping sites around the KrV is unaffected by the surface if

the KrV is located deeper than the third layer. Closer to the surface the

trapping volume decreases slightly, which will give a decrease in the rate

constant.

5.4.6. Comparison with experiments

The three effects discussed above influence helium trapping by near surface

traps. This for example is the case in the experiments of Van Gorkum and

Kornelsen [6]. They measured the desorption of helium attached to substitutional

Argon atoms located close to a W{100} surface, denoted state 5, and somewhat

deeper in the crystal, denoted state 6. In the following some results given in

this paper will be discussed.

If we first assume that the number of trapping sites around an ArV does not

change close to the surface, we can calculate with the help of fig. 5.9 that
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the average depth of the state 6 traps is ̂ 4.1 A ([6]: t> 5.3 A). Using this

number we get for the state 5 argon: M .38 ([6]): i>2.3%). If we further allow

for a surface shift of one plane due to a lowering of the helium migration

energy for the last jump, the state 5 traps are located in the second atom

plane (a. 3 X). The trapvolume, so close to the surface, may be less than in

the bulk case as was shown in fig. 5.12 for KrV. This gives of reduction of z

and as a consequence a rise in the depth of the traps. We estimate this increase

to be less than one plane O 1.6 A).

The location of state 5 Ar in the 2 n or 3r plane is in line with a

desorption mechanism for state 5 Ar in Mo (denote Ar ) as proposed by van Veen

et al. [8].

The combination of the three effects is shown in fig. 5.14 where z(d )d is
3 3

Fig. 5.14. The product of the rate constant (z) and the apparent depth (d ) as

a function of d . The marked points are calculated with only the

random walk effect. The solid line shows the effect of incorporating

an estimated reduction in the trapping volume. The dashed line is

asserted by Van Gorkum and Kornelsen [6],
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plotted versus the apparent depth d . It appeared that for large d z

approaches one (measurements of Kornelsen and van Gorkum [7]). For d > *»» 3a~/2

the random walk effect, section 5.4.3, is of importance and for d £ ̂  3a_/2 the

reduction of the trapping volume, section 5.4.5, reduces the random walk effect.

The apparent surface is located in the first atom plane, section 5.4.4.

Trapping of more than one helium atom to these near surface substitutional

noble gas atoms may result in a further reduction of the energy barrier towards

the surface. The binding energy of the helium may therefore decrease with

increasing number of helium atoms in the trap, contrary of the bulk case. This

effect was observed by Kornelsen and van Gorkum [6, 7]. Furthermore it is

likely that these traps are saturable.

5.5. Non continuous random walker production

If the random production does not occur at a constant rate g we have to use

(3.1) and (3.2) in order to obtain the rate constant z. For g = g(t) we get

'•>> for the case of only one sink type:

g(t) - ^

" - v c c (5-39>
'Oi s

where c is the average random walker concentration at time t, which is given

by

t

c(t) = g(x)p_ dt (5.40)

with p the capture survival probability as defined in section 3.3.1*. For

three dimensional sinks we have pt - exp{-(bvt + c/vt)cg}. Using this equation

for p (5.39) can be solved analytically for some specific functions g(t),for

example:

I
In contrast to (3.3) the integration starts at T = -°°. This means that the

initial state has no influence on c(t).
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A) 0 t < 0

8(t) =

2 2
z(t) _ 1 - exp(C -y ) (5.41)

b , " 2-y 2) + e A exp(e2){erf(C) - erf(y)}

c/c
with £ = „ LS (5.42)

and

y = (bvtc ) J i- £ (5.43)
s

where b and c are the coefficients of the series expansion for S for a (cloud)

random walk in three dimensions, c is the sink concentration and v the random
i S

walker jumpfrequency.

'i
B)

g(t) =

i B) gQ t < 0

0 t S 0

*£i = !—g (5.44)
1-4/ir exp(y )erfc(y)

C) gQ t < 0

g(t) =

e^ + Ae„ t s 0

{exp(?2-y2) + sA

E ° (5.45)
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Fig. 5.15. The rate constant,

normalized with the

low sink concentration

value, as a function

of y/^-1 for the same

values of £,, after

the start of random

walker generation. The

values of £ are

indicated.

Fig. 5.16. The rate constant,

normalized with the

initial value, after

the end of the

irradiation, versus

y/£,-l for some values

of 5.

y/g-i

1.0
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Fig. 5.17. The rate constant,

normalized with the

initial value, after

doubling the random

walker production rate,

versus y/£-l for some

values of £. i



In (5.44) and (5.45) E, and y are given by (5.42) and (5.43) respectively. Note

that for t = 0 and t -* » the "steady" state results listed in section 3.3.1

are found. Also for Ag_ = -g. case C reduces to case B. For t = o and t -*• <*>

caseC gives the same z, except for Ag_/gQ = -1. Some results obtained with

these equations are shown in fig. 5.15 to 5.17. After the start of the

irradiation the rate constant rapidly drops from a very high level and takes

up the "steady state" value in y/£ - 1 = /bvtc < 10 (fig. 5.15, case A).
S

After the end of the irradiation (pulsend) y/?-1^15 is necessary to complete

the response. These kind of effects may play a role in rate constants for the

vacancy-sink reaction in pulsed irradiation of fusion reactor materials.

Currently rate theory is used to study pulsed irrradiation cases [17, 18].

k.

&*-
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6. On the low temperature nucleation and growth of bubbles by
helium bombardment of metals

i

6.1. Introduction

• Even though it has been known for some sixteen years that helium bombardment

|' may induce blisters and bubbles in metals, the mechanisms that cause these

phenomena are not well understood. Consequently a detailed mathematical

description has not previously been attempted.

.!; The aim of this chapter is to study, in a quantitative way, helium bubble

. I, nucleation and growth at low temperatures based on the knowledge gained from

;; experiments in the fields of blistering and helium desorption spectrometry.

'f£ Furthermore a possible mechanism causing blistering is discussed.

Of the two problems related to blistering - (i) the nucleation and growth of

bubbles and (ii) the abrupt formation of blisters - the first one is discussed

far less often, although the explanation of bubble formation at a temperature

.., where vacancies are immobile is not obvious. Evans [1, 2], following the

;* argument of Greenwood et al. [3], states that "plastic" deformation around an

overpressurized helium bubble causes its growth by punching out single self

interstitials or interstitial-type dislocation loops. Punched out dislocation

loops have been observed by Wampler et al. [4] around hydrogen bubbles in Cu

following quenching, after helium implantation by Donovan and Arsenault [6] in

the case of helium bubbles formed after heating, and very recently by Evans

et al. [5]. Some experimental evidence for punching out single self interstitials

has been obtained by helium desorption experiments [7, 8].

|

|;; Quantitative approaches in describling bubble nucleation have been made by

|| Wilson et al. [9] and Baskes and Wilson [10]. They solved the rate equations

';:;: describing helium capture by vacancies up to high helium doses and concluded

ijf that at the onset of blistering helium could become mobile due to formation of

percolative paths. The model does not describe bubble formation at lower doses.
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The statistical model of Baskes and Wilson [11], based on the coalescence of

defects (helium filled vacancies, bubbles) did describe accelerated bubble

growth in about the right dose range. It was not intended that this model be ti

: extended directly to the blistering regime as was thought by Terreault [12]. -

Rather blistering was envisioned as due to a connection of rapidly growing

bubbles by a mechanism such as interbubble fracture.

Caspers et al. [13] were able to show through calculation that helium is able

,- to cluster interstitially in Mo with a low binding energy, while Wilson et al.

[9] found similar results in Cu. Bisson and Wilson [14] recently have shown

that interstitial clustering of five helium atoms in Ni causes the spontaneous

formation of a Frenkel pair - the first step in homogeneous helium bubble -'

nucleation.

The remarkable experimental fact that just prior to blistering, bubbles always
19 —3

appear at a density very close to 10 cm (Mo: [15, 16]; Cu: [17, 2 8 ] ;

T Ni: [19]) has to be reproduced by any valid model. In addition other i

experimental data like the average diameter of TEM visible bubbles are |-

', available for comparison. However the amount of helium contained in bubbles

is still unknown. Estimates are usually based on a comparison of the TEM-

measured bubble volumes and theoretical pressure evaluations. Calculations of ;.

the pressure at high helium density are not reliable; however, recent i-

measurements of the helium pressure in bubbles by Donnelly et al. [20] give

\ promise for obtaining such information. On the other hand the swelling due to

bubbles and the total swelling have been measured [19, 21, 22] as well as f

helium profiles and maximum helium densities [19, 23, 24]. In copper this '.

maximum helium level is 33 atomic percent, in Ni ^-30% and Nb 40-50%.

: _ . . . &

The second major problem, the mechanism of blistering, has still not been

solved, although the interbubble fracture model [1] has gained some fS'

experimental support relative to the lateral stress model [24]. Recently, the |ri

Quebec group [21-23] measured the swelling in the blister skin together with

helium profiles before and after blistering. The swelling of the blister skin

could well account for the discrepancy between skin thickness and helium range.

Furthermore is was measured that the swelling per retained helium atom is a

constant (1 helium atom takes 1.1 atomic volume [21]), as was predicted

previously for copper [25]. Also only part of the swelling found could be

assigned to bubbles visible in TEM, which indicates that close to the blister

dose a considerable amount of helium is trapped in invisible bubbles or

vacancies.
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The model described in this chapter is based on a statistical evaluation of

standard rate equations in which detailed theoretical and experimental

information on the microscopic nucleation phenomena is incorporated.

The physical aspects of the model are outlined in section 6.2. and the model

implementation is described in section 6.3. Section 6.4. contains a digression

into the field of percolation, since in the discussion, section 6.5, it will

be shown that percolation effects may play an important role at the onset of

blistering.

6,2. Physical aspects of helium bubble nucleation

The conclusions that may be inferred from experiment are summarized below:

- Interstitial helium atoms (IHA's) and self interstitial atoms (SIA's) are

mobile defects. At low temperatures considered here vacancies and vacancy-

clusters are immobile. The migration energy of a SIA is lower than the

migration energy of an IHA. Also see section 4.2.3.C.

- Vacancies can capture IHA's to form a HeV, He„V ... He,V with measured

dissociation energies for W(Mo) ranging from 4.0 (3.0) eV for a He in a HeV

to 2.4 (2.0) eV for a He in a He6V [26, 27]. Calculations [27, 28] are in

good agreement with these experiments.

- He,V's can capture additional IHA's. Both Kornelsen and Van Gorkum [29] and

Van Veen and Caspers [30] showed that there is no limit in the number of

IHA's an initial single vacancy can capture. The following trends can be

distinguished: (i) A He,V can capture some number of IHA's at binding

energies compatable to that for the 6 helium atom. For tungsten thxs

number is about four additional helium atoms [29]. Using lattice relaxation

simulation Van Heugten et al. [31] found (in disagreement with experiment)

that IHA's interstitially bind (at energies lower than that of the 6 helium

atom) to a He,V in Mo, V and Fe. Wilson et al. [9] and Baskes [32] found

similar results for Cu and Ni respectively. Analogously IHA binding to any

substitutional noble gas atom has been observed by Kornelsen and Van Gorkum

[29] or earlier for Kx by Van Veen et al. [7] and for Xe by Kornelsen and

Van Gorkum [33]. (ii) After adding still more IHA's to the complex higher

helium binding energies are found [8, 29, 30]. It is supposed that at some

value of m a He V mutates into a He V-, producing a freely mobile SIA. After

adding a high number of IHA's, high binding energies - independent of the

nucleus at which the process started [29] - are observed, indicating that a
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mutation process goes on to form larger helium filled vacancy-clusters. So

far there is no direct experimental verification of free SIA production.

Lattice relaxation calculation has not been successful until now in

simulating the mutation reaction as defined above. It has been found however

that the energy necessary to mutate from a V», V_, V,, .... is similar to

that for of the mutation from a V [31, 34]. (iii) A continuous increase in

trapping probability (trapped fraction of the implanted low energy helium)

is observed in W [29] and Mo [30] while filling HeV's with IHA's, showing

that the trap effectiveness continuously increases with helium content.

- It is most likely that at some size the helium filled vacancy-cluster

(bubble) after capturing a certain number of IHA's punches out an interstitial

type loop rather than a series of single interstitials.

- For ex-Fe Bullough and Perrin [35] showed by lattice relaxation calculation

that a {110} platelet containing 16 SIA's converts into a glissile {111}

loop. Recently loop punching in <111> directions from helium filled bubbles

was found in molybdenum by Evans et al. [5] and Donovan and Arsenault [6].

- SIA's annihilate the vacancy of an He.V for i < 5 and produce IHA's, as

i observed by lattice relaxation calculation [9, 36]. Experimental evidence

that the maximum i lies near 6 in Mo is given by van Veen and Caspers [30],

who also found that He V 's and larger clusters formed by mutation cannot
m i.

be annihilated with SIA's.

6.3. Model implementation

Using the above physical processes as a guide, a Monte Carlo model of helium

bubble nucleation has been developed. The model considers the following

entities: IHA's, SIA's, vacancies, helium filled vacancies and vacancy-clusters,

impurities, dislocations and a crystal surface.

A schematic representation of the allowable reaction paths for helium/vacancy-

clusters is shown in fig. 6.1. The number of helium atoms in a cluster is shown

as a function of the number of vacancies in the cluster. Note that a cluster

containing one vacancy may grow by IHA capture or be annihilated by SIA

capture. The mutation reaction (cluster growth by self-interstitial emission)

occurs after a critical number of helium atoms in the cluster has been reached.

Mobile IHA's can either be captured by vacancies and vacancy-clusters

(irrespective of the helium filling degree) or lost to the crystal surface.

Similarly SIA's can either be captured by vacancies (filled up to N helium



SIA CAPTURE (MODEL II)

ANNIHILATION
BY SIA

I

NUMBER OF VACANCIES

't'-

Fig. 6.1. Sehematia representation of the reactions occurring and the vacancy-

type defects allowed. The number of helium atoms in a cluster is

shown as a function of the nwrber of vacancies in the cluster.

A single vacancy may be annihilated by a SIA until it contains more

than N helium atoms. It then is able to capture additional helium

atoms until the total member of helium atoms reaches N ..At this
mut

point each additional helium atom trapped causes the emission of a
SIA thus increasing the number of vacancies in the cluster. At N7

up
vacancies loop punching rather than SIA emission is initiated. The

processes of Model II are shown in the dotted box where additional
SIA 's are trapped at a cluster preventing both annihilation and
growth.
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atoms), dislocations, impurities, or lost to the crystal surface.

Whenever a vacancy contains more than N helium atoms the complex

spontaneously mutates into a divacancy. Every succeeding IHA that is captured I

causes the complex to grow by one vacancy (for simplicity) thereby emitting

a SIA. This growth process implies that there is a fixed relationship between

the number of helium and vacancies in a vacancy-cluster (bubble). If the

>' bubble reaches a certain size (N. vacancies) it starts punching out a loop

;y type SIA (rather than a single SIA) for every IHA captured. This LSIA is not

allowed to annihilate any vacancies, since the LSIA remains in the vicinity

of the cluster from which it was emitted. A LSIA's, however, contributes to

the dislocation Censity. For simplicity the LSIA's are produced uniformuly as

each additional IHA is captured, rather than as a loop produced after a number

of IHA's have been captured.

The model also includes SIA trapping by impurities and loop growth at these

•}^ impurities. An average dislocation density p, is determined by adding the

number of SIA's captured by dislocations and impurities to the number of LSIA's t-

' and assuming that these interstitials are equally distributed over all

impurities which are the only loop nuclei considered. The dislocation density

saturates at a maximum density p . A loop thickness of one atomic plane is

;: . assumed. In order to allow the simulation to be performed without introducing

; geometry into the problem the depth distribution of the implanted particles is

V'; not considered. Furthermore, diffusion effects are introduced by means of a

surface sink. The model discussed above will be denoted model I. The details

<•; , of the mutation process were altered resulting in a second model.

'rJ, In model II SIA capture by a He V with i N is also included. Since
-. > m an

annihilation of the vacancy filled to this level is impossible, the He V is ~V

,'•';-;, assumed to act as an impurity, trapping SIA's to form a loop. It is further j>.

\; • assumed that such a SIA-He V complex is not able to mutate, but keeps L

.•'•"• capturing IHA's until m = 18 where a complete shell of helium (6 first » .

;.-. neighbours + 12 second neighbours) is formed. C~

-)sj;y'' Referring again to fig. 6.1, note that (i) there is a fixed relation between

%i{£-;•' the number of vacancies and the number of helium atoms for the vacancy ~

f*jp\~: clusters and (ii) there is no way a vacancy-cluster can lose vacancies or ~

:^?i:'
:}" helium atoms. Thus once a divacancy is formed it grows to become a large bubble. f
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The physical processes described above are modeled using a Monte Carlo

procedure. The reaction probabilities necessary to implement this procedure

may be obtained from rate theory. In table 6.1 the rate equations for model I

are shown. The rate constants used are described in the appendix of this

chapter. Note that the rate constants represent trapping processes only;

detrapping processes are not considered here.

Table 6.1. Rate equations describing the reactions oacuring. e. is the
3

concentration of the defects containing j helium atoms and

k - j - NMUT + 1 vacancies (min:!), g is the IHA production rate,

x - c„ /g, y = c /g, with c „ and c^ respectively the concentrations

of IHA 's and SIA 's and v„ and Vj. the jump frequencies of these

defects, T - gt. The geometrical factors, z, are discussed in the

appendix. It should be emphasized that these reactions were not

solved analytically, rather a Monte Carlo approach was used to

approximate the solution.

O * ^ - ^ = - l z"c.x - zgx + l jz*c.y + 1 (1)

N N.
A a t l T ^P T

O = - ^ - = - 5" zTc.y - Z j p j y - z y + Y z . c . x + N, (2)
d v l C j=0 ' J d d S k=l k J f r

*T = ~ V o X " « Ï V + Nfr ( 3 )

dT = ~ z i i c i x " 2 ï c ] y + zocox ( 4 )

- 4 W - ZN CN ^ + ZS -,CN -an an an an an

an _ ti ti
dr ZN +1 N +1 N TJ

an an an an
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A simulation starts without any radiation damage. Whenever no mobile defects

(IHA, SIA) are left in the simulation volume, one new IHA is introduced

together with Nfr Frenkel pairs, i.e., N SIA's and N uncorrelated

vacancies. The SIA's are removed from the simulation volume according to the

probability of reacting with the various sinks. Then the IHA's (the one

introduced and the ones produced by SIA - He.V annihilation) are placed in

their sinks. This process continues until all mobile defects are removed.

I

SINKS FOR IHA'S

He

SURFACE

SINKS FOR SIA'S

,v •

Fig. 6.2. Schematise representation of the procedure used for removing the

mobile defects. A discussion of the example shown is included in the

text. The full lines indicate random processes while the dashed

lines represent a process continuation.

In fig. 6.2 an example of the procedure is given. The rectangle in fig. 6.2

represents the various sinks for SIA's and IHA's present in the simulation

volume at some instant of time. The upper edge of the bar represents the traps

for IHA's and the lower edge the traps for SIA's. The size of each sink region

is proportional to the probability of trapping. For example the probability for

SIA trapping at an impurity or dislocation is much greater than the probability

for trapping at a HeV. Note that the probabilities for SIA and IHA trapping at

the same defect need not be the same. For example a SIA has a higher

probability than an IHA to be trapped at a vacancy. In fact some defects may
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trap only SIA's (impurities and dislocations) while others only IHA's

(He V ,n > N ) . Consider an implanted IHA which creates one uncorrelated ti
n m an I

Frenkel pair. The SIA (I') annihilates a He_V, for example, releasing three -*

IHA's. The implanted IHA (He') is removed, for example, by reaching the surface.

The second IHA (He ) is captured by a HeV forming a He.V. The next IHA (He ) is
2

captured by a He.V which immediately mutates to a He QV_ emitting a SIA (I ) ^
which is trapped by a dislocation. The next IHA (He ) is trapped by a HegQV

72

which immediately mutates to a Heo.V.._ emitting a LSIA which is added to the
ol /J

dislocation density. Note there are N -1 more helium atoms than vacancies

in each mutated cluster. At this point all mobile defects have been removed

and the process is repeated. 7'

6.4. Percolation

Wilson et al. [9] postulated that transparency of a lattice for helium

could well account for the sudden formation of blisters in metals. The <

interbubble metal lattice is supposed to be filled to a high concentration of <

helium filled vacancies. Once this concentration reaches the level that the

helium present in the vacancies becomes freely mobile, the helium is thought

to collect in the bubbles and by doing so they increase the bubble pressure,

which gives rise to interbubble fracture.

This phenomenon of lattice "transparency" is generally called percolation.

The concentration dependence of the probability - P^c) - that a vacancy

belongs to an infinite, interconnected, vacancy cluster was studied by

Wilson et al. [9], using a method described by Hoicomb and Rehr [38], in f.c.c.

lattices for interconnection at first to fourth neighbour separation. In this

section results of similar calculations are given for the b.c.c. lattice and

for percolation of divacancies in b.c.c.

The calculational technique, developed by Frisch et al. [39], is based on a ~

special construction of N interconnected defects (respectively vacancies and

divacancies). This construction is shown in fig. 6.3. First we start with one i'

defect and assign random numbers to the surrounding lattice sites, where a

second defect is interconnected to the first one. This second defect now is

placed in the site having the highest random number. In this way we get a set

of defect sites V and a set of neighbouring lattice sites W , all associated ,

with a random number. The lattice site in W with the highest random number

becomes the (n + 1) defect site. Furthermore we will denote the lowest random

number associated with the defect sites (the set V ): g_. The whole cluster
n n ••,
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Fig. 6.3. Schematic representation of the construction of a cluster of

interconnected defects.

1

I

construction is repeated a few hundred times for clusters ranging to a few

hundred defects.

P (c) simply is given by the fraction of the constructed clusters with

g > 1-c, P^Cc) is obtained by extrapolation of the P (c) values for increasing

n. As a check of the computational procedure first P^Cc) was obtained for first

neighbour percolation of vacancies on a f.c.c. lattice.

Like Wilson we used 100 clusters of 200 vacancies to obtain reasonable

statistics. The results were extrapolated on the c-axis to the limit of an

infinite vacancy cluster chain. In order to check our computational procedure

Poo(c) was determined for 1 neighbour percolation on f.c.c. metals. The

results obtained are in good agreement with Wilson's data as is shown in

fig. 6.4. In b.c.c. metals the onset of percolation c
on

, ,st „nd , . th
for 1 , 2 and 4
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'S1'

Fig. 6.4. Probability P of interconnection versus concentration c in f.cc.

metals according to

(a) this work, 100 clusters of 200 defects, drawn line through circles

(b) Wilson [9], 100 clusters of 200 defects* dashed line through

crosses

(c) Wilson [9], 500 clusters of 500 defects, squares.

nearest neighbour interconnection is resp. 0,23*, 0.16 and 0.048 at.fr.

(fig. 6.5). These data are slightly higher then in the f.c.c. case (resp.

0.18*, 0,13 and 0.04), which can be attributed to differences in the number

of nearest neighbours involved.

*
The equivalent data found by Shante et al. [40] are 0.243 (b.c.c.) and
0.199 (f.c.c.).
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Fig. 6.5. Probability P of interconnection versus concentration c in b.c.c.

metals for

A) first neighbour V

B) second neighbour V-,

C) fourth neighbour V.

D) first neighbour V'

E) second neighbour V'„

Vacancy mutations to first neighbour divacancies will enhance the probability

of vacancy interconnection. This effect has been studied with a similar Monte

Carlo model. In this case however 100 clusters of 200 divacancies were

S We
,th

constructed**. Only 1 and 2 neighbour percolation of divacancies was

studied, because of the considerably larger computing time for the 4

neighbour case. For 1st nearest neighbour divacancy interconnection c was
on

The second vacancy of the pair is positioned randomly on one of the

available lattice sites.
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found to be 0.13 and for 2 neighbour interconnection c =0.10.
on

From all f.c.c. and b.c.c. (both mono-' and divacancy) data available it

appears (see fig. 6.6.) that c is proportional to the inverse number o

neighbours involved (N ). A least squares analysis gives

c = 1.84/N + 0.014.
on B (6.1)

0.01 005
'/N

0.1)0

B

Fig. 6.6. The concentration for the onset of -percolation cQn as a function of

the number of neighbours N~ of a vacancy cluster.

The clusters considered are: V in f.c.c.: A (from [9]), V in b.c.c.: 0

and V2 in b.c.c.: D.
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In table 6.2 the results of the percolation studies are summarized. Note that

approximately N_.c = 2, which corresponds to the situation that on the

average each atom has two first neighbour vacancies. When vacancies are

distributed periodically infinite interconnected clusters arise at this

concentration.

Table 6.2. Effect of mutation of a V to a V„ in a b.o.a. metal on the

percolation onset concentrati

value is obtained with (6.1).

percolation onset concentration e . The * indicates that the

increase in number decrease in c
th o n

k of k neighbours (at. fraction)
from -»• to from •*• to

1 8 ->• 14 0.23 -*• 0.13

2 14 ->• 20 0.16 -* 0.10

4 50 H- 62 0.048 -*• 0.03*

Roth et al. [24, 41] have measured that in niobium containing about 0.6 He-

atom per Nb-atom further injected helium can migrate freely through the metal.

Fourth neighbour site percolation requires, according to table 6.2 5(3)%

of He V(He V„)'s. It is doubtfull, however, whether helium can migrate freely

between 4 neighbour He V's. Fastenau et al. [42] studied this migration

between 2 and 4 neighbour vacancies and found activation energies of

0.85 eV and 5.24 eV respectively. Unfortunately, no corresponding figures

for helium filled vacancies are available.

Second neighbour site percolation requires (see table 6.2) a minimum of

10% He V„'s (and also 10% mutated He V's). Assuming n = 6, this corresponds

with Roth's experimental value of 0.6 He atom per Nb atom.

In f.c.c. metals the free helium migration starts at about 0.3 He per metal

atom, at which level also blistering starts to occur. Although this picture

is highly simplified - for example helium bubble formation is not taken into

account - it may indicate that the formation of percolative paths could play a

role in heavily bombarded metals. In the next section percolation aspects of

a more realistic model will be discussed.

6.5. Results and discussion

The results obtained will be compared with two types of experiments that
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will be called the "bubble" experiment and the "filling" experiment. In

table 6.3 the main characteristics of these experiments are shown.

Table 6.3. Charaeteristies of the two types of experiments simulated with the

model.

helium dose initial

energy (eV) (cm ) damage

typical data

bubble experiment > -v 250

(damage)

I O 1 6 - . 1 O 1 8 bubble density

bubble diameter

helium profiles

blister dose

swelling

filling experiment < ^ 250 eV

(no damage)

10
14

well defined

number of

vacancies or

analog point

traps

helium desorption

energy vs. #

He/trap

trap cross

section

Calculations representative of these experiments were performed to determine

the model sensitivities to the input parameters. Initial calculations using

Model 1 showed the following results:
19 -2

a) Within a factor ^ 3 a bubble density of 2 x 10 cm was obtained at a

helium content of 10-25 at. percent.

b) Essentially all of the helium was located in bubbles.

In these simulations the number of helium atoms per vacancy for mutation from

a single to a di-vacancy, N , was varied from 7 to 12, the number of

vacancies in a bubble at the start of loop punching, N1 , was varied from 25

to 100, the number of Frenkel pairs introduced per IHA, N, , was varied from
-5 -70.1 to 10.0, the impurity concentration C. was varied from 10 to 10 atomic

1 11
fraction and the limit in the dislocation density p was varied from 10 to

13 -2 m a X

10 cm . The latter appeared to have the largest influence on the bubble
density.
Both Models I and II were studied in greater detail to investigate the effects

of changing the number of Frenkel pairs per incident helium and the start of

mutation. For this study all of the other variables were held fixed at the
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6.7. Bubble density (a), point defect (He V) concentration (b), fraction

of helium in bubbles (o)} average filling of point defects (d) and

average number of vacancies per visible bubble (e) versus retained

helium covtent in atomic percent for N , = 9. Filled symbols are

obtained with Model I and open synbols with Model II. Squares

correspond to the case of 1 Frenkel pair and circles to 10 Frenkel

pairs per injected helium. The results for N = 9, N. = 1 and

Model II are based on an average of five runs. All other cases are

based on one simulation (figures on the left).

Fig. 6.8. As in Figure 6.7 but for N , - 12.
J mut

f

h

Ï!
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In all cases only one simulation was done, choosing the simulation volume

such that about 100 bubbles were formed at the end of the run. Since models

of this type can give rise to oscillating solutions, one case - Nf = 1 , Model

II - was simulated five times. By comparison of the greatest deviation with the

average result, indicates of the errors shown in fig. 6.7 were determined.

In all simulations of fig. 6.7 the final bubble density was slightly higher
19 -3 19 19 -3

than the experimental value of 10 cm : around 4 x 10 to 7 x 10 cm .

All vacancy-clusters containing more than one vacancy were counted as a bubble,

while actually only bubbles containing more than about 30 vacancies (10 A

diameter) are visible in the TEM. For Model I around 80-90% of the bubbles are

visible, while for Model II this number is about 40%. Factoring in this

visibility criterion, excellent agreement with experiment is obtained. The

results for mutation beginning at twelve (rather than nine) helium atoms are

shown in fig. 6.8. The final bubble density for this case (fig. 6.8a) is

similar to that shown in fig. 6.7a except for the case of Model II, Nf = 10
18 -3

where 5 x 10 cm was obtained.

The most important difference between the two models is in the fraction of

helium retained in the lattice. Model I results in essentially all of the

helium located in the bubbles (fig. 6.7c and 6.8c) while Model II, depending

on the parameters varied, results in 30-98 percent of the helium in the

- 174 -

values given in table 6.4. Figure 6.7 shows the results for mutation at nine V-j

helium atoms. The closed symbols have been obtained with Model I and the open

symbols with Model II. Squares correpond to N. =1 (a relatively low evergy

(1-5 keV) helium bubble experiment) while circles correspond to N_ = 10 with

helium energies at least one order of magnitude higher [37].

Table 6.4. Values of the model parameters used in calculating the curves of

fig. 6.7 and 6.8 N is the maximum number of helium atoms that

may be annihilated by a SIA; N1 is the number of vacancies above

which loop punching begins; C. is the impurity concentration (at.fr);

p is the saturation dislocation density.



'•]
1 lattice. Also the density of helium filled vacancies appears to differ between

'i the models. In both cases Model II gives much higher vacancy densities than

'.I; Model I (fig. 6.7b and 6.8b).

?i
'? If one takes into account the average number of helium atoms (fig. 6.7d and

-,.t 6.8d) per vacancy, percolation can be envisioned as occurring under the

•;j assumption of Model II. For N, = 10 a vacancy density of about 12 - 16 at.%

':'• was found at a 30% helium content with an average filling of 2. Second neighbour

:). percolation in a b.c.c. lattice has been found to occur at a vacancy

_" concentration of 16% and at 13% in an f.c.c. lattice (see previous section).

This means that at around 30% helium content the lattice becomes transparent

for helium atoms, e.g., the barrier for migration of a helium atom in a second

neighbour divacancy has been calculated to be 0.85 eV [43]. Thus a mechanism

s exists for helium to accumulate in the existing bubbles leading to higher

pressures and finally interbubble fracture. For N = 1 and N = 1 2 the

1 vacancy concentration is around 4% at 30% helium content and the average

; filling is 5.5. This means that 4 neighbour percolation (in a b.c.c. lattice

the percolation onset for 4 neighbour percolation lies at 4.9%, in a f.c.c.

lattice at 4%) is possible, leading to free migration of a part of the helium

in the lattice (helium exceeding a filling degree of 1 - 3 is mobile). If
N = 1 and N = 9 the vacancy concentration is rather low (0.8 - 1%), but

mut ,

the average filling is high ('v 7 ) . Using (6.1) one has to go to 10 neighbour

percolation before the lattice becomes transparent at 1%. At this high filling

degree this interaction range is not impossible, although only a small fraction

' of the helium in the lattice would become mobile. Model I conversely gives

both a low filling degree of the vacancies and a low vacancy concentration.

Thus, interbubble fracture directly, (rather than after percolation) would be

the physical process leading to blistering if the assumptions of Model I are

\ correct.

', Fig. 6.7e and 6.8e give the average number of vacancies.in the visible bubbles

•'•'. (> 30 vacancies) . It is clearly shown that Model I gives rise to much bigger

:'' bubbles than Model II; however, the bubble radii obtained from either model

;. (7 - 12 8) are not that much different and are in reasonable agreement with
•t

''' experiments [17]. An estimate of the swelling was made by counting the number

1 of vacancies multiplied by the average filling and adding the number oiT

\ vacancies in the bubbles. At 30% helium content, the total swelling was between

;• 28 and 43%. Using Model I, 99% of the swelling is caused by the bubbles. In

: Model II the bubbles contribute less than 50% to the total swelling.
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Filling experiments have been modelled as well. In fig. 6.9 the trapping

probability (relative to low dose) is compared with experimental results

obtained by Kornelsen and Van Gorkum [29], The calculation is for low energy

helium (N, = 0) implanted into a pre-damaged sample. The amount of pre-

damage (vacancies) was similar to that of the experiment. The curves shown are

10
ion dose (cm'2

Fig. 6.9. Trapping probability (normalized to low dose) versus helium dose for

filling of HeV's with low energy helium. The drawn lines are

calculated using Model II for N - 9, (curve 1) and 12 (curve 2),

plusses are obtained form the helium desorption experiments of

Kornelsen and Van Gorkum [29],

calculated for N =9 and 12, A value of N . ̂  10 may be inferred from the
mut mut J

experiment. The dat- points were obtained by the helium desorption experiment.

The simulation was done with Model II, but hardly any SIA-He V complexes were

formed, so Model I would yield essentially the same results. For comparison,

the simulation result has been shifted over the dose axis so that at one point

(5.6 He/V) the average trap filling (multiplicity) agreed with the experiment.

In the simulation a trapped fraction of 1.8% was found at low dose (before
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mutation), while this value in the experiment was 0.43%. The trend with dose

is the same as in the experiment. Presumably the effective trapping radius and/

or the number of (L)SIA's punched out per captured IHA is bigger than assumed

in the model. It should be noted that even before mutation takes place the

trapping is increased by <v20% in the experiment.

It is recognized that the models presented here are only a simple approximation

to the much more complicated processes actually occurring in a metal. The most

serious approximations made are the elimination of geometrical correlations and

the use of diffusion limited rate constants at high defect concentrations. In

addition the details of the mutation process have not been experimentally or

calculationally verified and are chosen for illustrative purposes.

Despite all these uncertainties the results obtained are in good agreement with

experimental data and Model II is consistent with percolation as a mechanism

for the abrupt formation of blisters at the experimentally observed helium

content.

6.6. Conclusions

A Monte Carlo procedure has been used to model the nucleation and growth of

helium bubbles. The following conclusions may be obtained from this model:

- SIA-emission by helium filled vacancy-clusters (bubbles) following helium

capture (mutation process) and the simultaneous annihilation of helium

filled vacancies could well explain bubble formation and growth in helium

bombarded metals at low temperatures.
19 -3

- Bubble densities of *v2 x 10 cm are calculated in agreement with

experiment.

- The simple mutation process results in essentially all of the helium in TEM

visible bubbles in possible disagreement with experiment.

- By including SIA trapping at helium filled vacancies, percolation followed

by interbubble fracture could explain blistering at about the experimentally

observed helium content.

- The simple model presented here is able to correctly describe helium bubble

nucleation and growth experiments in addition to recently published data on

filling of point defects with low energy helium.
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Appendix

Rate of removal and rate constants

The probabilities according to which the SIA's and IHA's are distributed

over the various sinks are shown in eq. 1 and 2 of table 6.1. In general the

probability p that a defect is captured by a sink of type y is given by

z c
p = _ 3LJ (A6.I)
Y I Zj Cj + Zd pd + Ps

in which z. is a geometrical factor giving the cross section of a trap of the

i type and c. its atomic fraction, z. the factor for capture by dislocations

(density p.) and p the probability for loss to the surface.

f The geometrical factors are given by the following formulas:

(i) For IHA + He V -* Hte.V:
i ,• m m+1

<' Z^ = ^ r ^ [1 + {12W(r")
3c,}I/2] (A6.2)

~ where the H stands for helium and the index 1 for one vacancy, r, is given in

t units of the lattice constant (a_) and is taken to be equal to 3/v for any

i degree of filling of the vacancy, c. it the concentration of single vacancy

traps (V, HeV ... He V). The concentration term in (A6.2) is discussed in

section 3.2.3 and 3.3™utThe value of r is discussed in section 4.3.2.

/ In passing it might be remarked that for simplicity additional correction

terms (due to a reduction of the number of jumps made by a diffusing practlde

before becomming trapped) caused by the other traps have not been taken into

account (this effect was discussed in section 5.3).

(ii) For IHA + He V. + He _V. . + (L)SIA:
m l m+l x+l

Zj = ty-} - y (A6.3)

with V. the volume of the vacancy cluster, assuming the i vacancies form a r
1 3 V

sphere and V = an /2 the volume of a monovacancy (b.c.c. lattice)
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( i i i ) For SIA + He V -* m IHA:
m

j - TrrJ [1 + {8ir(rJ)3 c , } 1 / 2 ] (A6.4)

where c. has the same meaning as in (2) and i^ is taken equal to 1.7 (see

section 4.3.3).

(iv) SIA capture by impurities is treated in the same way. Once a SIA is

captured by an impurity it contributes to the dislocation density.

(v) The probability for SIA capture by dislocations is given by z, p ,

where p. is the dislocation density and z, a geometrical factor which is

based on the effective medium model using a trapping radius of 10 a» (see

section 3.2.3).

(vi) The probability p that a defect at a depth d passes the crystal
s s

surface is given by [43]

(A6.5)

for both the SIA and the IHA, where d is taken to be equal to 1000 & in the

"bubble" experiment and 100 A in the filling experiment.

In Model II SIA trapping by helium (> N ) monovacancies was treated in the

same way a SIA trapping by impurities, using the same effective radius. IHA

trapping by the SIA-He V complex was assumed to be the same as IHA trapping

by monovacancies, with the constraint that m is not allowed to become bigger

than 18.
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Summary

Diffusion limited reactions in crystal lattices are studied with diffusion

and random walk theory. The reacting species may be of any kind, lattice

defects, solved gases etc. The lattice may be one, two or three dimensional.

First the random walk on a crystal lattice is studied. Our main interest

is the number of distinct lattice sites visited in a random walk on the

lattice. Results known in the literature have been improved, especially in the

two dimensional case. Also the random walk of a solid cloud of lattice points

is studied.

These results are used in a formal study of diffusion limited reactions in

which we discuss the following simplified traps: planes, cylinders, spheres,

disks and rings. The traps are either present at the start of the process

(annealing) or fed into the crystal at a constant rate (continuous production).

The rate of the trapping process is represented in the form of a rate constant,

which may depend on the process variables, such as sink size and dimension,

time and process type. Both diffusion theory and random walk theory are

applied. Results obtained in these ways are compared. These results were

compared also with Monte Carlo simulations of the trapping processes.

For the study of trapping processes occuring in real crystals it was

necessary to investigate the interaction of the reacting species on the atomic

level. Using lattice relaxation calculations, several reactions were studied.

xhese calculations result in a model for the potential energy of the crystal

versus the separation of the reaction partners. This model is used in Monte

Carlo simulations of the trapping process, which are made at a high trap

density, since the extrapolation to the low density regime can be made using

the formal part of this work.

The following reactions were studied: the trapping of interstitial helium

atoms by vacancies, self interstitial vacancy recombination, the trapping of

vacancies by immobile, helium filled, vacancies and the capture of self

interstitials and vacancies by dislocations.
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4
Some special phenomena are discussed separately. First the effect of

introducing trap-mobility is studied using Monte Carlo simulations.

The influence of the introduction of another trap type of the rate of

trapping by the original traps is investigated vith the models derived before.

By extending the model based on rate theory the trapping of random walkers by

traps located very close to a crystal surface is studied. It is shown that the

rate constant associated with these traps is higher than the one for the traps

located in the bulk. The effect of a non constant introduction of random

walkers on the rate constant for a trapping process is the last of these

special phenomena.

A part of these results is used in two models for the low temperature

nucleation and growth of bubbles due to helium bombardment. The models

described give the right bubble density versus helium dose, but differ widely

in the fraction of helium present in the bubbles found. A mechanism of

blistering based on a percolation effect is also discussed.
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Samenvatting

1

j

Door diffusie beperkte reacties in kristalroosters zijn bestudeerd met dif-

fusie en random walk theorie. Hierbij zijn allerlei soorten reagerende deeltjes

mogelijk; rooster fouten, opgeloste gassen, etc. Het rooster kan een, twee of

drie dimensionaal zijn.

Eerst wordt de random walk op een kristalrooster bestudeerd. Vooral het

aantal verschillende plaatsen, bezocht gedurende een random walk op een roos-

ter, is van belang.

Enkele resultaten uit de literatuur worden verbeterd, vooral waar het twee

dimensionale random walks betreft. Voorts wordt de random walk van een vaste

wolk roosterpunten bestudeerd. Deze gegevens worden gebruikt in een formele

studie van door diffusie beperkte reacties, waarin de volgende eenvoudige

vangst centra voor random walkers worden gebruikt: vlakken, cylinders, bollen,

schijven en ringen. De vangst centra zijn niet beweeglijk en onverzadigbaar.

De te vangen random walkers zijn ofwel al aanwezig bij de start van het vangst

proces (een herstel proces) ofwel ze worden met een constante snelheid inge-

voerd in het kristal (een continue productie proces). De snelheid van het

vangst proces wordt gerepresenteerd in de vorm van een reactie constante, welke

van de proces variabelen, zoals de grootte en de dimensie van de vangst centra,

de tijd en het proces type, af kan hangen. Zowel diffusie theorie als random

walk theorie worden gebruikt. De met deze twee methoden verkregen resultaten

worden vergeleken. Ook worden de ontwikkelde modellen vergeleken met de resul-

taten van Monte Carlo simulaties van de vangst processen.

Ten behoeve van de studie van vangst processen, die in werkelijke kristallen

voorkomen, is het nodig de wisselwerking van de reagerende deeltjes op atomair

niveau te bestuderen. Dit is gedaan door middel van rooster relaxatie bereke-

ningen. Deze- berekeningen resulteren in modellen voor de potentiële energie

van het kristal versus de afstand van de wisselwerkende deeltjes. Deze modellen

worden gebruikt in Monte Carlo simulaties van het vangst proces. De simulaties

worden uitgevoerd bij een hoge dichtheid van de vangst centra, daar voor de

extrapolatie naar lage dichtheden gebruik gemaakt kan worden van het formele
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deel van dit proefschrift.

De volgende reacties zijn bestudeerd: de vangst van interstitieel helium

door vacatures, recombinatie van zeif-interstitielen en vacatures, de vangst

van vacatures door immobiele, net heliua gevulde, vacatures en de vangst van

zelf-interstitiëlen en vacatures door dislocaties.

Enkele bijzondere verschijnselen worden apart behandeld. Allereerst is dit

de invloed van het mobiel zijn van de vangst centra. Dit effect is bestudeerd

met Monte Carlo simulaties. Vervolgens wordt de invloed van de introductie

van vangst centra van een ander type op de reactie snelheid van het oorspron-

kelijke vangst proces bestudeerd. De eerder ontwikkelde modellen worden bier-

bij gebruikt. Door middel van een uitbreiding van bet op random walk theorie

gebaseerde model kon de vangst van random walkers door vangst centra die zeer

dicht bij een kristaloppervlak liggen bestudeerd worden. Tot slot wordt de

invloed van een niet constante invoering van de random walkers in het kristal

beproken.

Een deel van deze resultaten wordt gebruikt in een tweetal modellen voor

de kiemvorming en groei van bellen bij lage temperaturen als gevolg van helium

bombardement. De beschreven modellen geven de juiste bel-dichtheid versus

helium dosis, doch tonen grote verschillen ten aanzien van het deel van het

helium wat zich in de bellen bevindt. Voorts wordt een mechanisme voor blaar-

vorming, wat gebaseerd is op het percolatie effect, beschreven.

I
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Stellingen bij het proefschrift

"Diffusion limited reactions in

crystalline solids".

Rob Fastenau.
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1. De vertaling van random walk door dronkenmanswandeling overschat,

zeker in drie dimensies, de dronken man. Het is beter, ook in het

kader der emancipatie, te spreken van zwalking. De mannelijke random

walker wordt dan een zwalker.

2. De conclusie van Brailsford en Bullough,dat er naast de op diffusie-

theorie gebaseerde cellulaire modellen of modellen met een effectief

medium geen bruikbare methode bestaat voor de beschrijving van vangst-

reacties in vaste stoffen,is onjuist. Een uit de theorie der zwalkingen

afgeleide methode is zelfs krachtiger dan de genoemde modellen.

- A.D. Brailsford, R. Bullough. The theory of sink strengths.

Report TP. 854, AERE Harwell, August 1980.

-Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 3.

- Dit proefschrift, stelling 1.

De woud-dislocatie modellen voor de kritische schuifspanning van Foreman

en Makin en van Kocks verontachtzamen het verschijnsel versteviging.

Door een geringe aanpassing is dit in het model van Foreman en Makin te

corrigeren.

- A.J.E. Foreman, M.J. Makin, Phil.Mag. 13_ (1966) 911.

- U.F. Kocks, Phil.Mag. 13_ (1966) 541.

- R. Vetter, R.H.J. Fastenau, A. van den Beukei, to be published

in Phys.Stat.Sol.

4. Miller tracht het relatieve verschil in de sterkte van de vangst van

zelfinterstitiëlen en vacatures door dislocaties meer in overeenstemming

te brengen met experimentele resultaten door slechts het verschil in

vormingsvolume van deze puntfouten te reduceren door middel van aanpas-

sing van de interatomaire potentiaal. Dit is een ontoelaatbare en naïeve

manier van naar het antwoord toe rekenen.

- K.M. Miller, J.Mol.Mater. M_ (1979) 167.

-Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 4.

5. Bij de berekening van de reactieconstante voor vangst van zwalkers door

vangstcentra, die op grote afstand de zwalking der zwalkers beïnvloeden,

is het eveneens noodzakelijk deze beïnvloeding te kennen voor het geval

de zwalker zich bevindt in de zadelpunts configuratie.

- Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 4.

- Dit proefschrift, stelling 1.



6. In het wetenschappelijk onderzoek dient het via een advertentie infor-

meren naar de oplossing van een probleem in ere te worden hersteld.

- Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 2.

7. Voor het effect van de mobiliteit van vangstcentra op de reactieconstante

voor vangst is geen adequate theorie beschikbaar. Monte Carlo simulaties

kunnen hierin inzicht verschaffen, mits, in tegenstelling tot het werk

van Leffers en Singh, bij de simulatie meerdere vangstcentra gelijktijdig

aanwezig zijn.

- T. Leffers, B.N. Singh, Rad.Eff. ££ (1981) 82.

-Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 5.

8. Het is niet juist dat een vakidioot zich alleen met natuurwetenschap of

techniek bezig houdt.

9. Natuurwetenschappers en technici dienen vormen te creëren, waarin zij

regelmatig openbaar rekenschap afleggen van de politiek-maatschappelijke

consequenties van hun (intellectuele) produkten. Een dergelijk forum

ontstond na discussies onder de fysici, die werkten aan de ontwikkeling

van de atoombom, in de vorm van het Bulletin of Atomic Scientists.

- Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, 17_ (1981) 23-48,

10. Sommige natuurwetenschappers huldigen de opvatting dat "de Newton van

de sociale wetenschappen" nog geboren moet worden. Dit is een gevolg van

onderschatting van de complexiteit van de sociale werkelijkheid en de

in de sociale wetenschappen bereikte resultaten en van overschatting van

de historische rol van het individu Newton en de resultaten bereikt in

de fysica.

11. Beroepsgroepen, instituten e.d. dienen het tot hun natuurlijke taak te

rekenen op te komen voor die slachtoffers van mensenrechtschendingen, met

wie zij een speciale band hebben. Van een dergelijke ondersteuning van het

werk van Amnesty International zou een belangrijk neveneffect kunnen zijn,

dat de beroepsethiek en de opvattingen over "maatschappelijke verantwoor-

delijkheid" een duidelijker (gemeenschappelijke) vorm krijgen.



12. De verdere verspreiding van kernwanens is slechts tegen te gaan door

overdracht van bevoegdheden en nacht van. in volstrekte anarchie opere-

rende en elkaar in meer of mindere mate naar het leven staande, nationale

staten aan een internationaal orgaan, bijvoorbeeld t.b.v. een internationaal

beheer van splijtbaar materiaal. De door Hobbes (1588 - 1679) gepropageerde

overdracht van individuele rechten aan een absoluut vorst kan wat dit

betreft leerzaam zijn.

- Th. Hobbes. Leviathan, Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, 1968.

13. De theorie van Mulisch uit de "Compositie van de wereld" toegepast op

het verloop van de wapenwedloop voorspelt dat de wereld in 1987 zal worden

vernietigd door een totale kernoorloog.

- B. Mulisch. De oompositie van de wereld. De bezige bij,

Amsterdam 1981. 6e en 7e boek.

14. De bij veel fysici levende gedachte dat ons wereldbeeld bepaald wordt

door recent beschreven singulariteiten in de algemene (quantum) relativi-

teitstheorie, overschat zowel de kosmologische kant van ons wereldbeeld

alsmede het tempo waarmee nieuwe inzichten in ons wereldbeeld geabsorbeerd

worden.

I juni 1982.


